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Radia interferometer of Byurakansk observatory to the wavelength 73.5

Cm.

V. A. Sananyan.

In the arti;1e is given detailed description of the radio

interferometer of Byurakansx astrophysical observatory to the wave

73.5 cm, recently of introduced into action.

Introduction.

The described radio interferoaeter was created on the basis of

earlier than worked on the wave 3.7 a radiotelescope 1] by its

reconstruction for the shorter wave - 73.5 cm (408 MHz). In the

volume of works on reccnstruction they entered:

1. Increase in the lengta of western and average/mean east of
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the antennas of radio intarferometer respectively 2 and 1.6 tines.

2. Alteration of reflecting surface of antenna dishes.

3. Development and prodaction of swivel gears for rotating

antennas with the help of central electric drive.

4. Develorment and production of a nei- system of vbraters.

5. Development and production of radiometer on 408 MHz (system

of preamplifiers and main receiving-recording device/equipment).

As a result of reconstruction the total geometric antenna area

of radio interferometer achieved 7700 m2, the extent of line the east

- west - 540 a (736k) witA the gap in the middle on 180 m (245k),

i.e., considerably smaller than the length of its antennas. This

system, as let us see below, has interference radiation pattern with

the sharply pronounced central lobe/lug whose width at the level of

half power is 6 min and actually is determined the resolution of

radio interferometer on the right ascension.

The effective area of two fundamental antennas of radio

interferometer (including losses in the feeders prior to the input of

preamplifiers) comprises not less than 2000 in, which makes it

possible to reliably record radio sources with the density of the

flow of 1-2 unity with the effective noise temperature of
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preamplifier of 600 0 K, the band of receiver 1 MHz and time constant

of end device 4 s.

After the replacement of electron-tube preamplifiers by the

low-noise transistor amplifiers waich at present are

developed/processed, the sensitivity of radiotelescope considerably

will be increased.

CONSTRUCTION/DESIGN OF RADIO INTERFEROMETER.

Antenna dishes. Radio interferometer consists of four antennas,

general layout and sizes/dimensions of which are given in Fig. 1.

Page L.

The reflecting surface of antenna dish has a form of the

parabolic cylinder which is formed with the help of the flat/plane

parabolic farms/trusses. The latter are mounted on the metallic

struts, arranged at a distance of 9 m from each other (Fig. 2).

mirror itself is formed by 1.5-ma compound wires, in parallel

stretched to these farms/trusses at a distance of 5 cm from each

other with the help of the compensative springs (at the ends of each

wire) by the force of 10-12 kgf.
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Fig. 1

Key: (1). Eastern antennas. (2). western antenna.

Fig. 2.

Page 5.

The system of irradiation and the cables of feed are placed
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along the focal line of mirror, waich passes at a distance of 5.5 m

from its apex/vertex. Entire system of irradiation, cables of feed

and coordinating elaments/cells of the sections of antenna are

suspended/hung from three in parallel stretched cables which, in

turn, are held on the metallic focal struts.

System of the rotation of antenna. The antennas of radio

interferometer rotate cly in the aeridian plane. in the initial

version when radio interterometer worked on the ultrashort waves and,

therefore, it had wide radiation pattern on the declination, the

rotation of antenna was realized by hand, discretely through 2.50.

After transition/junction to the shorter waves the antenna radiation

pattern on the declination sharply was throttled/tapered and this

rotation of antenna proved to be insufficient. Furthermore, as showed

practice, the operation of this system too labor-consuming and

requires long time for the adjustnent/exchange of the antennas of

radio interferometer of one position into the other. It was suitable

for the survey/coverage of the sky when infrequently it was necessary

to vary antenna position. However, after the reconstruction of

radiotelescope as a result of whica were increased its resolution and

sensitivity and, therefore, it became possible to use a

radiotelescope for the sclution of other radio-astronomical problems,

arose the requirement to revolve tae antenna of radiotelescope

rapidly, to smoothly and estaolish/install it with the large
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accuracy. For this was worxed out the new rotary device/equipment

whose overall kinematic diagram was given in Fig. 3.

The rotation of the eastern and western antennas of radio

interferometer is realized independently with the help of electric

drive. For obtaining the necessary delay/retarding/deceleration are

used three standard reducers of brand RTsD-250 with the coefficient

of the reduction of each 1-24. In the reducer is used the electric

motor of the type P0-12/4 wita tae number of revolutions N=1360

r/min and the power W=2.3 X4. In parallel to the horizontal

rotational axis of antennas is carried out the common shaft which in

the middle is connected directly with bilateral output shaft of

reducer. At each parabolic farm/truss of antenna dish, in the center

of its rotation, is mounted the block with a diameter of 1 m, and

under it, on the axis of drive, is put on another block with a

diameter of 0.5 m. Both these of block are mutually connected by 8-m

steel cable whose ends/leads are fixed/recorded on the housings of

blocks. This diagram is very simple and at the same time it ensures

the linear connection/communication between the rotation of drive

shaft and the antenna disn. One turn of drive shaft corresponds to

the rotation of antenna in the limits of the operating range of

angles of depression. For tne target the decreases of frictional

force on drive shaft of tne axis of blocks are based on the ball

bearings.

.... i7
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The permissible maximum shaft strass of reducer is equal to 0.5

t, which by an order exceeds tae general/common/total force of the

imbalance of antenna. This maxes it possible to work in the presence

of small wind pressure.

Page 6.

with the high winds and when radiozelescope is not found in running

order, antenna dishes are fixea. Is developed/processed the braKing

system of antenna dish, whlch will make it possible to work, also,

with moderate winds.

The degree scales are attached directly on the shaft of electric

drive in its middle and at the ends/leads, and also on the rotational

axis of the outer and average/mean supporting farms/trusses of

antenna dish.

The antenna dishes of radio iaterferometer are turned around the

horizontal axis in limits of 0-1600, beginning from the southern

horizon/level. The speed of rotation of mirror is equal to 8/min,

the accuracy of focusing/induction in the declination - 15-20 min.

• -
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At present the rotation of separate antennas is realized

independently. Are developed/processed the systems of automation for

the synchronization of rotaiton and control of all antennas of radio

interferometer from the central. control desk.
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Fig. 3.

Key: (1). Fermat mirror is intarmediate. (2) . Fermat mirror

supporting/reference. (3). Strut intermediate. (4). Strut

supporting/reference. (5). Cabinet. (6). Rotational axis of mirror.

(7). Cable. (8). Block. (9). Rotational axis of shaft. (10). r/min.

(11). kW.

Page 7.

SYSTE3 OF VIBRATORS.
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Half-wave dipole with the coaxial slotted feed. As primary

sensor (irradiator) was selected a 75- ohm symmetrical half-wave

vibrator which is supplied from the coaxial line with the

longitudinal quarter-wave slot (Fig. 4a). The selection of this

system is caused by three tunddmental requirements:

- obtaiaings possibly of more uniform current distribution along

the focal lina of antenna, which will lead to an increase in the

effective antenna area;

- guarantee of reliable protection of primary feeders and

vibrator itself from the aoitirue;

- guarantee of compactness and lightest possible weight of

radiation system.
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7.

Fig. '4.

Page 8.

Fouzr-wave slot simul.tazAeously transformas the resistor/resistance

of vibrator to the input of generai/common/total feeder with

relatioaship/ratio [2]

RA=4R!&R,; R, 2R0.,'
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whera a - wave impedance of coaxial feeder; R, - wave impedance of

the section of slot (Fig. 4a, aetween points A and B); Rl - output

resistance of vibrator; R.% - transformed to the common line

resistor/resistance (Fig. 4a, pcin A).

As shows formula (1) when R,<Ro slot is step-up iapedance

transformer. This property siaplifies the power-supply system of a

large number of parallel-connected low-resistance emitters, which

occurs in the case of the descriaed radiotelescope.

Location of vibrators on tae antenna. For the elongation/extent

nine meters of the focal line of antenna are placed 24 half-wave

vibrators. This group of vibrators subsequently we will count for one

section of antenna. Eaca section, in turn, is divided/marked off into

two parts on 12 vibrators in each. They cophasally are connected up

the general/common/total coaxial feeder through a 92- ohm coaxial

line with the slot.

The feed of group of 12 vibrators is produced in its center. It

cophasal, which is achieved ay the selection of the junction of the

internal vein/strand of 1lne to tAe left or right edge of the slot of

vibrator. The listance netween two adjacent vibrators is equal x/2.
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This means that two groups, on b vibrators in each

(resistor/resistance of waicn it transforms itself to the common

coaxial feeder as 450 ohms), in parallel they are connected between

themselves, and then througa a 150- ohm quarter-wave transformer to

the general/common/total input of sections.

Diagram of one of tha viorators with the indication of the value

of resistance at 4ifferent poits is given in Fig. 4a, and 4b is

shown the photo of one group of viarators. By by of trial and error

of the parametars slots, diameter of internal wiring and thickness of

the fastening insulators of tro line of the value of

resistors/resistances were selected by such that general/common/total

output resistance of group of 1z vibrators would be equal to the wave

impedance of the feeding cauls (75 ohms). In the groups of vibrators

were not used the tuning elements/cells. Before carrying out serial

production of the groups of vibrators, in the experimental

sasples/specimens with the large thoroughness were selected the

sizes/dimensions of all eleaeats/cells of vibrator, line and

coordinating elements/cells, and taen during the production, with aid

of special attachmer.t, they observed a strict identity of all groups.

As a result of this was achieved/reached almost ideal value

coeffi-ient this was achieved/reacAed the almost ideal value of

standing-wave ratio (ksv) for all groups: 1.05+-0.05 in the band of

fregencies of 10 MHz about tbe operating frequency and 1. 15-1.20 in
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the band of frequencies (.95-420) MHz.

Page 9.

Section of 24 vibrators is the independent system, which is

tuned on the earth/ground, and then is suspended on the antenna along

its focal line with the help of tae cables and special holders. The

sizes/dimensions of the latter were selected so as to compensate the

sagging of cables and sections tnemselves. The divergence of the line

of vibrators from the focal line of mirror does not exceed 0.05X in

the worst (from the point of vxew of sagging) antenna position. Since

the santanna radiation pattern in the plane of declination is not very

narrow, this 3hift cannot introduce essential error into the results

of measurements.

Counter-reflector. The system 3f cables, tb feeders of feed,

holders and matching elements/cells are placed on the plane of the

counter-reflector of antenna.

Counter-reflector also and antenna dish, is formed with the help

of the in parallel stretched wires. It has flat/plane form for the

western antenna (by width -- X) and angle mold for the eastern

antennas (aperture of angle of -- 1400). The sizes/dimensions of

counter-reflector, the distance of vibrator from the focal line and
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from the plane of countex-reflactor were selected experimentally so

that edge antenna dishes would ba irradiated by the power, which dos

not exceed 100/0 of the power by tae center, but the line of phase

centers would pass along the focal. line.
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Pig 5.l ya. AlrM

Kay: (1). To tha eastern antennas of radio interferometer. (2).

Radiometer.

Page 10.

Feeders of feed. The overall1 diagram of the feed of the

vibrators of entire antenna is given in Fig. 5, where T, TI, Tz, T3

matched tee- transformers; TK - cross pie ce-transf or mer; GShG - cap of

noise generator; P - switch of feeders and YP - phase switch. Two

halves section of 24 vibrators are connected between themselves by

the cable of a small attenuaati.on (MK-78) and by quarter-wave tee-
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tran3former. The sections between themselves are combined in pairs.

The lengths of all cables from the center of the primary group of

vibrators to the input cf main receiver are identical. This, as we

will see below, it ensures sufticiently broadband for entire radio

interferometer. Groups also and sections, are connected between

themselves with the heli oi tae specially prepared quarter-wave

branch- transformers which are well matched with cable (ksv-1.1) and

are hermetically sealad. Before placing feeders on the antenna, their

electrical lengths with the help of the grad line they were selected

with the large accuracy. The paase error in the arms of antenna does

not exceed one-two degrees.

At the output of every four sections (96 half-wave vibrators)

occurs the preliminary amplification of signal. The subsequent

intermediate amplificatioa of signal occurs at the input of each

antenna of radio interferometer.

Power loss in the caales from the preamplifier (PU) to the

general/common/total input of antenna (Fig. 5) is equal 3 dB - 2 of

times), and from the input of antenna to the main receiver 9 dB (6

chasubles). Losses in the section from the vibrator to PU

experimentally were not determined. Them carried to the losses of

antenna. Calculated values of these losses is .1.1 dB.
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USE OF ANTENNAS IN A COMPOSITIJN OF RADIO INTERFEBOMETER.

The selected system of feeders and preamplifiers makes it

possible to use each antenna as the separate independent and as

composite/compound component part of entire radio interferometer.

More3wvr both western and average/mean eastern of antenna separately

can be used as the system, in which occurs periodic switching of the

phase of signal in the caole of the feed of one half antenna fabric.

In the composition of fundamental radio interferometer they are

used average/mean eastern and western antennas. The effective area of

two outer eastern antennas in comparison with the total effective

area is small, they cannct maxe a significant contribution to the

formation of radiaticn pattern and improvement in the sensitivity of

entire radio interferometer; therefore they in essence will be used

together with average eastern antenna or with its part when will

arise the need for making more precise the declination of radio

source or its structure in the vertical plane. For this case is

provided the possibility to differently combine three eastern

antemnas: all three together, extreme between themselves and

average/mean with the extreme ones.

Page 11.
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In the feeders, which go to the ourer eastern antennas, are phase

inverters for the shift of interference pattern in the vertical

plane, which are the graduated segments of the coaxial line of the

variable/alternating length, in each arm which smoothly vary the

phase of signal in limits of 0 to 1800. These lines are uniform and

well matched between themselves; therefore a change in their length

with the phasing of interferounaer does not introduce further errors.

Outer eastern antennas can be combined with two halves the

western antenna and to nave two independent interferometers whose

bases are deflected to the ditferent sides relative to line the east

- west. This gives the possibility to raise the accuracy of the

determination of the right ascension of radio source by its

simultaneous observation by taese interferometers.

Is provided also the possibility with the help of the

automatically operational system of phase inverters to scan

interference radiation pattern in the vertical plane so that to

immediately solve the radLo sources which simultaneously are within

the limits the antenna radiation pattern. This problem can be solved

also by the use/application of the well untied between themselves

multichannel feeder ana receivers.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ANTENNA FEEDER UNIT.
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The antenna radiation partera of radio interfarometer in the

vertical plane is the radiation pattern of parabolic reflector with

the aperture 18 and 15 a for the western and eastern antennas

respectively. Since the edge oi mirrors they are irradiated weakly,

radiation pattern in the vbrticai plane is obtained somewhat wider

than the calculated. Due to this is reduced the dissipation of energy

on the side lobes of antenna. According to calculation data the width

of radiation pattern in this plane composes 20 51 for the western

antenna and 30 for the eastern antennas.

The antenna radiation pattera in the horizontal plane is

determined by the formula oi copaasal grating which in the units of

power and in tha standardized/normalized form is expressed by formula

(2) (3]

FPNV(O) [N sin.) J p=dksinO. (2)

Here 9 - angular distance of source from the normal to the plane

of antenna aperture, the secant of interferometer spacing; d=X/2 -

distance between th. adjacent elements/cells of grating: X -

wavelength; N - number of lements/cells in the grating, equal to

576.384 and 144 for western (A,), average/mean the eastern (A3 ) and

outer eastern (A2 and A*) antennas of radio interferometer
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raspectively (Fig. 1); =2r/,- wave number.

Page 12.

When two halves antenna are connected between themselves through

the davice/equipment, whice periodically changes over the phase of

signal on 1800, radiation pattern '5]

Fs (O) 4F./. (e) F. (e); F, () =cos

=[sin (T)

where - permanent phase difference; F,01 - interference factor.

Fig. 6a gives calculated radiation patterns for the western and

eastern antennas of radio interferometer (curves F, and F2

respectively), obtained in the macbiine "Nairi-2". Is to the right

given the recording of radio source Deva-A (3e274), obtained on

antenna A,. Scale corresponds to one angle degree. On the dotted

graphs is shown the curve F, waich corresponds to this recording. The

conformity of experimental design data, as we see, satisfactory.

In Fig. 6b are introduced radiation pattern of side lobes on the

increased scale along the axis cf ordinates.
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47

I P

e, 2

092

Fig. 6.

Key (1). (Recording by source). (2). Seconds of arc.

Page 13.
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Interference diagram. For tae fundamental antennas of radio

interferometer (A, and (A3) in tae plane of right ascension

interference diagram in the composite form

,,:D
- Sin(O-); Vob=Dtgasin y-a),
Cos x

where F,1 1' and F4, 1 - antenna radiation pattern A, and A3 on the

strength of field; D - interferometer spacing the east - west in the

plane of the horizon/level; m=0.50 - angle of the slope of true

interferometar spacing from horizontal line of 7=40.50 - latitude of

3yurakan.

After simple conversion for tae interference function, expressed

in the units of power, we will cbtain

F ( .)- = F  F2 + 2F AFA cos ( .-

If ia the interferometer is applied the device/equipment, which

periodically changes over the phase of signal in one arm on 1800,

then (4]

F(0)=F. P(p+ 0+ )-.F P (PO 4 Fo A FA, COS (3)

In the arms of interferometer are introduced the further

segments of the line of variable/alternating length for the

compensation for a phase difference To. by the caused difference in

the levels of antennas A, and A3. In this case in expression (3) it

is possible to take 10
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Effective antenna area was evaluated according to the flow of

the series/row of the supporting/reference sources of cosmic

radio-frequency radiation. All losses of antenna and antenna feeder

units prior to the input PU (Fig. 5) refered to the losses of

antenna. Separately were determined the effective areas of one

section of antenna, four sections and entire antenna. For the

coefficients of the use cf an area respectively were obtained the

values: 0.5; 0.4 and 0.34. The metnod of measuring these coefficients

is in detail presented below. From given data it follows that the

noticeable part of the energy of useful signal is lost in the cables

between the output of sections and the input PU, that, in turn, he

indicates the need for the selection of an optimum number PU and

their approximation/appzoaca to an output of sections.

Level of lateral lobes. The radiation pattern of multiunit

antenna unavoidably has side lobes. For a decrease in the level of

these lobes/lugs into the antenna to technology are applied different

methods, in particular, is selected the corresponding law of current

distribution according to the antenna dish or according to its

elements/cells. As a rule, the current strengths on the edges of

mirror or on the extreme elemeats/cells reduce on the specific law.

In the described radiotelascope a decrease in the side-lobe

level ia the vertical plane, as it was noted, is achieved by the weak
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irradiation of the edges oi cylindrical mirror (about 5-10o/0

relative to the power, whica fa.ls to the middle part of the mirror).

Distribution of the current strength according to the vibrators

of the sections of the antennas oi radio interferometer uniform along

the focal line.

Page 14.

Consequently, in the plane of right ascension the side-lobe level is

obtained not less than it i.s determined by the given higher formula.

True, the length of mirror on (.2-3)k more in comparison with the

length of the line of vibrators, and the current strengths in the

extreme groups of vibrators are somewhat reduced in comparison with

the average groups; however, this does not significantly vary common

diffraction pattern. In this plane the side-lobe level in essence is

characterized by the heterogeneity of antenna feeder unit (on the

phase and by the amplitude of current in them). Therefore were

applied all possible measures. in crder these heterogeneities to

reduce to a minimum.

The decrease of the side-lobe level of common interference

pattern favorably is manifested the following fact. In the line the

east- west the sizes/dimensions of the mirrors of the eastern and
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western antennas of radio intearferometer are different, they relate

as by 2:3. Because of this the maximums and zero radiation patterns

of one antenna are disFlaced relative to maximums and zero another.

And whan interferometer works oy the method of phase switching, with

which the radiation patterns of two antennas are multiplied, a number

of side lobes increases in the l~aits of the solid angle of

interference diagram, and their level, beginning from the second,

noticeably it is reduced (Fig. 6, the curve F4). The appearance of a

large negative lobe/lug does not accordingly make the resolution

worse of radio interferometer, since it is within the limits of main

thing and the first of side lobes and, furthermore, with this form of

curve one can see well the presence of adjacent source. The

advantages of this methcd are in more detail presented in work [5].

This system has another advantage. If this source is observed twice:

one time by simple interference method, and another time by single

switching, than from the analysis of the recordings of observations

error-free it is possible to determine, it is this recording the

signal of real source of this is trace from the intense source,

accepted by the side lote of antenna. If recording is the signal of

real source, then transit time must not depend on the methcd of

observations.

RECEI VER.
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Preamplifier. At the heigat of each group of four sections of

antenna is connected one cascade/stage PU (Fig. 7), carried out on

the diagram "grounded grid". it is assembled on the high-frequency

ceraaic triodes of the type 6C17K 1).

FOOTNOTE 1. At present these amplifiers are replaced transistor with

the factor of the noise -3 dB. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Resonators coaxial are connected in the circuit of anode and cathode

of tube. Their tuning for the resonance frequency and to the optimum

coupling is realizel with tne neip of variable/altarnating air

capacitors, entering the constructLon/design of resonators

themselves.

Page 15.

Output signal is removed/taken from the grounded end/lead of coaxial

cavity near the current antinode. This low-resistance

inclusion/connection simplifies the agreement of the output of

amplifier with the cable. Noise factor is equal to 2.8 (-4.5 dB),

power gain 36 (-16 dB). The resonance frequency of 408 MHz, passband

(8-10) [MHz. With the work of antenna in the system of the

interferometer between its input and main cable is switched on by

intermediate the preamplifier of signal (PPU).

i.
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Fundamental receiver - superheterodyne type. Its input

amplifiers are also assembled on the triodes 6C17K and have the same

construction/design as PU. Mixer - crystal, with the coaxial cavity.

The frequency of hetercdyne 383.d6 MHz is stabilized by quartz (55th

crystal harmonics). This noticeably improves the stability of entire

receiver. in the intermediate frequency - 24 MHz main receiver

branches to two channels witn the bands of frequencies of 1 MHz for

interference observaticns and J MHz for the observations with one

antenna. The overall gain of main receiver can be regulated in the

limits of 100-120 dB. The time constant of end device varies through

discrete/digital values of 0.05; 0.1; 0.5 and 4 s. The remaining

units of receiver are usual.

Phase antenna switch (FP) is carried out on the semiconductor

changing over diodes of tne type D501Zh (approach also diodes D5019

and D501Ye. Its schematic diagram is given in Fig. 8.

For the exception/elimination of sharp transitions/junctions the

switch is designed in the torm of coaxial ring. At the ends/leads of

the quarter-wave sections are variable/alternating disc capacitors -

C.tm for tuning of switch for the operating frequency. Changing over

reference sine voltage 0.6-0.8 V0frequency of 37 Hz is supplied
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from the standard audio signal generator (ZG-10) of stable feed.

Switcning the phase of signal on 180 0 is realized with the error not

more than one degree. Power losses in the switch compose 7o/o (0.3

dB). Analogous diagram has amplitude switch. In it at point A (see

Fig. 8) ring is cut into two branches to which are connected the

antenna and the equivalent noise source.
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Fig. .7

Fig. 7.
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CALIBRArION OF RADIO INTEUFEBRGETER.

The calibration of multiunit radiotelescopes with the help of

the local standard noise sources in the majority of the cases is

connected with the great technical difficulties or is almost

impossible. In such cases, as d rule, calibrates itself main

receiver, and system PU and feeder circuit remain without the

control/checking. As the most perfect, naturally, is considered the

calibration of multiunit antenna systems with the help of the

supporting/reference space sources; however, this not completely

sufficient, since always after the arrival of the signal of the

observed source it is impossible to directly record the signal of

supporting/reference source. Virtually frequently it is necessary

signal from tha latter tc writa/record through sevaral hours during

which can be changed the parameters of antenna feeder circuit and

radiometer. Does not remain constant and the effective antenna

ambient temperature in the directions of the measured and

supporting/reference sources. ay another difficult, by most

essential, problem is the realization of control/checking of the
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quality of the work of the indivldual sections of aultiunit antennas.

This problem even more is complicated, when system extended also in

each element/cell or group of elzeants/cells occurs the preliminary

amplification of signal vita tae sufficiently high coefficient of

power gain. In that case the calibration of radiometer from the input

of main receiver is insufficient for calibrating the radiation

source, since noises and instaoility of equipment in essence will

depend work of PU.
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Fig. 8. Key: (1). V. (2). itZ.

Page 17.

Furthermore, in the multiunit extended systems when the length of

feeder lines from PU to the main receiver composes hundred or

thousands of wavelengths and they are badly/poorly shielded from the

effect of ambient conditions (chanje in the temperature, humidity,

different electrical focusings/inductions and others), and a number

of tuning and coordinating elements/cells reaches ten and hundred,

the characteristics of antenna feeder circuit in the time can vary

and it is essential to affect the results of measurements. Is

important the fact that tne parameters of PU themselves also can vary

in the time by very differently.

I.
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an reasons indicated anove appears the need for calibrating or,

at least, to monitor mcde/conditions of the work of radiotelescope at

least in the saction from the inputs of preamplifiers - all

amplifiers together and eaca iaiavidually.

In the dascribed radio interferometer for the partial solution

of this problem it is provided in each PU to place the separate cap

of noise generator GShG (see fig. 7), which in parallel with the

section of antenna constantly is connected to the input of PU through

the directional coupler. The feed of noise caps and corresponding

measuring meters general/common/total for all amplifiers is

ar-anged/located on the main receiver. Feed to the separate noise

caps can be supplied separately to each or simultaneously to all.

This gives possibility periodicaily, also, without the large

expenditure of time to calinrate both entire system as a whole and

its separate sections, beginning from the input of PU. But the latter

are sufficiently closely conducted/supplied to the primary vibrators

(length of the line between them only of 50 wavelengths), and,

furthermore, these lines are done from the cable of a small

attenuation, it is well saielded from the penetration of moisture and

are located under identical temperature conditions. As showed

experi3ent, the parameters of these sections substantially do not

6L
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vary in the small time intervai, determined by the transit tiue of

the radio source through the antenna radiation pattern and time of

recording reference signal. It is completely sufficient, if these

sections of line, just as entize radiotelescope, two or three times

will calibrate itself according to the well selected intense space

radio sources.

of course for the full/total/complete calibration it would be

desirable standard noise signal to supply not by n the input of

amplifier, but directly to the primary irradiator. This problem is

technically difficult, since tae remote zone in which it is necessary

to place the standard noise source, composes hundreds of kilometers

and virtually it is not possible to ensure the reception of reference

signal of necessary amplitude and stability. However, it is possible

the standard generator to place also in the near zone such that by

the branched from it power to irradiate primary vibrators or groups

of vibrators. The creaticn oi this system, in the principle,

possibly, and a questicn of its practical implementation is studied.

A question of the use/application of PU in the multiunit antenna

systems is examined in works Co, 7]. Hare it will be examined in

connection with the described interferometer, mainly, from the point

of view of the absolute calibration of the multiunit antenna systems,

which contain numerous PU.
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During the computations we wili disregard the noises of the galactic

background. This will not introduce significant error, since radio

interferometer in the majority of the cases will work by the method

of phasa switching and the antenna radiation pattern is sufficiently

narrow in order to exclude the reception/procedure of the radio

emission of galactic background. As far as regions are concerned

separate of the intense radio emission of the background of galaxy,

then we will carry them to the group of the extended galactic radio

sources, about which it will be said below.

For the absolute calibration of the radio emission adopted our

antenna we will consider as tne system, which consists of n of the

linear, in parallel connected four-poles. Number n we will take as

the equal to a number of PU. Ii we to the input of the i-th of these

four-poles supply noise power p,, tnen the total power of signal at

the input of the main cable

rL

Pc = "lgjp; p =A, fjS, (4)

where - transmission factor of the power of the i branch of line;

9 - coefficient of the powkr gain of the i amplifier; .4., the
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effective area of the i group of tie sections of antenna taking into

account the loss in the cables in the section up to PU; A'/ the

band of frequencies of the i amplifier; S - density of the flow of

the radiation/emission adopted, which we will consider constant in

all sections of antenna aperture. In particular, when amplifiers and

corresponding branches are identical, i.e., when

,=n. g.=g,.A-=..bn, p,=p and Af,=Aj for all values of index i

then

P = n gp = Yg fSA,; p= s,._ ._ (5)

This power is further amplified by main receiver, and it it is

possible to rate/estimate simpLy: po=pcgmno where 1o the

transmission factor of the power of main cable, and the led to the

band coefficient of the power gain of the main receiver

A~ f~

go and Afo - factor of amplification and band of the frequencies of

the main receiver adopted respectively. We accept Afo <Af. Comparing

the measured by method indicatad above power of radio source with the

equivalent horsepower of noise generator, from equality D =P let us

determine the value of the antenna temperature of radio source '..

it is here necessary to focus attention on two facts. Completely
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it is clear that the signals, wnicn go from the different standard

generators, are incoherent white noises, and in order to compare them

with the signal of observed point source, coherent at the output all

PU, it is necessary to use a compensative or amplitude-modulation

radiometer; this comparison will b& full/total/complete.

Page 19.

When is used the phase-switchiag device/equipment at tha input of

fundamental receiver, then signals from the noise caps are not

modulated, in contrast to the useful signal whose phase varies with

the passage of the radic source tarough thq antennas of

interferometer and, therefore, is modulated during the switching. 3ut

since the sections of antenna are not ideally matched with the cable

and switching system itselt is not also ideal, then at the output of

radiometer will be always different from zero signals from the noise

caps, which we will call the error signal. If it are calibrated by

the signal of known radio source, it is possible to measure the

signals also of other sources, since, beginning from the input of PU,

any change in the parameters of radiometer will equal affect the

value of the measured signal and error signal.

SENSITIVITY OF RADIOTELESCOPE.
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By sensitivity of raciotelescope is understood the minimum flux

of radio emission, which can be distinguished at the level of the

normal noises, which appear in all its nodes, from the antenna to

output amplifier. For ultimate sensitivity they usually accept the

half the power of noise Fath/track.

If all noises (galactic background, antenna itself, feeder

circuit, preamplifiers and fundamental receiver) are related to the

input of antenna and equivalent noise temperature are designated

through T , then the sensit.Lytt of radiotelescope. which corres.z.:,ds

to the half power of noise path/track, will be expressed by the known

for mu la:

SM, :, 2kTo(.V 3- I= 2kr, (7)

where To--3000K - ambient temperature; .\' =(T,-L To)T the equivalent

factor of the noise of entire radiotelescope; .4a affective antenna

area; Af - bandwidth of tue reception/procedure; r - time constant of

output device; k - Boltzmann constant.

As can be seen frcm formula (7), for determining the sensitivity

or, which is the same, for the precise measurement of weak flows is

necessary and is sufficient accurately to measure T, and - for

this radiotelescope, whica, by tne way, presents great practical

difficulty, "specially in tue case of multiunit radio

- --1 1
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intecferometers. Determination at and r difficulty does not present.

For definition Ta each branch of the antenna (section from the

section to its input) of radio interferometer, in turn, we will

consilac as the system of series-connected active and passive

networks with all inherent noise and transmission factors of power

(Fiq. 9).

Page 20.

If these branches are identical and everywhere occurs the

full/total/complete agreement of four-poles with the feed lines, then

for the equivalent noise temperature it is possible to write

following expression (9, 10]:

T, = T.. + 2T'4TIK I 7KI gVI NP1KS 9YI 11INS 9~lY- %l' 1X-nK39l.Y-
"

Here Tail, the total noise temperature of the background of

galaxy, antenna and cable up to PU; T.=T1-. - the noise

temperature of the corresponding cut cables; 1., ,l . ' T 1 . Tb.., T; -I

transmission factors of the power of the corresponding sections of

line; Jfwators of amplification and noise temperatures of PU

and PPU respectively; T.-1 the noise temperature of fundamental

receiver. Table 1 gives the values of the coefficients, entering into

formula (8) for the western antenna A, (analogous characteristics has
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the eastern antenna of radio iaterferometer), while in Table 2 -

value T-,, .' and S, fcr different cases of connecting of

preliminary and through repeaters, and also values of their

characteristics. During the computation of equivalent antenna

temperature were accepted the following values of the parameters:

Af=1 MHz, v=4 s and A=2000 .w2. Sata of table show that with assigned

magnitude .4 and the cnaracteristics of cable the value of minimum

flow which can be recorded by tie given radiotelescope, strongly it

depends on a number, characteristics and connection point of PU and

PPU.

During the determination of the sensitivity of radiotelescope

the noises of the radic emission of galactic background

included/connected in the composition of antenna noises whose value

in the direction Earth's north pole was determined by the following

method.
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I ffC0Ce6deAI9S 17,V

Fig. 9. Key: (1) . To adjacent PU.

Table 1.

- I ~KO4(bnumHT yciuie-
KO34)dHUKekT r.epe~aqia Ka~e.IA 1) Uwywa kAutmn, *K H rip;eAYClI--

Tie.d6

0 .75 0.5 10o 75 150 270 :6 16

Key: (1). Transmission factor of Cables. (2). Noises of cables. (3).

Factor of amplification of praampli.fiers, dB.

Page 21.

kntq~na they directed toward tae pole and was fixed/recorded the

conditional level of the output noi~ses of simple compensative

radiometer. Then to input of one o.f the amplifiers instead of the

cable, which goes from four sections of antenna, they

included/connected the matched load and at an ambient temperature

again was fixed/recorded the level of output noises. Finally, matched

impedance they transferred to the input of one section and was

fixed/recorded a change in the level of otitput noises. The further
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corresponding jumps of the level of output noises calibrated by the

located in preamplifier standard noise generator. After simple

computations for Tdw were obtained values of -- 250 0 K.

The problem of computing the value 4, for the multiunit antenna

systems more complicated, and, as a rule, calculation and real data

do not coincide, since not always it is possible to accurately

determine field distribution in antenna aperture or to measure its

precise radiation pattern. For this reason I. also were determined

experimentally - measurement of the antenna temperature of the

series/row of the intense space radio sources, spectral flow

distribution of which is weil Xnown. The recording of the signals of

several sources, obtained with the help of the western antenna of

radio interferometer (Areo, 3900 .w-w together with reference signal of

the noise generator T=30 0K, is given in Fig. 10.
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Table 2.

Cxeua %K.%OqeHWFI H4 XAaiKTePHc?RXK ny 71 r. *K N 3 n

Be ripiweltemliq J , ) 12000 1 43
OaH1H K3CI: FlV Hn3 \oae K ac..i rpvnnui 11

qTbLDPX zeKUMI Ha .13.mra\ 6C ,-K cK05APptndlbeq-
TONI %C1I.7Q:N MOIOHOCT,: it 0 H COGCT:;HHbIMI !L%-
%Iif 6000 K L) 1 200 5 .0

To -Ke. rimocC o6wiw vc~ia.tre.mt ta i\O2at r~aBH()-
rC 3,.iH IekITBh III BapHaHT1 53) 900 4 0.7

Flo asa hacfiaaa Fly Ha Ka Ka:,r\-n il q eTbi-
PeX CtCKIIHI C TLOMH -n~e xa~aKTeCOHC-TI!KaMlI 730 3.5 C6

O2iii K--cxa: napameTpHtaeCK017 \U:11ITe.15i Ha
Kd +.Ivfl rpTD.% 11 3 2-" CeNUMI aNTChUllbi C X30

ICHe~TOMi.c: iaeHIN 20 'j6 itCO(5Cr3eHHblMTI u.;\ ma t
:00 K -7) 570 2Q o.

TpaH3V1Cro0pHWi ';CHi.1e.1b, Ha Kda K:abe' ' Ce~llil
aHlTeHHbi C %ciiiefiiie,, 25 rd i Lujvai3 500  S. 7350 3,5 0.o

0211H Kacxa-, 11Y Hia BX0lae KaxKao0 rpvnnibl H3 Ie-
napex cecKuih Ha .aamfax 6C171( c xout).iewTo!
\cHi1eHHR~ MOILLMOCT11 16 rY .H C06CTieHHlumii UaM
600'K, HC npeNqHltx Ha Bxoje all.TeHH .41 i 5? I 90

Note. Given in the table data correspond to the average/mean

charicteristics of the worki.~ng or developed/processed in the USSR

amplifiers.

Key: (1). Circuit diagram and characteristic of PU. (2). un. of flow.

(3). Without use/application of PU. (i) . One cascade/stage of PU at

input of each group cf fcur sections on tubes 6S17K with coefficient

of power gain of 16 dB and inherent noise of 600 0K. (5). The same,

plus gecieral/common/total ampifieir at input of main cable (operating

version) . (6).* On two cascadis/stages of PU to each group of four
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sections with the same charact ristics. (7). One cascade/stage of

parametric amplifier tc eaca group of 12 sections of antenna ith

factor of amplification 20 dB and inherent noise of 1000 K. (8).

Transistor amplifier to every 2 sections of antenna with

amplification 25 dB and noises or J50 0 K. (9). One cascade/stage of PU

at input of each group of four sections on tubes 6S17K with

coefficient of power gain of I* da and inherent noise of 600 0 K, but

receiver at input of antennas A& and A3 .

Page 22.

The values of the effective area of this antenna (.4,.)). calculated

according to the value cf antenna temperature (T,,,1 and flux of radio

emission (S,,, of these sources [11] according to the formula

A, = 2kT,'!,,, (9)

and also the corresponding values of the coefficient of the use of an

antenna area are given in Table 3.

Data of table show that the average/mean value of the

coefficient of the use of an antenna area composes 34o/o, what is

sufficiently good result for diftraction type antennas. Some

disagreements of the value of tais coefficient, obtained on the basis

of different sources, are caused by the fact that in the period of
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these control measureaents the anter., was turned through the

discrete/digital values of aeclinations and radio source is not

always passed strictly on tae maximum of diagram. For the

introduation of the corresponding correction the antenna temperatures

of sources 3S75 and 3S70 respectively increased 1.4 and 1.1 times

(according to the data of radiation pattern on the declination).
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Fig. 10. Key . (1). angular. (2). unit.

Table 3.

.!HIe Has TeMne- IOT b nOToMI 3"iKwaa$ P.,.
Fa .o~icloqulc palypa Tr. K S. , ed. ' ' W nma,- A U . ( 1Hn asrel-

3c-- I 1 I I l oU,3
3C'5 5,1 16 1250 0.32

.3C270 13.2 j 35 1200 0,31
3C384 0.0 159 1500 0,38
3c.459 3.8 13,.5 1400 0.36

Cpe:-He 3areHe Kim aHTeHniA no 4eTbhpem -1340 -034
H3-4epeHRIM

Kay: (1). Radio source. (2). Antenna temperature. (3). Density of

flow un. of flow. (4). Effective area. (5). Coefficient of use

of area( stalks) of antenna A&. (6). Average/mean value of stalks of

anteana A, on four measurements.

Page 23.

L - -- -~ 0-- ~ .- -
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A comparatively large disagreement of values of effective area

is caused by the fact that the rlows of radio sources in the catalogs

are given with the accuracy +-(5-10)o/o.

On the basis of given in Table 2 data it is not difficult to

conclude that during the use/application of more sensitive parametric

or transistor amplifiers or by multistaging in the operating

amplifiers and approaching tha place of their inclusion to primary

radiations it is possible 1.5-2 times to increase the sensitivity of

radiotelescope. Without the special work tvo times it is possible to

raise sensitivity by an increase af and r' Then ultimate sensitivity

of radiotelescope achieves 0.25 unity of flow. If we consider that

technical sensitivity two times lower than ultimata sensitivity, then

it is obtained, that the radio sources with the flow of 0.5 unity can

be observed with the help of the described radiotelescope during the

use of all its real possibilitles. Of this it is possible to be

convinced also from the foiiowing simple analysis of the recordings

of radio sources, given in Fig. 10. In them the temperature of noise

path/track composes -0.5 0 K, which for At,=1350 , and I,=IO00K

corrasponds to the critical angle of S=1 unity. For entire radio

interferometer when simultaneously are used all antennas in effective

area not less than 2000 maz, this number decreases approximately

IJA
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doubly.

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM.

In conclusion it is possiDle to say several words about tae

program of research which it is proposad to carry out with the help

of described interfarometer. It switches on the study of galactic and

extragalactic radio sources (discrete/digital and extended), the

study of pulsars, the measurement of the angular dimensions of radio

sources, etc. Interfercmeter safes it possible with thp large

accuracy to conduct the measurement of the flows of extragalactic

sources, which is necessary for studying the low-frequency spectra of

radio galaxies and quasars, conducted together with other

observatories. Such measurements will make it possible to explain a

question about a slow change of the intensity of the

radiation/emission of quasars in the range of decimeter waves.

Effective can prove to be the use/application of an interferometer

for studying of the extenaed galactic sources, including the center

of our galaxy, that also is planned/glided to do.

Ara of definite interest the well coordinated observations of

pulsars, conducted an radioastronomy station of tha physical

institute of the AcadanY oZ Sciences on the ultrashort waves and in

Byurakan on tne wave 73.5 ca.
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In the domain of definition of the angular dimensions of the

sources of work it is planned to carry out in two directions. Will be

continued the determination of the angular dimensions of radio

sourcas by the experiment of the measure for the glimmer of their

brightness in the heterogeneities of circum.solar plasma. Furthermore,

radiotelescope together wita other distant and conveniently

arranged/located radiotelescopes or other observatories can be used

for the interferometry of radio sources by the method of the

self-containqd recauticn/procedurz of radio signals.

The possibilities of radiointerfecometer are not contained by

the enumerated above problems. [t is possible to enumerate number of

other scientific and applied problems at solution of which it is

possible successfully tc work with the help of the described

radiotelescope.

The author thanks the colleagues of the department of the radio

astronomy of Byurakan observatory, who took part in the creation of

radiotelescopq. He expresses gratitude also to academician V. A.

Ambartsumyan and corresponding mamber of the AS USSR, professor A. A.
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Pistol'&ors, who attentivelj looxed over article and who did a

serias/row of useful observations.
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RESTORADION OF ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS FROM THE FIELD KNOWN IN THE

LIMITED SECTOR OF ANGLES IN THE FRESNEL ZONE.

Yu. A. Kolosov, A. P. Kurocakin.

'rh3 accuracy of the determination of the antenna radiation

patterns according to the results cf measuring the field at the

relatively small distance from the aperture depends substantially on

the value of sector, in which is fixed/recorded the field. In the

article are given the results of theoratical and experimental study

by choice of sector in which saould be carried out field measurements

of antennas in the Fresnel zone for purposes of further

restoration/reduction of radiation patterns. Experimental research

was conducted by means of the optical simulation of problem.

In tro duct ion.

The possibility of the definition of radiation patterns (DN)

according to the results of measuring the field at the relatively

small distance from antenna aperture has important practically value

conformably both to the large-size antennas when the direct
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measurement of DN is very difficult, as a result of the large

distance of the boundary ot remote zone, and to the ante%nas of the

moderate sizes/dimensicns in the case when characteristic

measurements are conducted in the small locations. There are several

methods of determining DN from field measurements of antenna of

nearer than the boundary ot remote zone.

In work (1] for determining DN of optical-type antennas it is

proposed to taq out irradiator from the focus of mirror. In this

case the defocusing, which appears as a result of the carrying out of

irradiator, compensates the defocusing of antenna, caused by final

distance of the zone of measurement. For the antennas with the linear

and flat/plane apertures the refccusing for the purpose of

"approaching remote zone", in tae principle, can be achieved/reached

via corresponding to strain radiating surface [2].

Another group of metaods is based on the initial measurement of

field during a comparatively small distance from the antenna and the

subsequent restoration/reduction of field distribution in the remote

zone. The operation of restoration/reduction can be implemented

either with the help of TsVA (digital computer] as this proposed in

works (3], (4], or with the use of a method of optical simulation (5)

which is realized most simply if the field of antenna measured in the

Fresnel zone or directly in the aperture. The enumerated methods do
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not require the interference in to the divergence of the measured
-J

characteristics from the true parameters of antenna in the remote

zone.

Page 26.

In two latter/last metaods of determining DR the accuracy of the

final result depends on tae value of sector, in which is

fixed/recorded the field near tne antenna. It is obvious, in the case

when radiation field is known on certain locked surface, which

encompasses antenna, the most precise possible restoration/reduction

of DR. Virtually, however, field measurement is conducted only on the

part of the surface where it aas even more noticeable value. However,

the values of fiell on the remaining part of the surface remain

unknowns and are usually assumed/set by equal to zero, in consequence

of which DR is located approximately. In the present work are given

the considerations about the selection of sector in which should be

carried out field measurements of antenna in the Fresnel zone for

purposes of further restcration/reduction of DR in the assigned

sector,

For simplicity is examined the line-source antenna with uniform

cophasal field distribution in tne aperture. The obtained results

remain valid and in the case of antennas with the flat/plane
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apert ure.

STRUCTURE OF THE FIELD OF L1NE-SOURCE ANTENNA IN A FRESNEL ZONE.

Field E(r, 0) of line source in the Fresnel zone with an

accuriay to permanent factor is connected with the field in aperture

E(x) with the following relationsaip/ratio (Fig. 1):

1 xg
S k (xs1n - - Coss P

E i, (f)= E(x'iel dx. 1
d

In the cass of the uniiora cophasal distribution (E(x)=l)

expression (1) after integration takes the form

tr
E:., ~ ; p I -. ( [C(t2)-C(tl]-i [S(t,)--S(tlt), 2

wherB C lt) and S It) - resnel's integrals;
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d
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- (3,

~~1 - COS( -" I 2?. "

- ./,,_-tg q .
t 9T

Fig. I.
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Th3 means of listribution (2) depends both on the electrical

length of antenna and cn distance of r. In the measurements are of

interest the smallest allowed values r, for which also correctly

Fresnel approximation/aproacft. It is possible to show that this

distance by approrimately tae order of less than the distance of the

boundary of the remote zone for the antennas by length into several

ten wavelangths and almost to two orders for the antennas by length

into several hundred waves. Characteristic amplitude distributions of

the field of large and small antennas are depicted in Fig. 2a (r=O4,

d=500k) and 2b (r=3d, d=b.4).

ln the priblem in question it is necessary to know, to what

interval of the values 0 it is possible to be bounded when DN will be
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determined correctly in tna required sector, which encompasses

principal maximum and part of the near to it side lobes.

The interval of the values of angle 0 is conveniently decomposed

into three parts, which correspond to the illuminated region (zone of

direct cadiation), the cegion of penumbra and shadow. The most

clearly indicated regicns can be isolated in the field of antenna

with the large electrical length.
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Fig. 2. Key: (1) . Relative owar level, dB. (2) . deg. (3). Relative

level of field.
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in Fig. 2a these three regions of distribution are noted by numerals

We trace the structure of field in the shadow zone, for which

let us determine the anjuid~r position of maximums and minimums of the

lobes/lugs of field distribution (2). Let us equate with to zero

derivatives on o of the function, which describes the amplitude of

this distribution with fixed/recorded c. The analysis of the obtained

equation shows that the extreme points of field (2) are distributed

on * unevenly. However, using d first ipproximation of the asymptotic

representation of Fresnel's integrals [6]

sin -- Cos-
C ( _L _- ' _ _ . 2 S(t)= 1 1 4)

2 t t 2

A
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which carrectly at sufficiently nigh values of t, it is possible to

find that the extreme points are determined by equation

cosgsin 2-dsinq, =0. whence
I .

sinp=

2 d

where n- whole numbers.

From equality (5) it iollows that the position of maximums and

mininums of the lobes/lugs of field distribution in the shadow zone

of Fresnel zone (it is more precise, in that part of space r, 0,

whera is correct approxiiatlon/dpproach (4)) the same as in the

remota zone. Consequently, the trajectories of the maximums and

minimums from the Fresnel zone into the remote zone are straight

lines, and it means, between the adjacent side lobes the

redistribution of energy is aoseant.

Let us rate/estimate tae region of the applicability of

approximation/aoproach (4). ie will consider that remaining

componeats/tarms/addends in tau asymptotic representation of

Presnel's integrals can be disregarded/neglected, if the maximum

value of the first rejected term by an order is lower than the
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minimum value of the sum or tna remaining terms. Then minimum

permissible value is equal to 1.5, whence we find the

relationship/ratio

t~~ - - - - j -- 16)

being latermining with ta is r the interval of values ; for which

the correctly considered/examained approximation/approach. ?or the

antennas with a large electrical length of cl and, consequently,

= ,-Let us note m at the boundary of the region of

shadow is detarined by conaition :7=1 whence (;7--. -

Comparing latter/last expression with (6), we find that

approximation/approach (4) it is possible to use virtually in the

entire shadow zone.

Page 29.

Using approximation/approach (4) for Fresnel's integrals, it is

possible to also simplify field expression (2):

i - tg ' I sin sin
Lvr, w,)= ~~! ~-.e I

[cs q c o %c1t]

Cos ': COS --

From formula (7) at tae agh values 0 it follows that

.- ln

- ~r
Sin r;
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i.e. that amplitude field distrioution (2) in the values 0 indicated

corrasponds to field distriouticu of emitter in the remote zone.

?ig. 3 giv-s the graph by the envelope of distribution (2) and

the envelope of lobes/lugs, calculated on the basis of approximate

formula (7). It is evident that in the shadow zone both curves

virtually coincide. This fact confirms the validity of the accepted

during evaluation.°estimate 'mi criterion.

Thus, undar condition (6) field in the Fresnel zone in the

shadow zone is described oy the function of form (7) and is

characterized by the fact taat in it there is no redistribution of

the energy between the adjacent side lobes. But then this part of the

field must not participate in shaping of DN in the sector of angles

Thus, valua q determined oy expression (6), can be taken as

the boundary of sector, measurement in which -insures correct

restoration/reduction of DS in the same sector.

Tha given considerations oy choice of the boundary of the region

in which it is necessary to measure the field of antenna for the
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subsequent restoration/reduction of DN, were checked by the numerical

calculitions of DN according to strict formulas and the method of the

optical simulation of Frobiem.
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Fig. 3. Key: (1). Relative level of field. (2) . deg.
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CALCULATION METHOD AND NUMERICAL RESULTS.

By the modal of anteana serves band with a width of d, gashed in

the infinite flat/plane ideally conducting shield. It is known [for

7) that, solving the system of equations of Maxwell in the

cylindrical coordinate system and taking into account boundary

conditions on surface cf shield, field at any point of space r>d/2 it

is possible to pro-sent in the form of the series/row

E(r, p) = V .,,H- (kr) cos n (p,

where A., the coefficients, which depend on the function of field

distribution in the aperture; H 2)'k!- the Hankel function of the

second ordar of ordar n; K=2w/x - parameter.
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Applying the asymptotic representation of the Hankel function at

the high values of r (at the larje removal/distance from the

antenna), from expressicon (9) we will obtain DN:

E (y) e - in4,cosn (p 10)

in this problem it is examiaea restoration/reduction of DN for

the case when on circumference r=r, in the interval of angles Co,

o,,] fiald distribution coinciuas with the true value, and out of this

interval it is equal to zero. Line r=ro, 01 4<02 can be

conditionally taken for the new radiating aperture and its field to

record in the form

El(r, W) = B.H(2m (kr)cosnqp,-

where r varies from ro tc -, moreover coefficients B. are such, that

El(o,()= E (ro,(T,) ,O 
.II
-- (P <1 (P < (T,,i1

E ro, I 0, ec-iH ii(< (, if> (p. 12

On the basis of exfressions (11) and (12) coefficients B it is

easy to express through coefficients A :

. NH,, {. .i H

where

I j fin i-r") (n infl- r ) I, 14)
77 1-M-- j '
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Thus, for that obtaining as a result of reduction of DN we have

the following axressicn:

there coefficients B, are *ecaraiaed by formulas (13) and (14).

?or calzulating the field E1 (o) it is necessary to know

:oeffi:iants .4. which on tae basLs of expression (11), can be

calculated as the coefficients ot Fourier series a precise DN. It is

pssib13 to also find them, if we consider as the given one field

listribution in antenna aperture.

3y the 3btainad formulas wera calculated reduced DN, and also

field Jistributions at aifereant distances from the aperture.

Calculation was performed with different value of the sector of

ingl.s 0=-0,=a.

As an example in Fig. 4 ars represented DN of antenna with a
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length of d=6.x far case of ro=3d, that comprises 0.2-- at values of

(x=200 , 350 , 500, 650 and 900, and in Fig. 2b - the amplitude

characteristic of field oa circumference ro=3d with the center in the

middle of aperture.
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-the special feature/peculiari-y of the field of antenna with the

small electrical sizes/diaensioas is the fact that already at

comparatively small distaaces from the aperture field distribution as

a whole reminds DM. In this fiala alreaiy it is possible to isolate a

major lobe and correspcnding to tau size/dimension of antenna
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quantity of sile lobes. A funddantal difference in this field

distribution (see Fig. 2b) tra DN is in the significant magnitude of

field in the minimums, and also in a difference in the side-lobe

levels from their values in tad remote zone.

Far the casa in question value , determined by expression

(6), coaposes 220. Calculations snow that at values of a>220 in the

reduced DN correctly are reproduced the levels and the position of

the 1obps/lugs, which fall into the interval [-e, a], in which the

fiel. is assumed/set by tae equal to the true field of antenna. This

rasult zonfirms dona above the conclusion that in the shadow zone the

tran3f3rmation of field from the near zone into the remote occurs in

such a way that the angular redistribution of energy occurs in

essence between the directions of the minimums and the adjacent side

lobe.

Out of tha interval [-a, a] DN noticeably is distorted: vary

levels and are displaced tae directions of side lobes, appears the

noticeable level of field in tne minimums, appear further side lobes.

The reason for such distcrtions consists in the fact that during the

rsstoration/ra1uction is excluded from the examination that part of

the field of antenna, whicn forms DN out of the intcsrval [-x, a].

Tha practical conciusion/output which follows from the
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aforesaid, consists in the fact that for a precise

rastoration/raduction oi JN of antenna with the small alectrical

sizes/dimensions in the assiyned sector it is necessary to measure

the field in the Fresnel zone in ths same (or somewhat larger in

order to completely take tne latter from the measured side lobes)

sector of angles.

OPTICAL SIIULATION OF PHOBLEM.

For calculating restored/reduced DN and field in the Fresnel

zone in the case of antenna with tae large electrical length it would

be possible to use formulas of the previous section. However, the

aumber of terms of series/row, waich must be in this case taken, is

extremely larga. In this case it proved to be convenient to use for

the solution of problem tne method of optical simulation.

Was assembled the diagram, depictad in Fig. 5. On the path of

the luminous flux with the flat/plane wave front was placed slot 1,

which played the role ot the radiating aperture. At certain distance

from it was placed slot 2, which cuts off the part of the light

field, diffracted on the first slot.
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Fig. 5.
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As a rasult of th_ transformation of field at certain distance from

the 3scond slot is formed/shaped DN. Form of this )N depends on the

value of the angle 2a, at which is visible the second diaphragm from

the center of the first. Zue measurement of field listributio was

conducted with the help oi the photoelectric diagram.

In the first part of tas experiments was traced the structure of

the field of uniform coFhasal aperture in the Fresnel zone with

different distances frcm the aperture. The second slot in this case

was ibsent. Tha prozess of formation DN can be clearly traced in Fig.

61, b in which are represented the photographs of field distribution

in the space, beginning from the near zone. As the emitter is

selectei the aoerture with tue electrizal size/dimension of d=500A

(X=6328AO) . In the photograph with the smaller delay (Fig. 6) is well

visible the process of the forAation of major lobe of DN, while in

the photograph with the laiger delay - process of the formation of
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side lobes. On the character of a change in field distribution in

proportion to removal/distance from the aperture it is possible to

judga also by of the curves of Fig. 7a, b, c, d, where are

represented experimentally taken/removed field distributions of

aperture d=5OOX at distances or c, aqual to 5d, 20d, 60d, 200d

respectively.
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Figq. 6.

Page 3'4.

Analyzing the form of taese curves, it is possible to note that:

-the saw~lops of tha lobes/lugs of distribution in the shadow

zone waith an accuraay to permanent factor close to function

-in proportion to ramoval/dAistaflce from the aperture appear the

new, adjacent to the principal adzimum side lobes;

- ngular dimensions oi lobes/lugs in the shadow zone are

approximately equal and compose value on the order of 0.1140, wtiila
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in the region of penumbra somewhat mora. This tells about the fact

that the trajectories of lobes/lugs in the region of penumbra yet are

not straight lines;

- form of field curve at a distance of r=200d reminds DN, i.e.,

at a distance on the order of this value field distribution

completely is iiviled into the principal maximum and the side lobes.

I
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Thus, ia the field of aperture first are formed/shaped distant
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lobes/lugs with the large rete reace numbers. Then, in proportion to

ramoval/distance from tne aperture, an increasing quantity of near to

the Drincipal maximum side lodes is disengaged "pedestal", also, upon

reaching of distance of r=d2 />4, for which on the aperture is placed

one Fresnel zone, actually is arawn entire/all DN. These results

coinciie with the results of tae numerical calculations, given in

work [2].

Let us note that analogous situation for the antennas with small

apertures it begins consideraoiy earlier (see Fig. 2b), i.e., field

distribution reminds DN already in the near part of the Fr-snel zone,

what is the corollary ct different dependence from the electrical

sizes/i inensions of the aperture of distances to lower boundary of

Fresnel zone, and to the region where the distribution is similar on

DN.

The second part of the experiaents consisted in the measurement

of DN ia the presence of the second slot, which cuts off the part of

the field in the Fr.snel zone. Fig. 8a, b, c, d depicts those

measured DN depending on the value of angle a for aperture d=500\

with r=10d. For the comparason Fig. 8f gives a precise DN, i.e.,

field distribution in the output plane in the absence of the second

slot. H3wever, the distrioution of the field of the initial radiating

aperture in the plane of the location of the second slot is
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represented in ?ig. 2a. The analysis of distributions shows that, if

the sector, in which is fixed/recorded the field in the Fresnel zone,

exceeds value .. determiaed by expression (6) , then DN is restored

corr3ctLy in tha same sector. fo tais case corresponds the curve,

depictel on Reed. Be, since, on tne basis of expression (6), for

antenna aperture with opening d=500k at a distance of r=10d

,=3°43' But if in the measurements is not considered the part of

the field, which is included in the region of direct radiation or

penumbra, then during tne restoration/reduction of DN are observed

considerable changes in its form, up to the first side lobes. Of this

it is possible to be convinced, analyzing the form of the curves,

depicted in Fig. 8a, b, c, d. rais confirms the correctness of the

obtained above evaluation/estimate of the boundary of the region of

ieasurements and it makes it possible to claim that condition (6) is

not only sufficient, but also necessary.

rhas, the results of tae optical simulation of problem show tnat

for the correct determination of DN of large antennas aczorainq to

the results of field measurement in the Fresnel zone it is necessary

that subsequently its restoraticn/reduction compulsorily dould

participate the field, incluaed in the sector of angles Iq,<...-.

where is determined by expression (6). If it is necessary to

determine DN by the sector, waich exceeds ' then in the Fresnel

zone it is necessary to measure the field by the sector, equal or
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somewhat exceeding the given one.

Page 36.

CONCLUSION.

Thus, tha analysis of the structure of field in the Fresnel

zone, and also calculation and optical simulation DN make it possible

to do the conclusion that ior the correct restoration/reduction of

field distribution to remote zone in the limits of the sector, which

encompasses a principal maximum and the defined number of side lobes,

is sufficient at the final distance from the aperture to 2easure the

fiell in the sector whose value is not less as the interval of angles

in which it is necessary to determine DN (first condition), so also

the interval, determined by expression (6) (second condition).
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For the antennas with by the small the electrical sizes/iimensions

(to 20X) nasic is the first condi~tion, i.e., the sector of

measurement mnust be approximnately equal to the sector in which it is
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necessary to datermine DN. In occurs antennas with the large

electrical size J/dimensaous it predominates the second condition also

for letermining DH necessary to measure the field in the region of

direct radiation, penumbra and part of the shadow zone, determined by

expression (6)

In conclusion we use the possibility to express a deep gratitude

to A. A. Lemanskiy and N. i. mitriyeva for the consultations and the

aid in conducting of calculations.
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Synthesis of the linear of tha antenna in the class relay functions

of current distribution.

E. I. Kruoits~iy, T. H. Sergeyenko.

In the work is examiabd tas solution of the problem of the

synthesis of line-source antenna in the class of the relay functions

of currznt distribution according co the assigned real or amplitude

to radiation patterns (DN).

Is used tha numericai minimization of the functional of error.

Ara given the results of calculations with the use of ETsVM

r 3ULB. - digital computer].

Tha known methods of approximate solution of the problem of the

synthesis of line-source antenna lead to the continuous at the length

of antenna distribution functions. In the present work is proposed

the solution of the problem of the synthesis of line-source antenna

in the =lass of disruptive-perianent distribution functions.
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The synthesis of lina-sou-rce antenna in this class is of

interest for two reasons: first, ir logically applies to the case of

the antenna, which consists of the separate elements/calls with the

continuous current distribution; ia the second place, in a number of

cases it it laads to the more simply realizable current distribution.

From entire variety or tafa problems of the synthesis of

line-source antenna, noted in work [ 1 ], in this article is examined

the aroblem of the syntnesis of line-source antenna in the class of

the relay functions of current distribution according to the assigned

real or assigned amplitude of DN *

FOOTNOTE 1. By relay functions it is accepted to call

disruptive-permanent functions of form , : , . where -

arbitrary continuous function, and 10 - certain constant, in

particular, ro=1. The class of relay functions we will further

designate through 2. ENDFOOTNOTE.

This probl m has much in common with problem synthesis of the

phase-keyed signals, and for its solution can be used the known

asymptotic mathods and the minimization of the functional of error,

realized with the help cf TsVM L2]. Let us note that the method,

proposed in [21, is generalized to the case of the synthesis of the

important class of antennas - discrate-commutation.
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SYNTHESIS OF LINE-SOURCE ANTENNA IN A CLASS OF RELAY FUNCTIONS OF THE

ASSIGNED REAL DAY.

Tha examined in this section case is of special interest for the

synthesis of the line-source antenna, arranged/located perpendicular

to the well conducting t1at surface, in particular if necessary for

swinging beam of DN.

7he amplitude of current distribution along the antenna is

assigned constant, and phase varies by jump on 1800, i.e., /WE Q2

Page 39.

With the synthesis of this antanni unknown are only the points

of the commutation of the phase of current on 1800 (point of

switzhing the relay functLon 1(x)). Let us designate them through

x,. Thus, it is necessary to determine the function of current

distribution I(x)E. of the condition for the best approximation to

given one F3a1(O). where 9 - angle, calculated off the normal to the

axis of antenna.

Let us introduce into the examination the standard-exponential
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weighed error in the approimdtion/approach of DN of antenna F(G) to

e F., (8) -F 1(@) ', p (6)d (0) 2 1 [1] )7

where p>.1; p(9) - positive weigat iunction.

Weight function p(d) aakes it possible to redistribute the

accuracy of approximation/approach to the assigned DN in different

sections of gap/interval(0, w/2) in accordance with the practical

considerations.

Error e is determinea by the value of the functional

III]= F.A F (8) -F ()P p (O) d(). (2)

0

Tha best approximation F(6) to F38 (6) in the space metrics

L40, -] (p>I) will be equivalent to the determination of this

functio 1(x) E Q. which minimizes functional (2). Let us note that in

the limit in p-->- of minimization J CI] it corresponds to the best

approximation in the space aetrics C [0, r/2], i.e., to the best

uniform approximation.

The relay function I(x), waica has N of the points of switching

at the length of antenna, wita an accuracy to sign is determined by N

by parameters X.
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Functional (2) always cam no represented in the form
(Xj l= (X,, X,. • N (D, q (.,). (3

where D(.N) - certain continuous function N of variable/alternating

xH, , - n-dimensional vector vita components X..

Thus, for each N proolem is reduced to the determination of the

atiniaum of the function of aany variable/alternating. This problem

can be solved by ETsVN with tne help of the detailed at present

multistage methods of the search or the extrema of the functions of

many variable/alternating [1, 3]. in this case it is necessary to

consider that these methods make it possible to find the local

miniaum of functional (3), in connection with which finding the zero

approximation, close to tue global minimum of error, it is

independent and important problem.

Page 40.

It must be noted that in tais case it is feasible and another

aethod of the minimizatioa of functional (2), based on the solution

of special nonlinear integral equation [21. In the specific example

of synthesis, given below, is used only first method.

MLi
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DN of the inteanna, arranged/located vertically above the ideally

conducting plane, is described by the function

F 0')= L kx, 0,) dx =.41(x)4sin s- x sin 0l

where ht and h2 - iistances of the lower and upper ends/leads of the

antenna from the conducting suriace;

4o - angle at which is orianted principal maximum DN of antenna

in the case of oscillation.

The selection of cosiaa or sine ia the curly braces is

determined by the polarization of currents (by longitudinal or

transverse respectively).

As is shown the given oelow example of synthesis, the use of

relay functions of current distribution makes it possible to

effectively control the sharp/acute DN of similar antennas by

changing the coordinates of the points of switching these functions.

As an example was exaained the case of the synthesis of antenna

with IN of the follcwing form:
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F (s, in)= 2- , 6-sin
- h (sin 6 - sin 8.)

where 8o - required angle of deflection of principal maxiaum DN;

h - height of antenna (hj=O; h 2 =h).

4as examined line-source antenna with the longitudinal and cross

polarization by length 5X. The angLe of deflection of fundamental

ray/beam of DN 90 was cnaaged from 10 to 700.

?roblem was solved for the case of the root-mean-square

criterion of approximatioa/approach (p=2) DH of line-source antenna

(4) to the assigned DN of torm (5) on the assumption that weight

function p(9) =1.

For the determination of the zero approximation of the

coordinates of the points of the commutation of the distribution

function it is expedient to use the continuous current distribution.

which corresponds to the accurately realizable DN of the form

_I ? I Sir,_ -_in .,__ - sin isin 0 -sin 0

( ;r n 6o!t i:n 0- qin A4A A,

whera plus sign corresponds to longitudinal, and minus - cross

polarization.
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tCosL+xsine"I

LX

where the upper 3xpression corresponds to longitudinal, and lower -

cross polarization.

As the zq:o approximation for the points of the commutation of

the relay function of current distribution were undertaken zero

functions (7).

Those obtained as a rasul of calculation on rsV. DN are

depicted on Fig. 1 (dotted line) tor ths longitudinal polarization
Cm. q.

and A 2 'for the cross polarization.
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Page 44.

The giv3n DN are depicted as solid line. It should be noted that

root-mean-square error of approxiaation/approach e to by the

assigned DN does not exceed 0.132. For the large angles of deflection

(more than 400) coincidence with the assigned bN sufficiently good.

Fig. 3 gives the character of a change in the current

distribution along the antenna at different angles of oscillation DN

(a - longitulinal polarization, D - transverse). With an increase in

the angle 00 grows a number of commutations of the phase of current

at the permanent length of antenna.

SYNTHESIS OF ANTENNA IN A CLASS OF RELAY FUNCTIONS OF THE ASSIGNED

MODULUS/MODULE COMPOSITE Dr.

Lat us assume that it is assigned on the modulus/module the

composite DN F(u), and current distribution is sought in the class 2.

In this case appears the need of solving the nonlinear integral

equation of the following form:

-L

... ., .. . ..... ." (8).. . .
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whera 1* (x') - the complex conjugate current distribution.

For further synthesis more expediently to pass in to another

equation which is obtained by zhe Fourier transform of left and of

right sides (8):

L LI F (u) I  du 1 I(x) 1*(x') e'-f(%-x'- I) dudx'dx =

L

[ I (x) l, (x-y) dx. (9)m .-L

Introducing the desiqnation

R (Y)= F F(u) I e-l'my du, (10)

we coae to th% squaticr

LR () = -_Lm I (x)1* (x-y) dX; y E(-00, 0C). 1]

'whers I(x)-O with jxf>L.

It is important to note tnat function R(y) is completely

determined by the assigned modulus/module composite DN. Function R(y)

it is possible to call the autocorrelation function of current

distribution.

Page 45.
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If I(x)E ., then function R(Y) will be real, and then we come to

the equation
t

R(y = I-,,Sl.~~ -yd:yE(---, oo), 12

-L

wher all entering functions real and J(x)sO when Jxj>L. In this

case, the connection/comaunication of autocorrelation function with

DN will be determined ty the relationship/ratio

RY)=2 F u j -cos(muy)du, (13)

which is obtained taking into account the parity of modulus/module DII

F(u). The parity of function IF(u)I follows from that fact that with

Ia (1(x)] =0 F(-u).=F* (u).

Equation (12) is analogous with the equation of the synthesis of

the phase-keyed (Fm) signal for the assigned autocorrelation

function. in connection with this for its solution also can be used

the apparatus, proposed in [2].

For the purpose of siaplification in the use of an apparatus of

synthesis of F" signals according to the assigned autocorrelation

function let us change the beginning of reading of coordinate x along

the antenna so that the expression DN would take the form

F(i)= e (x')dx'. (14)
U3
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Let be assigned DN IF3a8,(uJ in segment (-1.1], which corresponds

to the region of real angles B(---lOe ) Let us continue it into

the region of the imaginary angles, as usually this is done with the

synthesis of relatively long antennas (with 2L/XS-10) (4], assuming

that IF,,(u)[=O when IuI>I.

Than for determining the assigned autocorrelation function we

will have a relationship/ratio

R., (y) = 2 F,, (u) cos (ntuy) du. (15)

The problem of synthesis is reduced to the determination of

function I(x')EQ. which ensures approximation/approach Raaa(y) with

real nonlinear operator (1Z).

Page 46.

For the realization of approximation/approach E(y)to R,a:(y it is

expedient to normalize these functions to unity. Since maximum value

of functions always Corresponds y=U, and to I(x')=+-1, then one

should take

R (y) = (x')I (x'-y)dx' (16)

and o

R,(.= - F. A (u) it cos (mug) du. (17)

where o

Now=
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A I F,. () u. 18)

Functional of the error, tAe subject of minimization, by the

force of parity R(y) takes the form
2L

[ = R (y) -R (y) JP p (Y) dY, (9

where p(y) - non-negative weight function.

Since as the final result us interests the

approximation/approach to Zunction IFaa(u)'I. then arises the question:

does ensure the minimization of functional (19) best approximation of

DN IF(u)t to assigned DN IF3a(u)l in the appropriate space.

Most simply response/answer to this question succeeds in

obtaining in the case cf p=2 and pty)=1.

ictually/rqally, lot the assigned ON be calibrated so that

2 f I F.(u) Isdu-1
0

then

RA (Y) -R (y) = 2 F,(u) '-IF (u) Is)cos(muy) du. (20)
0

Using Parseval equality for the functions, converted according

to Fourier theorem, we will obtain

[R.(y)-R(y)J'dy =L LOF.A(u)Is-iF(u)I)tdu. (21)
0 0
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Taking into account that (qy)0 with y>2L and (21), we have

ill 2 [Ra (y)-R(y)?dy =y {!F-5 (u)I2--F(u)i2)Su-
0o 0

33 n .,- P R(L/)vdY = - f iF... ()tt --F u~)id u +

0

F (u) 1' du - R2 (y) dy. -22)
I 2L

Second term in expression (22) detsrmines the reactance of

antenna, since it corresFonds to the integration for the region of

imaginary anglas 8.

Page 47.

Latter/Last composed with the assigned DN always can be computed its

value it limits the ras error for the approximation/approach of DN of

antenna to the given one, which with a small reactance of antenna

cannot be less than this value.

Expression (22) shows that tAe minimization of functional J [1]

does not guarantee the simultaneous minimization of an error in the

approximation/approach of this function of DN of antenna IF(u)A: it is

minimized the sum of "error" and of "reactance". In spite of the

deficiency/lack in this setod of the synthesis of line-sourcq
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antenna indicated, it is remarxzale fact that it does not require the

assignment to phase DN and sakes iz possible to use only with the

real functions.

According to the obtained currsnt distribution amplitude of DR

it can be calculated according to the formula

1[2'- 1 2. x') sin (M Ux °)  23)
F u) {[ (x')cos(mux') dx' ] [2Ldx 'l 23I t

which can be given also to anotner equivalent form.

Let us designate the points of the commutation through

x (k-1, 2 .... A'--. and the coordinates of the ends/leads of the antenna

through x'o=0 and x.v.2L Then, calculating integral composite DN (14)

according to the sections, we obtain

N- I A N --

F(U)= _ (--) C el dx' V' u C, e , (24)
k-0 kr-,0

where xk

Ck "2(--)k+I, C0=i, CN =(-I) N '

(ki- 1. .. , N- I).

The sign before the sum must coincide with the sign of function I(x')

in the first section [x0o, x*1 j. From (24) it follows that the

amplitude of DN

'F (uV=- ao. 2 V" a cos i mux (25)
b-I m)

J
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where

A -ka t = ' C C , , _t : k 0 , 1 , .. , A .
n=O

Expression for IF(o)j to more siaply obtain directly from formula

(24). assuming in it u=O. Then

F(O= i-1(x, -. ) 26

Formulas (25) and (26) are coplaltaly equivalent (23)
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it should be noted that tas method of synthesis can be easilY

propagated to that case when amplitude current distribution according

to the antenna is fixed/recorded, but it differs from uniform. In

this case, naturally, function 1(x) will not belong to the class of

relay ones. Howvwer, it it is possible to represent in the form

I (x')=q(x') I (x'), x'E [0, 2L], (27)

where q(x') - assigned amplitude distribution of current;

Ip(x')- unknown relay iunction, determined by the points of the

commutation of the phase ot current on 1800.

The methodology of the solution of the problem of synthesis

remains previous with tne only difierence that the instead of formula

(16) function R(y) must be assigned by the expression

2L
Sq (x') q (x' - y) (x') 1p (x' - y) dx'

2.q) 2L (28)

f dx'

0

The use of relay or quasi-relay (l=ql,) functions of current
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distribution is of fundamental interest from the point of view of the

expansion of DN of long antennas. In this case this method is simple

during the practical realization and allows/assumes the use of

programmed control. Using tais metaod in the antennas with electrical

beam swinging, it is pcssible operationally to pass from the

mode/conditions of the "consecutive" survey/coverage of space by the

narrow scanning beam to taa mode/conditions of "parallel"

survey/coverage by wide motionless ray/beam; in this case for the

creation of relay current aistrinution it is possible to use the same

control units of th. phase of tae oscillations/vibrations which serve

for the oscillation of narrow beam.

tn conclusion let us prasent some examples of the synthesis of

line-source antennas by method examined above on the assumption that

weight function p(y)=1 and p= 2 .

Example 1. As the assigned DS let us take sector, i.e.,

Ffj) I: U, < 29(u) u l 2g"
"O: U > u o.

Then

sin U11--, 11u

(y) 2 O<y<2L. (30)

Page 49.
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The zero approzimation for distributing the points of

commutation x. of function I(f), which corresponds to expression

(30), let us determine with the help of the formula

2k -7-
-- = ; fI=1,2. • • , 1

2L

where y - certain coefficient, analogous to contraction coefficient

of FM signal.

In work (51 the fixed points of the commutation of phase and the

autocorrelation function oi signal of the formulas, similar (31) and

(30).

Coefficient y in the exaaple in question is determined through

the length of antenna 2L and tne width of DN uo as follows:
2 2L
- 0 = - .(32)

The longer the antenna, the greater the coefficient y and the better

will be the approximaticn/approach R(y) to function J?3a(y)

For an example were examined the antennas by length 10X and 50X

with the width of sectcr u0=0.5. For these parameters the coefficient

7 is equal to 10 and 50, and the function of current has 5 and 25

points of conautation at the length of antenna respectively (Fig. 4).

In Fig. 4 dottai line snowed current distribution in the zero

approximation.
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According to the obtained current distribution it was calculated

the DN of antenna, represented in Fig. 5 by solid line for 2L=50X and

the dot-dash for 2L=1OX. The assigned DN is depicted as dotted line.

The calculations conducted show that the obtained current

distribution differs significaatli from the zero approximation, which

corresponds to asymptotic formula (31) only for the antenna of small

length. It is obvious that in this case the described above method is

effective.
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1(x} L=O

?2L = 50)

Fig. 4.
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For the large ones y, which corresponds to the antennas of large

length, the tinimizaticn of the tunctional of the error for

noticeable improvements does not give, proves to be sufficient the

use of the asymptotic solutions.

Example 2.

DN is assigned in the torm oi the function

2Lu

where 2L., - length of the equivalent cophasal line-source antenna,

which has the wile DN (rhis value can be much less than the length of'

-:-i7*~---
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zhe synthesized antenna).

Problem lies in the fact that the same DN to obtain with the

help of the long line-source aatenna due to an alternation in the

signifizance in the current distrioution I(x).

Corasponding autccorrelation function of the current

{-M---Y--1; 0< y <2Lt, '

R3.(y)= 4, (34)

0; 2L < y < 2L.

.ero approximation for distriDuting the points of commutation

I(x) is located through formala (31), where the coefficient

L
(35)
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C.)

.4' -' -12 -4 -- -y 7 R2 4' ax I V 91

Fig. 5.

Key: (1). dv.
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As an exaaple were taken antennas of length 1OX and 5OX. It was

necessary with the help cf tnese antennas to obtain DN, which

corrasponds to half-wave dipole, i.e., 2LirX/2.

Fig. 6 depicts the assigned DN for the half-wave dipole (dotted

line), and those also obtained as a result of calculations DN of

line-source antennas as length 10X (dot-dash line) and 50X (solid

line) during the corresponding current distribution I (x), shown in

Fig. 7 (zero approximation is shown by dotted line).
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From Fig. 6 it is evident tnat the character of a change of DN

in the line-source antennas wjin variable distribution corresponds to

DO of half-wave dipole. Due to variable current distribution I(x)

occurs consilerabla expansion oi DO. For the antenna by length 1OX

the axpansion of DN occurs 20 times, and at the length 50X - 100

times.
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Fig. 6.

Key: (1). dB.

I(x)

Pig. 7.
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CONCLUSION.

Work eramines the pcoblem of the synthesis of line-source
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antennas in the class ci tne rolay functions of current distribution

according to the assigned real or amplitude of DN. The given in the

work examples of calculations confirm the possibility of obtaining

the given DN Auring the phase control of current distribution along

the antenna. In this case, in cae case of antennas with the large

extent, sufficiently effective prove to be the asymptotic methods of

obtaining the correspcnaing current distribution. The minimization of

the functional of error proposed it is desirable to use for the short

antennas where it makes it posslnle to make more precise the found

with asymptotic method current distribution.

The results of work can De useful from the point of view of tbie

construction of the antennas, arranged/located above the well

conducting flat surface, and also the 9xpansion of the possibilities

Of long antennas with the phase ccntrol cf DN.
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Synthesis of arc and spherical antenna arrays.

L. I. Ponoaarev, 1. S. fuspraycb.

Are given the algoritna of the solution of the problem of the

synthesis of convex antenna arrays by the assigned vector radiation
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pattern in space L2 wita the use of an apparatus of vector

eigenfunctions to the concrete/specific/actual relationships/ratios

of synthesis for the arc and spherical gratings.

Ara analyzed the results oi tae numerical calculations of the

synthesis of arc antenna array from the longitudinal slots,

arranged/located on the surface of the ideally conducting cylinder,

for the wide interval of tma values of an electrical radius of

cylinder, step/pitch between tne eaitters and the angular dimension

of grating.

In the work is examinad one of the possible methods of the

solution of the problem of the synthesis of antenna arrays by the

assigned vector radiation pattern T1 jae.) with the use of an apparatus

of its own vector functions. moreover best approximation to FTa,(eq'i)is

sought in space L2.

The method in question can ae used for the synthesis of the

antenna arrays of arbitrary form the radiation field of which can be

presented in the form of the set of its own waves. There is special

interest in the use/application of this method for the synthesis of

convex antenna arrays (arc, circular, spherical), because the known

methods of the synthesis ot linear antenna arrays with the synthesis

of convex gratings do not aiways prove to be effective.
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FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM.

Let us designate tarough F(O, 0) the radiation pattern of the

synthesized antennaL array an tne remote zone. Then the condition for

the best root-mean-square approximation F(9, 0) to the assigned

radiation pattern Taafq ) will be tne achievement of the minimum of

the axpLession

UF(8. T.(0 W)Fa(p8. ads.()
S:

where S1 - spharical surface or a single radius.

Let us present F(G, 0) aud F3&:(O.p in the form of series/row

along the system of its own orthonormalized on S, vector functions '(6. I

1.

whera :omposite coefficients .1,,.A' -j.-, are calculated from the

formula

A.,= r p.11. ~r)ds, ,3,

but coefficients C, are deteruiaed through the composite amplitudes

of currents in radiators of arcay and can be recorded in the form 2

NCdm= J !4,

/,-|
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where J,=J+iJ - composite amplitude of current in the j emitter; 4 -

is determined by a number of radiators in the array; d,=d' +id',,-

some coeffici3nts, which depend on the type of grating and on the

conditions for the standardization of radiation pattern.

jas= .
$,

FOOTNOTE *. The condition of orthonormalization takes form A where ..

Kronecker's -symbol, and expression ,,. designates scalar

product * and asteris& indicates the sign of composite

coupling. ENDFOOTIOTE.

FOOTMOrg 2. If on Y(9, 0) it is superimpossd no limitations, then in

expression (4) coefficients d..=O and N are equal to a number of

emitters K. During the iaposition on F(9, o) of the condition for the

standardization of form where i - certain single transverse

unit vector, coefficients d,,.0 , and N in general early (K-2).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

substituting expansion (2) Into formula (1), we will obtain

f ,F( . A)- , ( p i)sds I V S'(C.4 )Fm(6, ) 'ds. (5)

In expression (5) coefficients A,, are not depended between
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themselves, whergas coefficients C. are connected with each other by

means of relationship/ratio (4) ana cannot be selected arbitrarily.

Therefore the solution of the probLem of the synthesis of the antenna

arrays mathematically is reduced to the determination of the minimum

of expression (5) under condition (4).

3efore passing to the solution of this problem, lt us note

that, after excluding the possibility of obtaining superdirectional

solutions, expansion (2) for i(a, o) into S, to any degree of

accuracy it is possible to approximate by the final sum of the form

N(. )= C (. =:V. (6)

m -0

where a number of members of sum M depends on the electrical

size/dimension of antenna. so it is known £11], for the

cylindrical antenna arrays of radius a with M=2Ka (K-- wave

number) the accuracy of this approximation at each point proves to be

not worse than 2o/o.

Page 55.

Let us compare value N, connected with a number of emitters in

the grating, with value M. If M\<N, then relationship/ratio (4) is not

limiting when selecting of coefficients C-. i.e. in this case they

can be selected independently of each other and the minimum of

.. . . . .L -
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expression (5) is reached at the condition

C, = A,; m < M. (7)

Condition 'I N corresponds to the case of a large quantity of

emitters in the grating when the distance between two adjacent

emitters proves to be less A/2 and according to its results this case

is close to the case of continuous current distribution in the

antenna.

In practice in the antenna arrays usually the distance between

two adjacent emitters is more or equal to X/2, which corresponds to

condition M>N. In this case coefficients C,, no longer can be

selected independently and it is necessary to solve problem of the

best root-mean-square apfroximation F(8,0) to F3a=(et) under

condition (4).

About the best root-mean-square approximation F(8,))1 .. {e )

Let us consider a question the best root-mean-square

approximation F(O,0J to F a,.(O ,) under condition (4). For this

purpose, after substituting (6) in (1), let us make simple

conversions. As a result we will obtain

F6 (p ) -7!. (8, I) ds = I (F ) 12 dS + I 'A,,
- S, m=O n-

(8)
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As it follows from axpression (d), for the minimization of integral

(1) it suffices to minimize the sum

M
At= V JA.,-C,,I (9)

m=O

Substituting in (9) the values of coefficients C, from condition

(4), we will obtain

Af IV 12"' i-d

At =7 A- d,,J-d (10)

Ira relationship/ratio (10) the composite amplitudes of currents 1.

of already independent wariablds, and therefore tha necessary

condition of achieving the miniaum of value A2 is the equality to

zero of partial derivatives of a2 on real and imaginary part 2

(j=I,2,... ,N). As a result we will obtain the system 211 of linear
equations from which it is possiole to determine values ' and

J, and then from (4) and values of coefficients C, ensuring the

minimum of integral (1)

Page 56.

Let us note that the equality of zero first-order particular

derivatives detarmines only the necessary condition of extremum 62,

however, since the second particular d3rivatives of A2 , in this case

are positive, then this extremum is the minimum.
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Lowering intermediate iiaings/calculations, let us give the

final type of system for dbterminaion I5 and Jj_ ensuring the best

root-nein-square approximation F(d,o) to Fa=(Oq under condition

(4)

I F'- I 0. ii'

wher
4

_ (d d'd, -d, d, d"

(112

, n M 1 ,oi

v' -A, d ,+< d" , -A' d' + d ',.)

y; =\ , A .d 0, -do dM -A d' - -d0 d,1 ).
- rn

The solution of system (11) is the solution of stated problem of

the synthesis of antenna arrays oy the assigned radiation pattern.

It should be noted that ta method of the construction of the

solution presented is the variety of the known receptions/procedures

of the theory of the syntnesis of antennas with the use of a system

of orthogonal partial radaatiou patterns (7.83.

THE SYNTHESIS OF ARRAYS WITd TdE ,AXIMUM DIRECTIVE GAIN.

The problem of the synthesis of antenna arrays with the maximum
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directive gain (knd) in thd direction 0o, 0o during the assigned

polarization of emitted in this direction field can be considered as

a special case of the prcolen oz the best root-mean-square

appr3ximation of the stanaardized/normalized radiation pattern F (9,0)

to a vector delta-function 6(8-80, o-,Po) i 0 [27]. Having

this in mind, lt us preSenr the radiation pattern of antenna array

from K emitters in the form of sum (6), where the coefficients

K

C,,= " b.,.J,. 1!3)

and ... - some complex numoers, which depend only on the type

of antenna array.
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Introducing the condition for the standardization of radiation

pattern
M

ZO, ) mf (0,4) (4

from relationships/ratios (13) and (14) not difficult to obtain

expression for coefficients Cn ox form (4), where N is in general

equal K-2.

Therefore further solution of the problem of the synthesis of

antenna with maximum krd can oa reduced to the solution of system
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(11.12). where as coefficieats .4, should be taken the coefficients

of the expansion of delta-tunction 6( 8-e0 ,.- o)i 0 in the series/row

in terms of the system of tne eigenfunctions:

A,,(= (i., f , o,)

rha value of the mdximum xnd in this case can be counted on the

following relationship/ratio:
4T

Dma1 = .(15)

,n==
M-0

where A,- minimum value (13), ootained with the substitution in

(10) of the solution of system (11).

INITIAL RELATIONSHIPS/RATIOS O SYNTHESIS FOR THE ARC AND SPHERICAL

ARRAYS.

Let us consider the obtained abova general solution of the

problem of synthesis in appendix to the concrete/specific/actual arc

and spherical gratings.

Arc grating with the longitudinal emitters. Grating is the

system of the longitudinal nal±-wave slots, gashed on the ideally

conducting surface of the infinitely long round cylinder of an

electrical radius kA in the plane, normal to its axis (Fig. Ia).

gigenfunctions im(0.) for tnas antenna are written/recorded in

. . . . . . . ... . .. . .. .. .. . l ll l il 
" : ' - ' :

-- ' - ' "... ,i= , , - . . .. . . . _ - -. -: _-' ._::- .: . .. . '- : : a~ i, ,, ,
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the form (3]

_,,___,_____________ Cos(-LCos O i

1 N, ,(-'- '(,' asin , sin6 tsinm +f , (16)

where

2 p m ---O,2 % in , == 0
kI m= 0;

Cos( 7 cos) M1,id ~.V", =- - sill a j .

Key: (1) -,when. H! dankel function of the Ist order, and prime

designates its derivative on the argument.

Page 58.

Coefficients

bm=,~e co q171b m i =  A. , m "

" 1" (Ka) sinm .i (F

With tha synthasis of tais grating with the the maximum knd in

the directions eo=w/2, o0=0 coefficients dmj are respectively equal

to:

M

dmi] = b~i-  M,, .V ad 1 b , br, ,. (IS)

bK
;m=

d mno= A4 bm 
+"

in=O 1 '\',',m'

bi.,
, M -0 . . ... I
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but value N is equal to K-I.

Arz grating with the transverse emitters. Grating is the system

of the azimuth half-wave siots, gashed on the surface of the ideally

conducting infinite cylinder (Fig. 1b).
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Af a
'('

Page 59.

The aigenfunCtioUs Of this antena l3j4 ]

[sin, 6 I H!," (Ka !ink)) i n(

m ctg 6 _sin min .(p

s r~ a s i n 0 H 1 " ( K a s i n 6 ) 1 - C O c o s i n (

where in 1 ctg 0s

Ni= .,'1.

Nsin$ 6: HT (w sin 6) -T C)sin=0 1 HOS" (,a sin 0) "

0 i -

and coefficients

b, a - -corn cos in q' (20,
e,i e,-a2-mt 2 (sin mw'f*
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Spherical array. The proDlem of the synthesis of the spherical

gratings of emitters is more complicated in comparison with the

problem of the synthesis of cylindrical gratings, since unknowns are

not only amplitude and phase of the excitation of emitters, but also

their polarization. Its solution with the help of method examined

above is possible only in two cases: if is assigned the orientation

of emitters on the sphericai surface or if there are no limitations

for the polarization of emitters. Let us give the initial

relationships/ratios of synthesis with the given one of the

orientations of elementary slotted emitters on the ideally conducting

sphecical surface of the electrical radius ka. The length of emitters

let us designate througa 1,.

In this case the system of its own waves T7- O(.q)') takes form

C11
q))e )= -I)n+ '  2n ,.m ,,n 4-) (,n - m,)! ae 0 sin ,'.PI

(1 ______ _ _ _

.f ( o- ) /ni- in ' tI o ,. co
• Ii J

f-sin Pc-s (Cos 12
L csne eosn q i , I sinm

where Pm (cos 8) - the associated functions of Lagendre.

FOOTNOTE 1. Index p here designates the double index mn, and

superscripts I or p relate zo che electrical or magnetic waves.

M .- MI
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ENDFOOTNOTE,

Page 60.

Since along th3 length of aleaentary slot the field of the an

its own wave varies insignlficantly, then coefficients h can be

found from the following expressions:

1 (2n -- I n--nj' -

-m sinc , P" (cos ej);:iorm(F
I Cos M (f

aPIcos6) f sinl9CoSa(.
60 016i si s nm i

= (2n -1) (n-m)!
emn (n -.. (n .+.-m yf i ;,Ka

a, csO) I O S M 4 --X. sinae a o sin mpJ e

8 -siin mq p ' ,
+ m cos aiP' (cos 0i) cos j (J

where , ,(Ka)=- (Ka), a -")

- the coordinate of tne j slot on the surface of sphere;

U - angle between the direction of the j slot and in parallel

on the spherical surface.

RESULTS OF NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS.

- ..-.
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Using the obtained above solutions, is carried out the numerical

calculation of the syntaesis of grating with the the maximum knd,

that consists f the longitudinal half-wave slots, arranged/located

on the arc on the surface of tne iaeally conducting cylinder (Fig.

Calculations were performed on TsVN BESN-6 for the wide range of

an electrical radius of cylinder ta, of step/pitch between emitters d

and the angular dimension of arc grating 2a.

During calculations according to the obtained above algorithm it

is necessary to bound the radiation field of antenna by the final sum

of its own waves. In the worked out previously approximation methods

of the synthesis of cylindrical antenna arrays usually was considered

the number of waves, which does not exceed an electrical radius ot

cylinder ka. In the present work a maximum number of the waves

considered was chosen equal of ek and was conducted the accuracy

analysis of the soluticn dependLng on a number of the waves

considered.

While conducting of numerical calculations was assumed that

value A. entering in (22), does not depend on m and ka and it is

equal to 1.4.
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_(I)

Fig. 2.

Key: (1). a/kA.

Page 61.

Fig. 2 gives the real graph/diagraa of Ispqndence *. on tae relativ,-

index u/ka for ka-5 (pcints notee values A'- with ka=20). As it

follows from tne graph, the done proposition is correct in region

m<ka. However, as show the calculations, carried iut taking into

account preciso dependence Nm on a for cylindrical antenna of

radius ka=5, the error in the determination of the iaximum knd does

not exceed 10o/o, but the error in the optimum amplitude-phase

distribution p:oves to be still less.

Fig. 3.4 shows dependences maximum efficiency (D,,,) of the

synthesized grating on the step/pitch between emitters d/X (dotted
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curves in Fig. 3), the amjular diaension of grating 2a (unbroken

curves in Fig. 3) and a radius of cylinder (Fig. 4). For the clarity

value D,, is stan.iardized to the the maximum knd of equivalent

flat/plane cophasal aperture ,Dg=2 ka). As follows from the

graphs, maximum knd of the circular gz.ating whose electrical radius

ka.<20, with the step/pitca Detween emitters d=0.5\ proves to be by

approximately 40o/o more than the .aximum knd of equivalent cophasal

apec.ure. This phenamenon is conaected with the convexity of circular

grating.
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Page 62.

" ~d 5',

- I '

7 7

Fig S.
S Pig. 5._
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Fig. 6.

Page 63.

The extant of circular grating aloag the axis, which coincides with

the direction of the formea/snaped ray/beam, leads to the further (in

comparison with the equivalent aperture) contraction of radiation

pattern both in the plane of ring and in the plane, passing through

the axis of ring and with beam direction.
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It shoull be noted that with an increase in kA from 5 to 20

values of gain in Knd of the circular grating in question in

comparison with the the maximum xna of equivalent cophasal aperture

weakly it depends on kA. On tne nase of the analysis of obtained

calculation data one shouia expect that with further how conveniently

great increase in the electrical radius of ring value D, in the

grating in question will a proach value 3.26Ko, where K, - number of

emitters, arringad/located on tae "illuminated" part of the ring, so

that with A/k=0.5 relation 0 , will approach value 1.63.

With the decrease ox tae anguiar dimension of arc grating from

2a=1300 to 2a=600 its kno is reauced approximately/exemplarily

proportional to its equivalent aperture. An increase in the angular

dimension of grating from i30 to 3o00 (excitation of "shadow" region)

only insignificantly incraases knd (approximately/exemplarily to

6-10o/o with ka=5 and by 2-jo/3 with ka=20).

4ith an increase in the step/pitch between the emitters the

value of the maximum knd or arc grating is reduced approximately

proportional to a number ot emitters.

Fig. 5.6 depicts the most characteristic optimum amplitude-phase
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current distribution in the emitters, which ensure the iaximum knd,

and the corresponding to rr.em radiation patterns (Fig. 7)

I I i "

av/

, 1 , '!' ' i

, 19 66 120 so fr

Fig. 7.

L, ... .... ..... ....... ... .. ;m .:-:.- ,, "_Z _ . ... ..... ..l. .... ......I ..... .. ...
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Page 64.

With the step/pitch between emLtters d=0.5X (Fig. 5.6) amplitude

current distribution has tne collapsible/dropped character, and phase

distribution in the "illuminatau" region of grating close to the

distribution, which escape/ensues from the laws of geometric

optic/optics (51 (dot-dasa curve). At the high values of the

step/pitch between the emitters (d=X, Fig. 5, and d=2k, Fig. 6)

amplitude currant distributioa approaches uniform.

From givan graphs of current distribution it follows that with

the step/pitch between emitters d.>.SX of the phenomena of

superdirectionality it does not appear. However, during the

use/-ipplication of the algoritam examined for the synthesis of

gratings with the step/pitch aerween emitters d<0.5,\ amplitude-phasa

distribution acquires superdiractional character. Therefore with the

synthesis of non-ultradirecioaal arrays with the low pitch between

emitters (d/X<0.5) it is necessary to additionally introduce

limitation to the superdiractAonality oc to pass toward the synthesis

of antennas with continuous distribution [6].

-_ _ .. . . . .r-: ... . ,-.. .. ,
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In the optimum (in tar sense of tha maximum hjc t, radiation

patterns (Fig. 7) with the stap/pitch between the emitters more 0.5X

appear the diffraction peaks wnose level iepends oa the step/pitch

between the emitters and angular dimension of arrays.
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7aJ-

Fi g. F ig. 9.

Fig. 8

K ey: (1). kA.

Fig. 9.

Key: (1) . cl v (2) . k A

Page 65.

kcaording to the calculated optimum radiation patterns was

constructed the series of tue dux.Lliary dependences of ths beam width

L _ . _ "2. ... ... . , " - "?£. ;:" 8 , .....J .~ .. . ...A. .: ..3:,.- ; .. .;-. . :=:q
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20o. and sidelobe level 4 in tae arc grating on a step/pitch between

the emitters, an electrical radius of cylinder and angular dimension

of grating. These depandencas are given in Fig. 8, 9 (by dotted line

- dependence on kA at 2a=3600 , and by unbroken curves - dependence on

d/k and 2a with kA=20).

The beam width of arc grating with maximum knd in the plane of

the ring (see Fig. 8) prcves to be less than the beam width of

equivalent aperture (dash-iine curves in Fig. 8)that it is connected

with the convexity of grating.

High sidelobe level wia tae distance 0.833X and is more

connected with the advent of a diffraction peak.

All given above results were designed with M=3 kA.

Fig. 10 shows the dependences of the maximum knd of the

synthesized grating on a relative quantity of those considered with

calculation of its own waves M/kA for two values of an electrical

radius of cylinder (kA=5 - unaroxen curves; kA=20 - dotted curve).

As it follows from these dependences, upon consideration first

kA of its own waves maxmLua knd of array is obtained by approximately

10o/o lass than upon consideration 1.5 kA of waves. Further increase

in the number of the waves considered virtually does not lead to an

increase in knd.
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44'

?ig. 10.

Key: (1). m/kA.

Conclusion/output.

1. Is given one of possible algorithms of solution of problem of

synthesis of arc and spherical antenna arrays with use of apparatus

of its own vector functicns, convenient for conducting machine

calculations.

2. Is carried out numericai synthesis of arc grating with

maximum knd, arrangad/located on surface of ideally conducting

cylinder, for wide range of electrical radius of cylinder, angular

dimension of grating and step/pirch between emitters.
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As a result it is shown tnat:

a) for kA<20 with the step/pitch between the emitters 0.5x

maximum knd of circular array 40o'o by approximately exceeds maximum

knd of aquivalant flat/plane cophasal aperture; with an increase in

the step/pitch between the amitters maximum knd is reduced

approximately/exemplarily proportional to the decrease of a number of

emitters;

b) optimum amplitude currant distribution depend substantially

on the step/pitch between tue emitters, and optimum phase current

distribution close to the puase distributions, which escape/ensue

from the laws of geometric optic/optics;

c) with the synthesis of arc grating with maximum knd in the

numerical calculations should be considered first 1.5 kA of their own

waves, upon consideration onlay to kA of its own waves the error

comprises order 10o/o.
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Formation of tha antenna radiation pattarns with the help of the

passive slotted emitters.

I. V. Gzeyev, L. L. Zharsxaya.

Ara traced laws governing tna formation of the

zadiation/emission of slot antanna with the passive elements/cells,

the loaded adjustable redctive/jet four-pole. It is shown the

possibility of control over wide limits by the equatorial antenna

radiation pattern, is produced the classification of diagrams

accorling to their distinguisaiag features and is

established/installed conformity batween the parameters of antenna

and the type of radiation pattern. Is in detail examined the

cylindrical tri-element slotted grdting whose passive emitters are

loaded with the short-circuited grooves or are communicated by

flat/plane waveguide.

Introduction.

Passive emittars since olden times are applied into the antenna

to technology, mainly, in tae composition of multiunit wire gratings
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[1]. 9akinq it possible to reu.Late the diCectivity of 4ratin;, the

passive radiating elements/cais 4o not require the complication of

its feeder system, whica ditter sinificantly them from the uniform

activ ) emitters.

In certain cases, tor example, for slot antennas,

arranged/located on the objects, iimited by metallic surfaces, the

use/application of wire eleaments/cells although is possible [2], on

the series/row of consiaerdzioas it is inconvenient. Therefore for

the class of antennas indicated it is of interest to trace the

possibilities of passive eaittears also of the slotted type.

As far as is known, siagla passive elements/cells of the type of

the short-circuited grooves are applied into the antenna to

technology in essence cnly in cutorf condition of surface current

(with the electrical depth of 4roove, close to 900) [3, 4] 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. We do not stcp nere oa the flanged structures, which are

the effective means of the formation of radiation of antennas [5],

giving preference to the single passive elements/cells, which have

more than chances for the practical use/application. ENDFOuTNOTE.

The purpose of this worx is the study of the effect of loaded passive

slot antennas, arranged/located arranged/located on the metallic
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cylinder, with i change or tne value of load within sufficiently wide

limits.

Page 68.

LEAKY-PIPE ANTENNA WITH TaZ PAS.li EtlITTEPS. Conclusion/output of

fundamental principles.

Fig. I schematicalij depicts two possible versions of antenna

system with the passive slotted emitters:

a) variabla-phase leaxi-gpe antenna 1, formed by the grating of

half-wave slots 2, with passive slots 3, loaded with the pair of

short-circuited grooves 4, adjacean from without to lateral walls of

waveguide;

b) the antenna of easuing/escaping/flowing out waves 1 with

passive slots 2, which are communicated by flat/plane gap 3, which

partially encompasses wavegauide.

In the upper part ct Fig. I is given location of the versions of

antenna systeas indicated on tae cylinder.

Fundamental laws governing the formation of tae radiation

..6_ . I l I .. ... l i -. . .. . . . | l I , -. .. . .
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patterns of similar systems can be traced on the system of three

narrow infinitely long parallel slots (gashed in the cylinder or the

plane), one of which (average/aean) is active, and two others -

passive (Fig. 2).

Th4 passive emitters of system are assumed to be those loaded

with certain cavity (in particuiar, it can be double-bond) whose

properties do not depend on coordiaate z; in connection with this thA

cavity zan be represented four-pole, infinitely extended and

cylindrically uniform along the axis z.

For the purpose of furtner simplifications we will be bounded to

the examination of the cases wnen cavity, just as the grating of

emitters, is mirror symmetrical relative to the coordinate plane XOZ

(see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 7. Fi. 8.

It will be shown below that in this case the four-pole formally can

be replaced by the pair of the ide*ntical noninteracting two-tqrminal

networks, which are the loads of passive slots.

The active radiators of real antennas (chain/network of

discrete/digital slots, extandad slot of finite length) are

approximated in the selected by as model by one symmetrically

arranged/locatad (relati.ve to pass.Lve elements/cells) infinite

continuous slot whose width the same as in real emitters, and

magnetic current distribution in the aperture equal-amplitude and

linear-pftase with the correspoadiag angular coefficient in Z.

Further, it is almost obvi.ous that in the real antenna (see Fig.
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1) passive emitters affect in assaacs the formation of radiation

pattern in the conic section, passing through the principal maximum

I, since they change virtualli coaij transverse current distribution.

FOOTNOTE 1. Subsequently let us agree to call its equatorial

radiation pattern. ENDTOTHOTZ.

Therefore in this work we were limited to the analysis of this most

es- 2ntial effect.

The discribed xbove taeordtical model is most adapted for the

study of the process of the formation of the azimuth

radiation/emission of the aigaly directional line-source antennas

whos_ primary field in the vicinity of active element/cell has a

character of symmetrical conical wave. Closest to this model the

antenna of the ensuing/escaping/flowing out waves (see Fig. 1A) ; as

far as gratings are concerned aiscrete/digital slotted (see Fig. 11,

conformity of results, obviously, must be improved in proportion to

the decrease both the longitudinal and, in particular, the transverse

separation of active slcts.

Fig. 3 depicts the equLvalent matrix circuit of the theoretical

model of radiating system. Accepting for the certainty as the

terminal surfaces the apertures of emitters 2 and designating through
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. '! 2 31 its own and mutuai conductivities of slots (per the

unit of length) , and throuya },., (j, k=. .31 - matrix elements of the

conductivity of four-pcle (also per the unit of length), it is

possible to record the zollowing equations of relation between the

voltages and the linear currents in the terminal sections of

radiating system:

31. p ,, ,, n 1, 2,3); (.11

- I, = YUVI - Y13V3; (2)
- I= Y sUV , YIV,. (2b)

FOOTNOTE 2. According to the taeory of connected antennas [6], the

tarmiail sections of the feeders of system should be carried out in

the places of the absence of tAe nighest transmission modes. However,

in the case of electrically narrow slots in question the highest

types attenuate so rapidly that the done by us selection of tarminal

surface virtually does not intrcduce errors. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Fig. 3.

Page 73.
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The solution of equ. (1) and (2a, bj, taking into account the

properties of symmetry and reciprocity of radiating system, leads to

the following expression for tae relative voltages:
-L = __ = V = ___(3

V1 VS Y1 + Y
1

S + (3 ) Y3

The equatorial radiation pattarn of the narrow long slot, gashed

according to the generatrix of metallic cylinder and is excited by

magneti= currant to equal-amplituda, linear-phase distributions [7]:

H' 2 ~ (~a) n ] 1  (4ai

ixv2a

whera 0, 0' - azimuth coordinates of observation point and middle of

slot respectively (see Fig. 2) ; a - radius of cylinder; s - width of

slot; H'2" (z) - darivativa of tae iankal function of the argument;

- transversq wave number, connected with wave number ko in the

free space with the depenuaoce

v, =k , sin 0,. (4b

whera 30 - an4Ia between z-axis. and principal maximum of meridional

radiation pattern.

Acrordini to tne priacipii of superposition, the equatorial

radiation pattern of the investigated by 'is cylindrical system of
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Fig. 2)

FPO Computing the enteriny in (5) parameter v is necessary, in

accordance with (3), the Knowledge of the internal (YII) and external

(U-,) conductivities of system. The values of the litter can be

obtainel on the basis of wori i.8j, where the resulting expressions of

the standardized/normalzea conductivities of the interesting us

slots luring their cophasal y-- and antiphase (Y9-) excitations.

Page 71.

Relying on the elementarily proven equalities

S [Y(+ , y( -

(6a)
2

and taking into account the value of the linear conductivity of

flat/plane waveguide with the inclined incident wave TEM (91

Yk = 7 . sin 0, (6h)

A s - the height of wavaguiae; eo j\ io - permeability of its air

filling, we obtain the foiowiag relationships/ratios:

2( 2o n e ,7 ]J

Y11 == 0 [ 4- I (7a)
YL : 1 2~)(vA - , 30 2........exp [- i (v~d- (7t

v' voa I. " 44
in which e=2.718 2... and Y=1. 781 07... - respectively Naperian base
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and Eular's constant, Ho0()(...) - the Hankel function of the 2nd order

the diaensionality of conductivities - mo/meter 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. In the work is accepted the practical rationalized system

of unity MKSA. ENDFOOTNOU.

Expression for Y13 follows tro4 (7o) with the substitution into its

right side 2d instead cz d.

As far as intarnal conductances are concerned of slots, then

they, depending on the parameters of the cavity, included between the

passive slots, can take any coapositg values, which satisfy only the

necessary conditionss of the paysical realizability of passive

devices/equipment [10]:

ReYu> 0, IReYu.I <ReYu. (8a)

In particular, if cavity is locxed and free from the ohmic losses,

then matrix/lie [Y] - is pure imaginary and the entering in (3)

parameter
Y= YI+Yu =i B A)

varies within the limits ti-.

The sense of parameter Y it is easy to explain, relying on the

equations of Kirchhoff ( a, b). Assuming/setting in them Jue the

symmetry of system V,=V,, we ootain (minus sign it is caused by the
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external with respect to the cavity direction of standard)

y= -- - , 8

i.e. T is operating input admittance of cavity in the moda/conditions

of the equal-amplitude and copaasai excitation of its inputs.

Page 72.

Using relationships/ratios (3), (7a, b) and (8b), we obtain the

following expression for rha relatLve voltage:

H,- vd) - 0,302 _ exp [

2' a e
, in - H o

2
) (2vod-0,302 -- exp I- d - -

t V '~VS 2: . '

where

= =7 4

- parameter, which is determining (during assigned phase field

distribution in the slcts) exciusively by the properties of cavity.

ANALYSIS OF THE SYSTEM OF THREE INFINITE SLOTS.

Relationships/ratios j5) and (9a, b) make it possible to explain

the most important laws governing the formation of the

radiation/emission of slot antenaa in the presence of passive slotted

amitters.
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The analysis of system bIcoaIs especially demonstrative, if one

considers that v is the linear-fractional function r and

represantation/transformation straight/direct Imv= on the plane

complex variable v is circumference. It is not difficult to show (11]

that by relationship/ratio (9a) is assigned the one-parameter family

of circumferancas (parameter 64 of the intersecting in the

beginning coordinates; centers and radii of a circle are determined

by equalities:

H01  (6) - 0.302 - - exp -- i -- -
I F'a I . t '4

" 1 0 ( o 26) - 0.30°  2 , co (26 -

7 oa 4

Fig. 4 depicts the series of circumferences v=v(r, 6), of

corresponding to change 7 witnla the limits -. with the series/row

fixed values >=-d On one of circumferences [6=w) are replaced the

values of variibla/alternating k=T-r (sense of the parameter To is

revealed below), which maxa it possible to judge rate of change in

the voltage in proporticn to removal/distance from the resonance.

One should emphasize taat the sizas/dimensions and the location

of circumferences are determined only by electrical period , of

system.

Page 73.
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This means that in the system wita the fixed/recorded period dith a

sufficiently wide change in tne geometric and (or) electrical

parameters the cavities, tha voitage, without depending on the width

of slots, pass the continuous sequence of the complex numbers, which

fill the circumference, wnLch corresponds to data v.-4 The radiation

pitterns of the system of slots, in accordance with (5), are changed

in this case within the limits of one and the same sequence of forms.

However, each concrete/specific/actual value v on the

circumference answers the specific combination of the parameters,

which switches on also the widta of slots (formula (9a, b) ]. For the

numerical calculations it is expedient to convert (9a) to the form

, -- 0 , - ,,, 14

-O15 .302 -- *..-.

V.,,a 4

where E=r-v, moreover
1n I '2 ;
2k ~1 n. ,,v : , 4

- valua of the parameter r, waica corresponds to voltage resonance in

the presence of which

lvmaz =

06')-0,302 - cos(,- [NOW)- O 301-' sin 6 -

I 1- 10(261 -0.302 2do_ ( 2 -
v4 n
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Fig. 4.

Page 74.

As we see, does nor depend on the width of slots.

Fig. 5 depicts the dependenices of amplitude and phase of the

relative voltage of passive slot (calibrated to unity) in the

function of "relative detuning' e=T-r 0 , for the system with the

electrical period 6=w. Caiculdrtion was carried out according to

formula (11a). Wia see that the amplitude dependence has specific

resonance character and is aven, aiad phase, with the accuracy to

permanent componant/ter/addea [equal to
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-ArgH"(8-.302 -- exp_ - , - by odd function e.
i %,oa LI

The equatorial radiation patterns of the system of slots are

symmetrical relative tc main me Ldian cut (0=O), what is the

corollary of th; symmetry of system. Depending on for., radiation

pattern they cin be divided into three fundamental types:

1) narrow single-lobe;

2) wide single-lobe and sadlie;

3) the intermediate iorm, which have several axtreaa, including

one local maximum with 0=0.

in connection with a comparatively low azimuth directivity of

slot on the ragular cylinder a question about affiliation of diagra3

to on3 of the types qualitatively can be solved on the basis of the

analysis of the simple according to the structure equatorial

radiation pattern of foil lattice, into which passes the designed

cylindrical system when -
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i i " -- 2

Fig. 5.

Page 75.

Relying on relationship/ratio 5) and taking into account that

Iimf~~iidoes not represent tae work to obtain the equality:
V.a-_ _ o

reseArch of which shows tuat to the enumerated typas of radiation

patterns approximately ccrrasponds the separation of plane complex

variable v into three regions, uearcated by two circumferences of

equation of which

4 16

The numbering of regions in Fig. 6 corresponds to the indicated

higher three types of radiation patterns.
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Fig. 6.

Antenna vith thi passive slots, iodded with grooves or communicated

qa Ds.

Let us pause in somewuat more detail at the mantioned above two

special cases, which are oi practical interest:

-passiva slots are loaded with the identical short-circuited

grooves;

- passive slots are commu±nicated by gap in the form of the

flat/plane curved waveguide.

Assuming groovas or gap fillal with uniform inisulator, it
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suffices to be bounded to researca of the first case, since as a

result of the symmetry of zadiatinq system, in the middle of gap is

established/installed the moda/conditions of idling. The second case

(disregarding by hetercgeneitiaes in the inflection points of gap)

formally is reduced to the first with a change in the electrical

depth of grooves on w/2.

Page 76.

For determining linear input admittance of groove we will use

known expression for the conductivity of the short-circuited segment

of lina, after replacing in it, accordingly [9], propagation constant

and characteristic adaittance 9: by the values:

v, k, E.U' in tj; t14i.

whera A - relative permedDility of insulator; s - width of groove:

61 - angle between the 6dge of groove and the wave standard of the

propagated in it wave TEM.

The connection/coaauaacation Detween the angles 3a and 31 is

estallished/installad frcm continuity condition of the tangential

components of fields in the apertures of passive slots and takes the

form (Snell law)

cos 0,, Ccos 1t 1.5
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In accordance with (9aj, (14a, b) and (15) we obtain

r. cig V

where

- electrical deoth of tee groove (i - its geometric depth).

Is given below the series/row of the characteristics of

cylindrical tnrge-slot grar in4 witn the load of its passive

elements/cells by the snorz-circui ed grooves with the air filling.

Fig. 7 depicts the standardized/normalized equatorial radiation

pattans of grating. Caicuiation was carried out according to

formulas (5), (9a) and (16a, a) at the values of the parameters:

== =.t.. 4>-~-a=294 The electrical depth of grooves W'.

varied within the limits () '- t with the step'pitch V/8 .

FOOTNOTE L. The necessary for tae calculations function f (0) was

tabulated by A. V. Ivanov via the addition (on the computers) of

serias/row (4a) to m=38. ENDFOOTNOTE.

wig see that the radiation patzarns are changed within relatively wide

limits, moreover in accordance witn the introduced above

classification of forms, in essence arE encountered two types of
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equatorial radiation patterns - siagle-lobe narrow I and wide 2. The

radiation pattarns of intarmeaiate forms are encountered considerably

less often. This is partly expiained by the effect of the azimuth

directivity of slot on the cylinder, thanks to whizh the equatorial

radiation patterns of the intermediate forms 3 approach type 1.

Page 77.

In Fig. 6 dotted line aepicted circumference W=V(r, r), on which

are replaced values v, corresponding to electrical depths 1i at which

were designed radiation pattern. The comparison of Fig. 6 and 7 makes

it possible to trace the process or the characteristic strain of

radiation patterns in prcportion to the transition/junction of value

of v from one region tc another.

It is interesting tc note that the width of radiation pattern

when p ;3T8 (at the level - 3 a6) is minimum (-500) and close to

2arc sir 2---=56'. which indicates that its forming currents are2 12 - s)

concentrated in essence on the opening by width (2d+s). This is

logical, since noted value 1 close to the resonance (Fig. 8) and the

currents prove to be "for)iddeal, virtually in the section of the

surface, limited by passive slots.

A precise value of resonance alactrical depth can be obtained,
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equalizing the right sides of eqUdliti-s (11b) and (161), whence
y. , -0- - I., ,n =O 0, 2 .. 7a)

t',= arcctg -S I i . 1 : -X, ,,sv a

0.302 s in -1 (I 7b

I ~ 4
- inimum valua of rescnance eJ.#ctrical depth.
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'A /

Fig 7.

700,ie.i al to' -8.3o P0

re io . 8f r ivesdondnce o the ecticp ith of groove (ogplnt) eyn

onS(16a, ), I is interestible to showt a xtre dey in slwinge the

esocrial depth, ofic grorrenpondasitoitiswdt:ih changelwihnimt

0700, i, in alto 83/.
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- 1k ~a 05.(18)
\Vvo /

where Ar - width of "resonance curve" of Ivj Iv (r, 6)1 at the level 3

dB of lower than the maxiaum.

from (18) it follows that, in proportion to the contraction of

slots, v runs in the circumference (see Fig. 6) near-resonaace region

(essential for control of thae orm of radiation pattern) with ever*

more tapered interval oi depths (or gap lengths AI)whose value order

s. In this case change v in functiun * in the near-resonance region

and outsida it occurs according to the qualitatively different laws;

relying on (1a, b) and (loa, b), it is possible to show that when

tV-V0[ .1 ' and when I'P-'$oI>A ta a order of derivative d-v,'dV proves to

be eqaal to respectively (vDs)-' and (vos).

Of the aforesaid above, in particular, it follows that the

use/application of excessively narrow passive slots can prove to be

in practice undesirable due to the close tolerances for the geometry

of grooves or gap, and also for thd parameters of their filling

substance.
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11

Fig. 3.

?age 79.

Conclusion/output.

1. Acceptad in work simplified model of leaky-pipe antenna with

passive slotted emitters in tae form of system of three electrically

narrow, infinitely long slots, gashed in metallic cylinder, and

corresponding to it ccmparatively simple mathematical apparatus make

it possible to explain fundamental laws governing formation of

equatorial radiation patterns of antenna indicated. The behavior of

the most important system characteristics yields to simple

grapho-analytical interpretation, which simplifies the analysis of

system.
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2. Equatorial radiatioa pattern of system of slots is

determined, mainly, by period of grating and by load of passive

slots. A change in these parameters makes it possible in the

relatively wide limits tc control the form of radiation pattern.

Depending on form, radiation patern they can be divided into three

fundamental types, each of which answers the specific range of change

in the composite voltages of passive slots.

3. Independent of width of jassive slots with change their loads

within sufficiently wide limits of value of voltage pass

constant/invariable sequence of values, and radiation patterns -

constant/invariabla sequence of forms, determined only by electrical

period of grating. In this case the width of slots affects only the

criticality of the'corresponday dependences.

4. Antenna with passive emitters can be easily realized on base

of leaky-pipe antennas wita passive slots, adjacent to external walls

of waveguide and by loaded short-circuited grooves, or by

communicated flat/plane gap, wnica partially encompasses waveguide.

In conclusion the autaors axpress appreciation to I. S.

Pavlyushinoy for the aid wails conducting of numerical calculations.
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Page 80.

R.esearch of the consecutive diaphragm-forming diagrams for

multiple-wires antenna.

. A. Zhutikov, S. A. Mikaeev.

Are examined the consecutive diagram-forming diagram and its

modification, which makes ir possible to reduce the number of

elements/calls and to cbtain maximum efficiency. On the base of the

analysis of diagram is given tae aigorithm of the synthesis of

amplituda-phase distributions (A23) in each channel according to the

assigned values AFR on the emitters, taking into account the

redistribution of fields, caused by the presence of certain number of

channels between the data by channel and by emitters. Are obtained

the maximum energy evaluations/estimates of the work of series

circuit, whi;h depend cn degree of interaction of assigned AFH. Is

given an example of the calculation of the modified diagram.

Introduction.
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The consecutiva diagrais-foraing schematic of aultiple-pronged

multichannel antenna is depicted in Fig. 1v [1]. It consists of the

main-line feeder lines of transmission 1, connected with directional

couplers 2 with transverse feeder lines 3, loaded to tae grating of

emittars 4. The latter can have any preassigned geometry. Creation on

the emitters of the grating of the series/row of required AFR is

achieved by the selection of the coupling coefficients of the

directional couplers with trunx lines and by phase wave velocity in

the main-line and transverse lines.
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a) 2

r- r

Fig. 1.

?age 31.

It is possible to assume that APB are varied due to those

concentrated ohase converters 5, connected as shown in Fig. 14. For

the =reation in the lines of mode of the traveling waves their

gnds/leads can be loaded for aosorning loads 6.

To the advantages of this diagram should be related that the

fact that it is implemented from the uniform elements/cells,

allows/assumes the use/applIcation of contemporary technology of

production and, which is especially important, it makes it possible

without the modificaticn to realize along each channel AFR of

arbitrary form. However, for the practical realization of similar

diagrams and evaluation/estimate of their maximum electrical



r
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parazetars the results, obtained in [ 1), are insufficient. Is

conducted below detailea reseazca of such diagrams, which contains

the analysis on the basis of oaich are determined the maximum energy

possibilities of diagram and is synthesized AFR in each channel on

assigned AFR on the emitters. Solution of the problem of synthesis

gives the possibility to reduce the calculation of the parameters of

each channel to the kncwn calculation of the feeder system of

single-channel traveling-dave antenna.

Is examined the modiiication of series circuit, which makes it

possibla to reduce the numuer of eiesments/cells and the extent of

feeder lines ani to obtain maximum efficiency. Is given an example of

the calculation of this diagram.

Examination is carried out for the grating of the matched

emitters with compensated interaction on the inputs for any

excitation. Couplers are assumed to be those ideally directed, but

feeder lines - not having heat lcsses.

Analysis of diagram.

Let m - number of emitters in grating, n - number of channels of

diagram. The order of numbering is shown in Fig. 1q.
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Under the Ili channel" of diagram we will understand both the i

input of antenna and part of tne diagram, included between the i-th

and (i+1)-th the secticns (Fig. 1a). We will speak about "its own"

AFR and "its own" efficiency of the i channel, keeping in mind with

respect to AFR and efficiency in by them section during the

excitation of the i input.

For the analysis of didgraM let us isolate the i channel (Fig.

Ib). Here 1, 2, ... , m, m+1 - "output" terminals; i, I, 2', ... , :a

- "input" terminals. On terminals 1, 2, ..., m can exist both their

own AFR of i channel and AfR from he channels with the higher

reference number j>i. We w.ll oe given these AFR in the form of the

columns of the composite amplitude: 2 >i >:i calibrated to the

single power of excitaticn.

Index i - the number of zne section in question; j - number of

excited channsl.

Page 82.

Let us record the scattering matrix of the chosen multipole in

the block form:
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. ..... .. ' -4-

- 0 <a, <0 M, -

0<0>

>~ (01Tj0

m -

S , -- o

0 > to [] p >

Mi

r-I! , <0 <p, 0

(i=l, 2, ... , m).

Here <a,.,a,,> - respectively row and column of dimensionless

composite transmission iactors from the i terminal to terminals 1, 2,

..., m, which coincide with stdndardized/normalized its own AFR of

channel;

f.- transmission factor from the i terminal to terminal m+1;

<P,,p,>- row and column of transmission factors from terminals

1', ... , ml to terminal z+1;

T,- square matrix/die of transmission factors from terminals 1,

2, ... , m to terminals 1, 2, ... ,I

[0], <0,0> - null matrix, row and column;
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- - sign of the transportation.

The zero units of matrix/die S, consider the coordination of

feedar lines and the ideal directivity of couplers.

Due to the directivity or couplers matrix/die Ti as it is not

difficult to trace on tne diagram, it has the triangular structure:

- til 0 0 ...-0 IT; 0 . . 0 2)
S t . . o . .. . ..

tM l " t ' t 3 , • t r ,

where .=u(k l. t.A=O(k>l) - matrix elements, k, 1=1, 2, ... , m (number

of channel i in the matrix elements for the shortening is omitted).

atrix/dia T is not aegenerated, since not some of its diagonal

elements/cells it is equai. to zero.

During the excitation of cartain j channel on terminals 1, 2',

... , u' i channel fall wave with an amplitude of a,-,>. In this case

on terminals 1, 2, ... , a will appear set/dialing u,->:

a.. > =Tja, , (3)

On the emitters during tae excitation of the j channel AFR it

will take the form

a1 >- Tk a,,v> (4i
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and it can be substantially distortsd and weakened on efficiency in

comparison with its own APR a, >.

As can be seen from (4), tor the finding AFR on radiators during

the excitation of the j caaanai on assigned its own AFR ai,> it is

necessary to know all matrices/dies Th (k=i, 2 ... , 1-), The elements/cells

of each of these matrices/dies on the modulus/module are determined

by their own AFR in the K cnannel, and on the phase - even and by the

:ethol of tha inclusion of phase inverters in the channel. For the

diagram in Fig. lb matrix elements T, will be

" I- "  i,"

e

(diagonal elements/cells);

ak ar t a -

/V a I - ii

(off-diagonal alemants/cei.s), 1, k=1, 2, ... m.

Here ak-k-th column element a,,>: - phase change in the

section of trunrk line between the adjacent directional couplers. The

number of channel i for the snortening is everywhere omitted.
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Minus sign before the latter/last expression considers the

rotation of phase on - r/2 in in l-th and k-th directional couplers.

Formulas (4)-(6) are convenient for the machine calculation AFR

on the emitters according to known their own AFR.

Let us note that during tae finding AFR on the emitters on

assigned its own AFR the selection of the latter remains, in fact,

arbitrary. Therefore more rational approach during the design of such

diagrams consists of the synthesis of their own AFR on assigned AFR

on the emitters. This leads to the single-valued selection of all 2mn

circuit parameters.

SYNTHESIS OF ITS OWN AMPLITUD--PdAsE DISTRIBUTIONS.

We will synthesize its own AFR a > in the arbitrary j channel on
On

assigned AFR 2i:>. ... a,,, Atne emitters. From (3) and (4) it follows:

a,,> =~ T1 a,,>

aPa > n' 7-k al8>.

~Page 84.
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Equality (3) is the unknown solution of the problem of

synthesis. In practice the process of synthesis consists of the

consecutive use/application of equalitiqs form (7) to all channels

from the upper -o the lower oaas (L.a. on index i from 1 to n-1).

Thus, on given one at> airectlj ate designed the parameters of the

1st channel and on (5), (o) - ;ar.Lx/Iie T1 , then AFR a, 2 >, at 3 > and

so forth are counted over dccjrdci., to formula (7) in AFR azz>, a.2J>

and so forth into the plane oi rorminals 1,, ... , m' the 1st channel

and on a 2 2 > is designed tne 2na channel and matrix/die T2 and so

forth.

As can be seen frcm (7) and (8), calculation is connected each

time with necessity of matrix inversion 7, However, under some

conditions calculation substantially is simplified. Let us consider

the important case of the ortaogoaality of its own and any AFR in the

arbitrary i section of the diagram:

< >= 0 (9)

1>i

- sign of composite coupling)..

Let us introduce the relacionships/ratios, which escape/ensuz

from the unitary marices S,:
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Kaiia' >±f=1 (10)

a,, > < a.+i; T: (12)

T~T+Pi<P~Em(14)

where E..- the unit matrices or order nra.

'lultiplying (12) to the right on Qi.;>. to the left on T, and using

(7) and (9), it is not di.tzicult to obtain

aj. jj> = jajj - .(16)

Thus, corr2.sponding AFR in (i*1)-th section it is calculated

without the matrix inversion Ti.,

let us show that if all AFR in the i section is mutually

orthogonal, then APR in (i+l)-th the section they will be also

ortho gonal.

Actually/really, according to the condition
<aaad,> =0, (17)

Taking into aczount (1o), scalar product of vectors in (i*1)-th

the section will be recorded in the form

< a, ai Ii =< jj7,F, o >
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Let us multiply (14) to tta left on <a,. to the right on a,,*>,'ie

will obtain

<a4 1a,,> <aa 1 > - <aJ.. Ta7,> = <aia .>.

hence, using (17),

<a,a > =0.

Thus, if on the emitters all assigned AFR they are

mutually-orthogonal, then relationship/ratio (16) is retained at all

steps/stages of calculation, ahicn makes it possible to use it with

the synthesis instead of (7). This can be recorded in the following

form:

a,>=flTa>.
k=-I

Thus, the problem of the synthesis of its own AFR of each

channel is reduced, in general, to turning of triangular

matrices/dies with the known coefficients, and in the particular case

of orthogonality AFR - to the simple operation of the multiplication

of triangular matrix/die by the vector.

EFFICIENCY OF CHANNELS.

Let us rate/estimate the maximum energy circuit parameters. Let

us introduce the Aesignation: 1, - efficiency in the arbitrary i
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section during the excitation oi the j channel by the single power

rqij =<ajjaoi > ( 191

In particular, q,, - its own efficiency the i channel; i,, -

affi:iency of the i channel according to the emitted power.

We trace the depandence efficiency in (i+1)-th section on

efficiency in the i section during the excitation of j channel (j>i).

For this purpose let us multiply (14) to the left on <a,-, to the

right on a',-t,>, we will oDtain

< a~ja'; > = <a a_[ >-<a:.tip > <P p a ,>. (20)

From (11) it follows that

<PaI;> < aa> '
i

<a,jPi> =- <a~ja* >.

The substitution of these expressions in (20) taking into account

(10) gives

ajja, 1> < -_ ><a $a2 >. (21)

Page 86.

Let us introduce the designation
I < ailaa >1 (22)

- the standardized/aocaaljLzed coefficient, which characterizes

interaction AFR ai> and aik>. Index i indicates the number of section,
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indices 1 and k - number or the channels:
1, k i, l/k.

Coefficient r'ik can wary with.in the range of 0 to 1.

Prom (21) it follows
/ -- (23Y,1,,, =, -I ) ) .

With the consecutive synthesis of diagram, described in the

?revious section, values 'in, and rij are initial, and (23) gives

the value of efficiency in (it1)-th section.

Transmission factor according to the power from section i+1 to

section i of arbitrary A?. a+i.

qo .. . . (24)
< a + i a + Il> niI l- q i -+} 1( 'T

In particular, if AFa are ortaogonal:.

-0,

then from (24) , (25) it follows: t11+j=-Ti, qj=j, power is transmitted by

the vertical feeders frcm (i+l)-th section to the i-th (Fig. 1A)

without the losses.

Above it was shown that iz assign3d APR on the emitters are

mutually orthogonal, then all AFR were orthogonal in any section

diagrams.
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Thus, in this :ase efficiaacy of any channel according to the

emitted power it proves to be to its equal own efficiency, caused by

the losses in the load of tais channel, which can be done how

convenient small.

In the case of noncrthogonality of AFR

Tiii * 0,
q11< 1

and according to (23) efficiency T1 uust grow with the increase of

index i.

In particular, with riu=l AF1 aiG> and a+4, they coincide:

qjj= 1-jj

also, when niv--I qi,-3O, transmission of AFR ai+ij> from section i+1 to

section i is absent, entire/all energy is absorbed in the load of the

i channel.

On the strength of the tact that value efficiency must be less

than unity, increase ni; with increase i is limited, that imposes the

limitation to a number of channels during their assigned interaction

or for interaction with ta assigned number of channels.

Page 87.

we will obtain these limitations for a special case of diagram
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with the uniformly effective caanaels during identical interaction

between themselves of all AFa:

n i= , j= 1,2 , n; (251
r1, = r1,

I k: 1, k= 1,2, • , n. j26)

On (23) all efficiency in the second section will be also

ident ical:

-, hl ' .27)

Interaction AFR in second section.

I < a,,a.> <a,,TTt- a,> 12Si

?rom (12) it follows

"rTr:- = [ --a > a,,-' E- a: -. < ac

Is here used the known inversion formula of matrix/die [2].

Thus, from (28) it follows that

<o
< a,,a,> + > < ,,,,k >

Great possible interaction (for any i and k)

TI, rr71r r 1

r"jk r2 ' -' -q ?-9)

The conversions of form (27) and (29) will occur with each

increase in the number cf section; therefore for arbitrary i
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A- , \ (30)

ri-2 74 -2 + '11 2 rl_ 2)

%I-2 '%-2 '1-2 (31)

i=1,2, ., n.

With i=n from conditiua T1it ! and (30)

-, i _,(32)

Page 88.

By induction taking into account (32), (30) and (31) it is not

difficult to show that I7 1 - ( -w I- r

or

'1 'i

l - 1-) r

(33)
Formula (33) establishes the unknown connection/communication

between maximally achievable efzicisncy of channels q-ma, their number

n and assigned interacticn of AFH r under the conditions (25), (26).

Fig. 2 this connection/ccnmunication shows graphically.

MODIFIED SERIES CIRCUIT.

Let us consider the limiting case when j,,=1 I(fi=0) In this case

the connection/communication in tae latter/last coupler of the i
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channel must be single; therefore the presence of terminals :' and

m*1 (Fig. Ib) is deprived of sense and it is possible to reject/throw

them. Discussing similarly for 1, the 2nd and so forth of channels,

we come to the modified diagram, shown in Fig. 3a (two-channel

diagram of this form is given ia I I]).

pj

FI'j

= 7-
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Page 39.

The arbitrary i chanael of tae modified diagram will have a

number of output terminals x-ii.4<m, where m - number of radiators

(Fig. 3b). Scattering matrix ok this channel

0 <a, < 0

[0]
Si= m-i-i -, 34

1'

0>i 7[
n-L

Here T - no longer square, but rectangular matrix/die.

From unitarity S, we will ootain:

< aa, > = 1, (351

< aT=< 0. (36

a,,> <a, -- T,T = - . (37
T, T*; = E -.. !3Si

During the excitation of terminals 1', ... , m-i' the column of

amplitudes 2-.> on terminals 1, ... 3-i+1 will be the column

a,, > = T,a,_, , > (39)

(columns a, > and a,-,> have various oLdder).
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From (38) it follcws
< aja'i > = < a:_.a.,.(40

i.e. there ar - no power losses auz3.ng the transmission from section

i+1 to section i, as this is obvious and physically.

From the absance cf Dooer losses must follow that AFR u > and

a,7> are orthogonal with any a,>.

Is actual/real, from (36) and (39)

< a, jT'a _,> O a.. 0 1

<a 4 " > =0

with any a,-, >

The relationship/ratio, necessary for the synthesis of its own

APR, we will obtain frcm (3d) and (39);

a >= >

tb let us note that equality (45) is obtained for arbitrary

but not for arbitrary -,> and is applicable only for siailar for

which by selection a,- > it is possible to satisfy equality (39),
i.e., for - >' the ortnogonai ones with respect to - > '4 In

other words, with the help ot this diagram it is possible to realize
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completely accurately cnly KnowiLagly orthogonal AFR.

Page. qO.

Lat us show, however, char if assigned APE ara not orthogonal,

then (42) gives best approximate solution in the sense of

root-mean-square deviation.

Best approximate solution of equ. (39), in the sense of

root-aean-square deviation, taxes form [3]

a,+ > T", >, (43)

where T.% - pseudo-reverse aatrix/die with respect to Ti. determined

by equality (3]:
T(Ti- Te = Ti. (44)

Let us present matrix/die ,Ti' in the form of the block:

where .4 - triangular matrix/die of order m-ix-i;

<Bi- row.

From (3, page 64] we will obtain

_ +.[ jA,+ 8> < B,-' (_A;8 >), (45)

where (A'B >)- block recording of matrix/die.

But from (38) we have

----------
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therefore (145) can be presented as

T=(AB>)=1

and (43) it will be rewritten as

that it coincides with (42).

Thus, for the synthesis of the nodifiad diagram it is necessary

to use (42). If the given ones on emitter APR are nonorthogona'l, then

true AFR will be nevertheless oxthogonalized, but (42) will ensure

best approximation to required APR in the sense of average quadratic.

EXAMPLE OF CALCULATION BY SODIFIED DIAGRAM.

As the illustraticn let us lead calculation of modified series

circuit with a number of emitters x=4, forming four orthogonal AFR.

Page 91.

Anal~gous APR can be obtained on Butler's four-channel matrix" [i]:

zoom"
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-e2 2
-145* 1 +10 1 -11351

-e -e -e

22

2u > alt>- 2 a~s>= 2
I -90* - 1135* j +i9

-e e-e22 2
e-1135- 1 1 -146'

-C -- e5

2 __2 _2 e

-e
2

a14 > =2
I -i45:

-e
1

2

The first channel is designsd directly on given one a41>.It is shown

in Fig. 4a. In the diagram ara shown crosstalk attenuations and phase

shifts/shears in the degrees (phase shifts are selected taking into

account supplementary Fhase displacement on - v/2 in the directional

couplers).

,atrix/die 7, takes the form

0 9~ 1 135 f5
-= e --- " -- I f4e '

2 ~ 3 2y. 6 1 6
/ 133" I I eI45 (

i= o~ -e e -- 7 l

0 0 1 1 4S•

1-2 -2

For AFR.in the second section we will obtain on (42)

0,577 e'4  0,577 e' [0,577e-2

a> o0,408e - 1 a ,>= 0.643 ei 18 0,e 65

0,707e4 -0,5 e-4 ' 0,5 et"
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Fig. 4.

Page 92.

Second channel of diagram is shown in Fig. 4b. Matrix/die T

takes the form

.0,816e 4 ' -0, 288e' 3  0,5 e"j 1
2L0 0,866 e7"3  0,5 e-'135

We will obtain on (42) for AFR in the third section

0,707e" a35 ' [o.707 1aft > = Lo9r_,3.,
1 0.707e~ I;a L 0,707e-'

Consequent1y, in the latter/last node it is necessary to use the

directed coupler with 3-declel connections/ccmmunications and the

phase shifts, shown in Fig. YaCh.
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CONCLUSION.

In conclusion let us note that a selection of one or the other

type of the diagram-forminj diagram depends on the degree of

interaction of assigned APR and permissible distortions of radiation

patterns. In the implementation cf orthogonal APR the modified

diagram has an advantage before the usual both according to the

number of elements/cells and on efficiency. With nonorthogonal

assigned APR it orthogonalizes them, respectively distorting

radiation patterns. Normal series circuit in this case accurately

reproduces diagrams due to the decrease efficiency.

REPERENCES
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Algorithm of the selection of the optimum location of the emitters of

linear antenna array by tas method of coordinate-by-coordinate

sorting.

Yu. Kh. Vermishev, V. V. Gmuraan, M. B. Zakson.

is proposed the algoritha of the global search of the optimum

location of the emitters of antenna array. Algorithm is approved on

the synthesis of the nonequidistant gratings, optimum in dol6fa-

Chebyshav's sense, The obtainsd results exceeded the achievements

earlier in other works. Is formulated proposition about the possible

way of the construction cf nonequidistant gratings.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM.

Is assigned linear equal-amplitude, symmetrical, cophasal

grating with the radiation pattern

F (O) = I + 2 -- cos (2..t xsin 0), (1)

where X, - distance of the a. emitter from the center of grating in

the wavelengths X; W 0- d.Lrection of radiation/emission,

calculated off the normal to the grating.
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The position of central and outer emitters is fixed/recorded.

'2
where N - number of emitters.

For the location of emitters are superimposed the limitations:

d, 0,(2)

2Idt == . (3)

Here d,=-x,t; L- length ot grating. Problem consists in

n-dimensional euclidean space R,(x, ER,) selecting of the initial

point, gradimnt search from waich dould lead to the global minimum of

the function:

=D (O)Fp(0) ' 4)

where F(B),= - maximum value oi the side lobe of radiation pattern in

the interval of angles [,---:

F(O) - the value of tne majo lobe/lug of radiation pattern

with 0=0;

290 - width of the fundamental maximum of radiation pattern on

level of maximum side lobe.
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Thus, discussion deals witn finding of the location of emitters

in the nonequidistant grating, which has the radiation pattern, close

to optimum in the sense Dollf-chebyshev.

METHOD OF THE SOLUTION. Examples of use/application.

The proposed method iz based on the use by computers. It

encompasses the following sequence of operations:

1. Selection of the initial location of the emitters of grating.

2. Displacement/2oveasnt of first (near to central) emitter

along aperture of grating wita step/pitch &L and selection of its

best position on criterion (4).

3. Selection by analogy of best position for second emitter in

fixed/racorded positions of otezs, etc.

Process cyclically is continued until at least one of the

emitters can to be placed to the following criterion (4) position

with this step/pitch of dLsplacement/movement along the aperture AL.
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4. Obtained solution La used as initial approximation/approach

with gradient descent C 1].

The described method was approved on the synthesis of lattice

row. First of all let us pause at the grating by the length 40k,

which consists of 21 isotropic emitter with the half width of

fundamental ray/beam luo=0.04 and tne step/pitch AL=0.1X (a 0=sin9 0 ).

As the initial ones were undertaken three different cases of the

location of emitters.

Fig. 1 q, b, c shows tae positions of emitters in the aperture of

grating before and after conducting of operations on paragraphs 1, 2

and 3. (in view of the symmetry of grating is shown only the half

aperture. Central emitter - the first to the left).

Initial location in Fig. i corresponds to equidistant grid with

distance of d between the emitters, equal to d=2X.
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- - - -- -0 0 0 0 -- 0 .0 --- -

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Page 95.

For th is case, called further he case "a", Fig. 2 shows the sequence

of changing thq positicns of emitters in the course of fulfilling the

operations on paragraphs 1, 2, 3.

In Fig. b as the iniial is undertaken the polnomial location

during which intereleental distances d, were calculated from the

formula

Figure 1c .zorresponds to the case when all emitters of original

lattice (except central ad extee ones) are assembled in each half

aperture into one point.

Tha optimum locations of emitars, shown in Fig. lc , c, led
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after gradient descent of tnem (operation on p. 4) respectively to

the following values of maximum siae lobe:

-12,3 ; -11.7 -11,9 .
I

In this case the positions of emitters were changed they

unessantially and virtualiy correspond to the positions, shown in

Fig. 1. For an example Table 1 shows for the case "a" the optimum

location of emitters after full/total/complete

coordinate-by-coordinate sorting and subsequent gradient descent

(L-40.O)

The comparison of the radiation patterns, obtained in all three

cases, shows that with the full/total/complete

coordinate-by-coordinate sorting the side-lobe level reached weakly

depends on tha selection oi original lattice. (Radiation pattern for

the case "a" it is given in Fig. J).

One should take inzo account, however, that this factor

substantially affects retrieval time. Thus, for instance, during the

initial polynomial distrioution was required

approximately/exemplarily three times less than cycles (cycle-

girder/drive of elament/cell along the aperture), than in two

remaining cases.

Lat us note also that the gradient descent did not lead to an

essential improvement in tae resuits. Sidelobe leval was improved

only by 0.2-0.4 dB.
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-table 1.

i~i RoiepI
i3JAY4aTe- 12 3 4 36

(2J~ Ko~m 0. 798 487! 1,.702 691 2,508611 468 1 ,3401 6,166216

c R omep I91
HLmy'a- 7891

Te4iR

(KOOPn[H. 7,897522 8,721 ".84 1.543 -),0 0
maTbI Xi I i

Key: (1). Y amber of radiator. (2). Coordinates.
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As the second example was carried out employing the same

procedure the optimization of nonequidistant grating with L=20k, N=21

and u0=0.05. Sidelobe level proved to be equal - 14 dB during the

optimum location of emitters, shown in Fig. 4.

Was also traced grating by length L=40X at different values of uo.

Fig. 5 shows tha optimum locations of emitters with different width

of the fundamental ray/beam uo. As one would expect, the expansion of

fundamental ray/beam leads to a decrease in the sidelobe level. The

effect of the width of fundamental ray/beam on the attained at the

optimization sidelobe level D is shown in Table 2.
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Fig. 3.

Key: (1). dB. ___- _______ --___-______

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Page 97.

As can be seen from f.Lguras 1(a, b, c) 4 and 5, in the obtained

optimum gratings are absent tae interelemental distances less than

the value 0.5h. Furthermore, almost for all synthesized gratings is

characteristic the appearance of equidistant sublattices with a
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number of elements/cells from 2 to 6 with distances of d between them

within the limits 0.6k4d40.9k.

Thus, for the purpose of the reduction of the laboriousness for

computations as the initial it would be expedient to choose precisely

this group location of emitters. furthermore, on the basis of the

results, one should, apparentlj consider that the search of optimum

in a Dol'f-Chebyshev sense gratings with interelemental distances

less 0.5X, is unsuitable.

L1
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Table 2.

iUtpHIia OCHOB-

Horo Ay a L' 0.02 0,03 0.04

3Hatemie T, &6 -10,5-115-12,0

Kay: (1). Width of the fundamental ray/beam U.. (2). Value 0, dB.

INTE;RAL EVALUATION CRITERIA OF LATERAL RADIATION AND ITS CO3PA3ISON

WITH THE NINI.AX CRITEVIC.

For the evaluation/estiaate of radiation/emission out of the

fundamental ray/beam can be also used integral evaluation criteria of

the lateral radiation

S =$FP(u) du, where u sin. (5)

U.

An improvement in the diagram on the integral criterion leads in

the considerable angular interval to its improvement and in the

minimax sense. Integral criterion is convenient when integral in the

right side of formula (5) can be undertaken analytically, since this

allows (approximately/exemplarily to two orders in the case in

question) to reduce the time of calculation, since there is no need

for in the survey of radiation pattern in angular interval [9,-w/2].
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Let us give several examples of calculations according to the

integral criterion.

Fig. 6 shows distribution x1, obtained by full/total/couplete

coordinate-by-coordinate countershdft on criterion (5) with L=40>, and

u0=0.04. As the initial was undertaken equidistant grating.

As can be seen from igqure, emitters with the varied position

formed equidistant sublattice with distance of d, different 0.9k.

Page 98.

It is interesting that when as the initial was undertaken

distribution x . which is the grouped in center equidistant sublattice

with d=0. 9k (Fig. 7) fu nl/total/complete coordinate-by-coordinate

sorting according to criterion (5) it led to the solution, which

coincides with the initial distribution.

The corresponding optiaua radiation pattern has a sidelobe level

- 12 dB with the width of the fundamental ray/beam uo=0.09.

For the more detailed research of the interconnection between

the integral and minimax criteria was set the special experiment

whose results illustrates Fig. 8. Along the axis of the ordinates of
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figure is deposited/postk~oned the value of function (D; along the axis

of abscissas - number of tas cycle of coordinate-by-coordinate

sorting on criterion 0 solid line shows a change in value (D in the

cycles with the initial equidistant grating. On each cycle was

checked also the value ot the integral criterion S. A change in value

S in the cycles is shown by the dotted line (initial values S and (D

are accepted as unity). As can be seen from figure, the decrease of

value 0 imply and decrease of S. This it suggests about the fact

that for decreasing the retrieval rime as the initial distribution

4uring the optimization according to minimax criterion (D should be

used the solution, obtained on criterion S.

This assumption was ctiecked oased on the following example. Fig.

Sc shows the optimum lccation of emitters after full/total/complete

coordinate-by-coordinate sorting tAe minimax criterion from the

original lattice, which correspouds to Fig. 7.

As can be seen frcm these figures, the displacement/novement one

emitter alone proved tc be sufficient in order to obtain sidelobe

level ID equal - 12 dB with tae width of the fundamental ray/beam

J0=0. 04.

IMES
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'Vj 6 ----

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

7

47C

4' fE' 71V,/

Fig. 8.

Key: (1). Number of cycle.

Page 99.

THE POSSIBLE WAY OF THE CONSTRUCTION OF NONEQUIDISTANT GRATINGS.

Generalizing the given above ;esults, it is possible to

formulate the proposition according to which the nonequidistant

grating, close to the optimum in a Dol'f-Chebyshev sense, can be

constructed in the form of the combination of equidistant sublattices

with distances of d in the limita 0.5X<d<X.

On the base of this proposition was produced the optimization of

7 . .
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nonequidistant grating with ,-tPOX, Ni=21 and u=O0 .04.

As the initial was undertaken the distribution, which consists

of the combination of two equidistant sublattices with the distance

between emitters d=0.8k (Fig. 9a).

Foe obtaining the final solution proved to be sufficient the

displacement/movement cnil of one alement/cell (Fig. 3b).

For the comparison Table J gives for L=50k the location of

emitters, obtained after gradient descent with the initial

approximation/approach, which corresponds to Fig. 9b, and also the

location, obtained with analogous initial data by the method of

dynamic programming [2).

Let us note that as a result of descent the sidelobe level was

lowered with -12 dB to -12.5 dS. Tue obtained radiation pattern is

given in Fig. 10. For tie comparison dotted line here gave the

radiation pattern of gratLng, obtained in work (2].

As can be seen frcm taole, gradient descent did not

significantly break laws governing proposed above the location of

emitters in grating.
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Table 4 givas thi ccaparlson of the results, obtained by the

method of full/total/complete coordinate-by-coordinate sorting, with

the data, undertaken frcm works Lj, 3] (L=5OX, N=21, u0 =O.04).

As can be seen frcuTaole 4 tne method proposed is preferable

both on the laboriousness for computations and on the side-lobe level

reached.
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Fig. 9.

Table 3.

~Homep 3[,.
Hs.,y'Ia~earn flo'oop a 9 y a Xi~T HI , LaMqeCKoe

nepe~op x rPaA.- rporpavM.npo-
eTublol CnyCK ba le

1 1. 58 44 45 2.5

2 2. 39 67 92 3.0

3 3. 23 61 45 3 5

4 3. 97 94 69 4.0

5 4. 74 35 81 4.5
6 5. 61 21 21 5.0

7 6. 42 782 0 1 6.5
S 7. 20 628 7.5

9 8. 99 58 47 8.5
10 9. 81 40 32 10.5

11 16, 5 24 31 13.k,
12 25. 00 00 00 25.0

Kay: (1). Number of emitter. (2). Distance. (3).

Coordinate-by-coordinate sorting and gradient descent. (4). Dynamic

programming.
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0ro

a i

n q

Fig 1.

Key: (1) .dB.
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. "cTrm'y/rA pouaa x I
ypoMeIb, d6 , npouec nOHC-

jTenecmos pserroflOJKrth
M3AYRqaTeJaek

(q) noJroro no-
KOOp, HHiTHO-
ro nepedopa 5-12. 100

f55Xh4H2mJIqec-
Koro npor-
paMMl.OsanO4 R
MO1IHH -

poaaHnigJ4) [21 -10-

4) MeTO: pa6o-
SAf {31 .- 7000

Key: (1). Method. (2). Leve. redaced, dB, side lobes. (3). Number of

approved in process of search of combinations of locations emitters.

(4). Full/total/complete coordinate-by-coordinate sorting. (5).

Dynamic programming (modified) L2]. (6). 3ethod of operation [3).

Conclusion/output.

1. Is proposed algorits of global search of location of

emitters in by linear nonequidistant antenna to grating, close to

optimum in Dolbf-Chebyshev's sense. As the basis of algorithm is

assumed the method of the full/total/complete

coordinate-by-coordinate sorting, with which is produced the cyclic

permutation of emitters along the aperture of grating and the

selection of the radiaticn patterns, best from the point of view of

the criterion accepted.
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2. In process of final adjustment of algorithm is traced

interconnection between integrai. evaluation criteria of lateral

radiation and minimax criterioa. It is established/installed, that

the process of search can be considerably accelerated, if at first

the minimization of news on tna integral criterion, and then on the

criterion minimax.

Page 101.

3. Results, obtained during construction of series/row of

noneguilistant antenna arrays, and also comparison with previously

data reached testify about efficiency of algorithm proposed.

4. on base of obtained results is formulated proposition

according to which nonequxdistant grating, close to optimum in

Dollf-Chebyshev sense, can be constructed in the form of combination

of equidistant sublattices with inzerelemental distances in limits

0. 5)(d<X.
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Performance calzulation of antenna radiation with the circular

aperture.

L. Z. Pazin, Yu. S. PetreyKow.

In connection with antenna with the circular aperture, field

distribution in which is assigned Dy function I--pt) ', , are obtained

expressions for the radiation characteristics in the region of

approaching Fresnal, and also for the radiation pattern in the remote

zone in the prssence of quadratic hase distortions in the aperture.

These characteristics are described with the help of the

proposed in the present worx functions of three variabla/alternating,

which are the linear ccmbinations of the Bessel functions and Loamel.

Are examined examples of the use/application of the obtained

results.

Introduction.

The use/application of cyiindrical functions of two

variable/alternating (functions of Lommel [1, 2, 6, 7]) makes it
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possible to determine the radiation characteristics of antenna with

the =ircular aperture in the ragion of approaching Fresnel. Thus, for

instance, in the work cf ansen 3S, 4] it is shown that the

combination of the functions oi Loamel U1 (m, u)+i 2 (m, u) describes

the radiation pattern ct evenly and cophasally excited circular

aperture in field indicated aDove (in the works (3, 4] is allowed the

error in the datermination of zhe first variable/alternating function

of Lommel, in the adopted there designations one should assume/set

w=kaZ/R=/4A). In work L5] is introduced the function

describing the antenna radiatLon pattern with the circular aperture,

amplitude distribution of field in which is assigned by function

(I -t 2).

In the present work are obtained the expressions for calculating

some radiation characteristics ci antenna with the circular aperture

with field distribution of form (-p-!)',, which assume the use of the

tabulated functions.

RADIATI3N PATTERN IN A REGION OF APPROACHING FRESNEL.

Field at observation point il (Fig. 1A) let us determine with the

help of Kirchhoff's integral of the scalar function of field

distribution in the aperture:

- 4io e -- dS, 1
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where A Pt) and lt-,,n - axisymaerric functions of amplitude

distribution and phase of field in the aperture with a diameter of

D=2rt; r - distance between tha point of aperture A and observation

point M; dS= pidpidp - element of area of aperture.

Page 103.

From the examination of Fig. i i follows that

P/ 2p, sin 8 cos qx,-=RV1 R (2)
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Fig 1.Z

Page 10(4.

As is known [for 4], in tne region Of approaching Fresna]. it is

possible to assume:

-for the 4enominatcr of zki* integrand

rR; (2a)
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- for the axponential function in the numerator (by using

expansion 1/- 1

r = R - I -- -- Sir s 0 Cos 41--<p)
2R

Let us introduce the aesignazions:

u=krisine - the generalized angular coordinate; ( )

- relative coordinate of the point of aperture;
r1

m - dimensicnless parameter (a "number of Fresnel"). L'
R

It is easy to show that

-. (5a)4A

where 4=RX/2D2 - the "given distance", the parameter, usually

utilized in the examination of radi.ation characteristias in the near

zone of antenna (4].

Substituting (2a) and (2,) in (1) and taking into account

(3)-(5), after simple conversions it is possible to obtain, lowering

permanent factors, the iollowiny expression for the radiation pattern

in the region of approaching Fresnel:

F(u) = A(t)e'* " J,(ust)e 2 tdt. (6)
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Subsequently we will examine the functions of the listribution only

of form A(t)(f-p2 and t(t)=q~t2 or i(t)-.

let us consider expression for the radiation pattern (in the

region of approaching Fresnel) during the cophasal excitation of

aperture (V(t=0) for the form of the function A(t)accepted:

-h-to
F (u) = .( - Jp, ) o(uO e 2 tdt. (7)

Representing A(t) ay powar series, it is possible to record (7)

in the form

F(,,) = (- 1)1 C ".. (8)

where Cq - binomial coefficient;

I'+L) =fi. (t)e, 2 , 1+' +dt. (9)
Page 105. 0

In appendix it is shown that integral (9) is led to the following

expression:
m

e 2
- e , m. u)M--[i W (q, m. u)]. (10)

where Wt (q, m, u) and W2( q, a, u) - function three

variable/alternating, determined as follows:
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,q, m, u)-i 11.(q, in, U ) = (-i)5 C=-  
( :"

(q )g ' (j '; Jg ( u jg I),c ( 2 -

. . [ ,u) iUg.r2(m, u)](q= 1, 2. 3 .. ), (I1)

in this case

W1 (0m,M, u)-iW2 (0, M, u) =U1 (m, u)--iU.(m, u). (Ia)

Taking into account (8) and (10) tue radiation pattern can be

recorded in the form

e 2
F(u) = F (U), (12)

where

F. (u) I) C.- (-- 1) p [W. (q. m, u)-. i W,..(q, m u)]. (12a)
q.-0

During tha noncophasal excitation of aperture (V(t)=-4pt) the

radiation pattern also can be determined by expression (12), but
M

duriag replacement of a oL-(m-2qm).fL the case q,=- the radiation

pattern is described by known expression for the remote zone 1):

F (u) A (t).Jo (u Wt.(

FOOTNOTE 1. The method of the definition of radiation pattern for the

remote zone at comparatively small distances (A<1), which foresees

the proper misphasing of aperture, as is known, it is proposed by N.

A. Yesepkinoy. ENDFOCTNO1E.
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EFFECT JF QUADRATIC PHASE DISTURTIONS ON THE RADIATION PATTERN IN TdE

REMOTE ZONE.

Assuming/setting in (6) a=O and using materials of

application/appendix, it is possibLe to obtain the following

expression for the radiation pattern in the remote zone during the

quadratic phase distorticns in aperture (9(t)-( 2 ):

F(u) (- )%Cpq W1 (q, 2 T, u--i W. (q, 2qp,, u , (14)

qI-o

in this case as in (12) , is omitted permanent factor 2-. Fig. 2 gives

the results of calculating tha radiation patterns for case of n=1,

with p=O: 0.685; 1.0 and X-a calculations were produced
2

according to the formula

F(u) = [Ul(m u) -pWj (1, m, u)J -i [,(m, u) -plV 2 (1, m, u)]. (15)
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" p-u

' i y=.i.

10.

091

Fig. 2.

Page 107.

So, for the comparison, are sown the adiation patterns for cophasal

aperture ( 0,calculated by te forula

FA ( ) - - A, (u ) , (16)

02 4
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of that obtained from (13) by siapia conversions.

FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN A REGLON C.O APPROACHING FRESNEL.

In a number of cases is of interest asplitude-phase field

distribution in the region of dpproaching Fresnel,

examined/considered usually in the planes, perpendicular to the axis

of aperture. We use given above expression (1) for calculating the

fiell at observation point M, iocated in plane p (see Fig. 1b). From

figure it follows that

r=R"' R1- R2 R7

In the region in question it is possible to assume:

- for the denominator of integrand, as earlier,

r = R; (I 7a)

- for the exponential function in the numerator

2R 2R R

Let us introduce designation L):

R -=m - (18)

FOOTNOTE 1. It is clsar that Mnen hCRu-&, f -,.sl ENLFOOTNOTE.

Substituting (17a) and (17o) into 1 and taking into account (4), (5)

and (18), it is possible to ootain the following expression for
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calculating the field in cha region of approaching Fresnel:

E M = M
- f
*R I

e e F(u), (19)

where F(u) is determined by expression (12).

Page 108.

Lowering in (19) and (12) peraanent factors, we obtain

expression for calculating amplitude distribution and phases of field

in pline P of the region in question:

F _i n e F(u)=j7_ e (20)

in this case F,(ui one shouiu deteraine on (12a) taking into account

(18), with replacement of a on mrn-2(.w in the case %' =q 2

Fig. 3 gives results of tee calculation of amplitadg-phase field

distribution for case cf A(t)=1-ptz with

,m = O, p = 0,684, n = 17(1. : 0,046).

Calculation was produced iccording to the formula

F M.= { ,  -

- i[LItm. u)--/ pW l..t"., u)J). (21)
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Fig. 3.

FIELD OF APPLICATION OF TAE OBTAINED EXPRESSIONS.

Expressions (12), (19) and (20) can be used for performance

calculation of radiation/emissicn in the region for which are valid

placed as the basis of their conclusion/output the scalar formula of

Kirctihoff and the approcimation/approach of Fresnel. The boundaries

of the region of applying Kirchhoff's formula it is possible to

consider (4, 6] the region oi angies not more than 300 from the axis

of aperture and the distance to it of the order of his several

diameters, for example two ([8], page 9). The boundaries of the

rsgi2n of applying the approximation/approach of Fresnel, i.e.,

representations (2a) , (ib) , (Ila) and (17b) , are datermined by
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amplitude and phase criteria for permissible in this case errors [ ],

which express through !na and me.

Let us consider observation point M at the maximum

renoval/distance rz frcm tte axis of aperture in the plane,

perpendicular to this axis, and let us assume, by analogy with [4],

criteria indicated equal to X/d.

Page 109.

This it indicates, in the first place, that all points of aperture

are visible of the point m at angle not more r/8, in this case a

change in the factor 1/r does not exceed 9o/o; in the second place,

that the difference between precise and by approximate values of r,

expressed in the phase angles, does not exceed ,/8. It is possible to

show that the maximum liziting values of parameter m are equal in

this case respectively:

Ma ,, m )
4

3 /3
3  (22)

where

Fig. 4 shows the defined by expressions (22) and (23) near

boundaries of the regicn of approaching Fresnel, and also the

boundary of the use/application of Kirchhoff's scalar formula,

defined as

= - - I (24

under above condition accepted.
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Fig. 4.

K3y: (1). Boundary of the use/application of Kirchaoff's scalar

formula. (2). Region of approaching Fresnel.

Conclusion.

For the antenna with the symmetrical excitation of circular

aperture, the described polynomial of form i-'I' are obtained the

axpressions for performanca calculation of radiation/emission in the

near zone within the limits of tne applicability of the

approximation/approach of Fresuel, and also in the remote zone in the

presence of quadratic phase distortions in the aperture. In the

expressions indicated are used proposed in the present work functions

of three of variable/alternatiag, that have integral representation

of the type of the conversion of Hankel.
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The obtained results can oe propagated to any case of the

described by polynomial syametrical amplitude distribution, and also

can be used for the computation of transmission factor the energies

between the antennas in the nedr zone.

Page 110.

Application/appendix

calculation of the integrais of the form
' i Z t

j 4 (ut)e- 2 t2q-1-v d:.
0

on the basis of known ntaegrai representation for the functions

of Lommel [2] it is possiole to record

o m
X [ U+ I (in, u) IV iLw+)(m, es)]. (r1.1)

Let us show that also the integral

(v 5I (ut) e 2 (1. )
0

can be represented when p-v+(2.Lj analogously through some functions

" im, n)and W v+(q, m, n), expressing with the help of the Bessel

functions and Lommel. We use for this method of integration in parts,

making it possible "to draw togetaer" the order oL function of Bessel
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and degree t in the integrand. Lat us use to (p. 2) the formula of

integration in parts 5wdv=wt- dw, after assuming -=J.(ut1-1; d =e- f dt.

As a result it is possible to obtain the following expression:

AV _ [ e - IV (U) -- ( - () (1-3) - 3)
- V T V+j I

where the indices of the confronting in the brackets integrals are

already "approached" with tae axponents y(t) to 2. Applying to these

integrals and the further indicated method (entire q of

integrations), it is possible to express integral (p. 2) through the

integrals of form (p. 1) ] . and Bessel function

1V(U),l (") .... v+-1 (u)- Finally de nave

V v tv+ 20I dt=

S-e [Wv,+ (q, m, u) i Wlv+2 (q.m, u)1, (Fi.4)
m

where we have introduced functions three variable/alternating,

determined as follows:

+, (q, n, u)= i WV (q, m,"= ,- ' (ui) =

X ~ 2- (q - )
in,+ ( q +7,, -) s).

0-g- (29-,

€ / 2 'g- (q- v)'

(g= 1.2.3 . . .). (r[.S)
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With q=O
w,( O, M,. )±iwv-,(o, mu)=Uvkm~u)±tUv-i (m . . )-

For the functions of the first and second orders, with j=i,

W, (1, M, u) = U( ,-- -- U,(M,U) - -- 11 ( (r.7)'

W(I. M, U) = - lU(m, u ( nU.8)
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Characteristics of two-mirror antenna, which forms radiation pattern

of sum-and-difference type.

L. N. Zakhar'yev, A. A. Lemaasiy, A. Ye. Tumanskaya.

Is evaluated the etfict or diffraction phenomena at the Fresnel

zone of counter-reflector on tae characteristics of two-mirror

antenna (slope/transconduczanca of the differential composing

diagrams, product slope/traascoauctanca to the coefficient of the

use of a surface (stalks) or the square root from the stalks]. Are

qiven the maximum values of the characteristics indicated which it is

possible to achieve due to the correction of the surface of

counter-reflector. Are given tae parameters of the corrected

counter-reflector, whica correspond to the maximum values of the

characteristics of two-mirror antenna with the sum-and-difference

radiation pattnrn.

Work [1] examines the spacial features/peculiarities of shaping
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of field in the aperture oi two-mirror antenna with the radiation

pattern of total type, are given the values of its stalks and

coeffi-ient of scattering, is proposed the method of an improvement

in the characteristics of two-mirror antenna indicated. In contrast

to the majority previously the published works, tha results,

Presented in article (1], are ocrained taking into account the

diffraction distortions ci fieia in the Fresnel zone of

count ar-reflector.

In this article with the delp of the method, described in work (1],

is conducted the analysis of te characteristics of the two-mirror

antenna, which forms sum-and-differsnce radiation pattern. First we

will consider how is distorted differential field component in the

apertare of main mirror, let us compare the values of the

slope/transconductance of te direction-finding characteristic of

antenna, which correspond to the calculations of field in the

aperture according to the geometric optic/optics and taking into

account the diffraction paeomena in the Fresnel zone of

counter-reflector. Then will be given the values of

slope/transconductance i and products iS. Y.S (x- the stalks of

antenna on the total channel), which can be achieved/reached in the

classical two-mirror antenna, and also due to the correction of the

surface of counter-reflector.
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Let us suppose how in work [1J, that differential field

component in the aperture of irradiator takes the form:

(p.,. T ') = ZA (p, (P,)e,

where

.- (p) = B i I - q 2) p e-iv'c ' sin ,

p=p'b, Op<1;

2b- diameter of irradiator;

- coordinate cf point in its aperture;

Zo - impedance in the aperture of irradiator;

B,q,y - parameters of amplitude-phase field distribution (1).

Considering as the given one power P1 in the differential

channel of antenna, let us deteraxne amplitude B:

B 4 ,/_ 3P..
b ; Z (6 -- 8q + 3q-)

As in work (1 ], it is possible to determine field in the aperture of

the main mirror:

E(r, (p) =E,(r, q~e ~ (r, ) ev, (2
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corresponding to distribution (1). According to the values of field

(2) it is not difficult to coaputa slope/transconductance S of the

differential diagram of the antenna:
2:c

) I 0-=o

where d=2a,,- diameter of counter-reflector;

D=2a - diameter of main mirror;

k=2w/.

Subsequently we will examine slope/transconductance S,

corresponding to the fundamentdi component of field in the plane

*=.0 2 - Values [S ]w-,/2 we will normaliza to value

Smax !- 7,85 _4)

1 zo

- to tha maximum slope/transcoductancs of circular aperture [2],

which radiates the same power pA. as the antenna in question. Let

us designate

V = SYS,,,.x. (5)

Expanded/scanned field expression (2) takes the sufficiently bulky

form and therefore it is not brought. Value E(r,$) is expressed as

the same spe.-ial functicns, as fiell in the aperture of two-mirror

antenna with total type diagram (see (11).
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Like th- characteriszics of total diagram, the

slope/transconductance of the differential radiation pattern of the

two-mirror antenna, made on tne classical diagram, as a result of the

diffcaction distortions of field in the Fresnel zone of

counter-reflector liffer significantly from slope/transconductance,

which gives calculaticn of field in the aperture according to the

gaometric optic/optics. In order to be convinced of this, let us turn

to the results of calculating the values E,(r, ) with T=.-v2 and "

for the concrete/specific/actual two-mirror antenna with the

parametars: D=54>, f=O.4D (hera and subsequently ws will consider

that the irradiator is focused to zhe apex/vertex of

counter-reflector and 2n-d 1j).

Page 114.

Fig. 1 gives the standardized/aoraalized values of the

slope/transconductance of tae differential radiation pattern of the

antenna in question, calculated depending on power level 62 on the

edge of counter-reflector at different values of d/D. Fro2 Fig. I it

follows that slope/transconductance v reaches maximum value v-vma,=t0.62

when 40=,3 and d=0.2D. If we in formula (3) supply

instead of EY(r, ) apprcpriate gecletric field distribution, it will
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seem that in this case 6he 2 8=O,3 and d=0.2D V=v-0,88. Thus,

due to the distortions of field ja the near zone of counter-reflector

the raal valua of the slope/transconductance of the antenna in

question is approximately/exemplarily to 30o/o lowar than value

=V... One should note also that value d=0,2D,, which corresponds

., somewhat more than value d--0.16D, with which the antenna in

question has maximum of stalks along total channel (1].

In order to clarify tns reason for the disagreement between

V =., ,m a nd V'V, let us turn to the results of calculating field

distribution EV(r,r/2) into the aperture of the antenna in

question. Fig. 2 gives values JE'(r, "/2)! (Fig. 2a) and argE,(r, %2) (Fig.

2b,d, curves 2) , appropriate v=*v, in the same figure for the

comparison are given gecaetrooptical values lE> r,n/2)I (curve 1).

Comparing curves 1 and 2, it is not difficult to comprehend the

reason for the disagreement between values ' and v.,.. It is caused

by the strong amplitude-phase distortions of field in the aperture.

In particular, because the mirrcr is located in tha Fresnel zone of

counter-reflactor, almost for all points in his aperture occurs

inequality IEv r, It)I< E' (r, n,") As in the case of the diagram of total

type (11, distortion of tield it is not possible to substantially

decrease by the correspondiag tuning of irradiator or due to its

displacements/movemants. dowever, calculation they show that value

v :an be increased with the neip of the correction of the surface
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of counter-reflector siailarly as is done in in the case of

two-mirror antenna with tne total radiation pattern (1). If we in the

antenna in question due to the identification of parameter q in field

distribution (1) or diameter of irradiator 2b irradiate the edge of

counter-reflector in the plane *=v/2 by power with level 2 =0.!. andUK

then to increase the angle of irradiation 2eo. which ensures

counter-reflector (i.e. to aecrease its eccentricity),

slcpe/transconductance v willi first grow, reaching maximum, and

then as a result of of the increasing "overflow" of energy of the

field through the edge of antenna aperture it will begin to fall.

I
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Fig. 1
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About this testify the results of calculating the Yalu@
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depending on angle 90 wita different d/D, represented in Fig. 3. The

examination of the curves Fig. 3 snows that while conducting of the

correction of the surface of ayperoolic counter-reflector indicated

value v reaches maximum v=v=0.69 with d--0.2D and 260=1600 ,

whereas the angle of the irradiation of mirror with f/D=0.4 is equal

to 1230. Thus, the correction conducted makes it possible to raise

value v from v=max=06 2 to v=v0=0.69=1 17%v Field distribution in

the aperture, which corzesponds to the corrected counter-reflector,

it is shown in Fig. 2a and b (curves 3).

If antenna forms/shapes sum-and-difference type diagram, its

fundamantal parameter is product %'S or .< I- stalks along

the total channsl in equisignal direction, S - slope/transconductance

in the zone of equisignal aizection (RSN), since the measuring error

of aagles with the excess of the useful signal above the noise is

inversely proportional to value xS or -.S (see [3)). Since the

parameters of corrected counter-reflectors, which ensure maximums

x and , differ, it is expedient to find values d/D and G0, with

which are maximum prcducts /V l and 1 Calculation shows that for

the antenna in question maximum value ×,=0.375 is reached at

d=0.13D and by 28o=1600. In this case x=0,5.5, aand -=o.68. the

maximum of product lV%=05 tames the pace with d=( 0. 15-0.20) for

0 and 29o=1500. In this case x=0. 54-0.55 and -=0.67-0.68. In

connection with th!, given results it should be noted that in til
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two-mirror antenna with D=54X, /D=0.4 carried out on the classical

diagram, maximum values XV and , xv compose with respect 0.3 and

0.44.

In conclusion let us presant maximum values v, xv and V/,

which zan be achieved/reached due to the correction of the surface of

counter-reflector at different D/X and f/D, and also the parameters

of th3 corrected counter-reflectors.

Fi4. 4a and b gives maximum values v, xv. V v, calculated in the

dependance on D/X. Unbrokan curves correspond to the focal length of

f=0.3D, and broken f/D=0.8. Cutves 1 in Fig. 4a correspond to the

maximum values of slope/traasconductance = while curves 2 - to

values . which occur witn maximum values and X. The

maximum values of products Ixv and xv are given in Fig. 4b (curves

1 they correspond to maximum 1, Yv. curves 2 - maximum xv)

Page 117.

The examination of Fig. 4 shows that for obtaining the maximum

values v. ] xx and vv tc mora prefarably use short-focus twc-mirror

antennas. For axample, with D=(50-400)X and f=0.8D maximum product

tv on (10-5) o/o is mcra than with f/D=0.8, and xv- is more on

(13-9) o/o. In connection wita tais it must be noted that from the
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point of view of tha realizataon of the maximum of stalks the

short-focus antennas and long-focus in practice do not differ.

Ths parameters of the corrected counter-reflector, in which

values \. | , x are maximum, given in Fig. 5a and b (at D_8O.

maximums v I ×V and xv reaca virtually at the identical values of

d/D, and maximums 12 XV and xv also, at the identical values 6 o).

Solid lines in Fig. 5a correspond f/D=0.3, and broken - f/D=O.8.

Curve 1 in Fig. 5b corresponds to aximum slope/transconductance,

V=V while curve 2 - to zaximum products I ×. and x' The values

of angle 80 , given in Fig. 5n, virtually do not depend on D/X.

The results of calculation, represented in Fig. 4 and 5, relate

to the zounter-reflectcr o! hyperbolic form. However, the

calculations conducted showed that the analogous values of values

v, v, xv can be obtained, if we use counter-reflectors of parabolic

and spherical form, after salacting their such that the surface of

paraboloid or sphere least wodld deviate from the surface of the

hyperbolic countqr-reflector waose parameters were given in Fig. 5.

The calculations conducted showed also that even in the case of

the idealized irradiatcr, wnica torms the apetalous

sum-and-difference liagran of table-shaped form, it is impossible to

obtain values x . of those exceeding the values, represented
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in Fig. t4 and which correspond to the simplest diagram of irradiator

and to the corrected counter-reflector.
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Tharefore results of calculation, given in Fig. 4, can be

considered as the maximum characteristics of the two-mirror antennas,

which form radiation pattarns of sum-and-differenca type. It is of

interest to compare these cnaraczaristics of two-mirror antenna with

the analogous maximum characteristics which can be obtained with the

help of the antenna, which has the circular aperture (see [2]4]).

Comparison shows that wita D=(50-400)\ the given characteristics of

two-mirror antenna are inferior to absolute maximum values on the

slope/transconductance on (30-18)o/o from parameter i on (37-20)

o/o, from parameter %S on (50-J7)o,'o.
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Approximate computation of the surface of a small mirror according to

the strains of large mirror in Cassegrain's antenna.

Introduction.

A. L. Eizenberg, L. A. Dozorets.

Is examined the appjroxmatd geometric-optical method for

calculation of the surface of a small mirror on the strains of large

mirror. the new surface of a small mirror is defined as the

superposition of initial surface and increments. Problem is solved

for the general case of arDitrazy ones, including of asymmetric ones,

the strains. Taking into account evenness and smallness of strains in

comparison with the linear dimensions of mirrors are obtained simple

analytical exprassions for cassegrain's antenna. Calculations showed

the sufficiently high accuzacy of method.

As is known, in the process of manufacture and operating the

large two-mirror antennas the surface of fundamental (large) mirror

differs from calculated, which leads to the phase errors in the

opening. One of the possible methods of fight with them - the
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correction of the form of auxiliary (small) mirror [1]. Logically

appears the problem of calculating the new (deformed) surface of a

small mirror according to tue preliminarily measured or calculated

strains of large mirror. The gecaetry of the mirrors of initial

antenna is such, that for their calculation it is possible to apply

geometric-optical methods. In tae case of steady and small (in

comparison with the linear dimensions of mirrors) strains all

parameters, which are determining the applicability of 4eometric

optic/optics, vary unessentially; therefore for calculating the

deformed system also can De used geometric-optical zethods.

For using the known methods oi calculation of two-mirror

antennas (for axample, the metaod of wave fronts [2]) it is necessary

to determine the first new surface of large mirror. In practice the

strains are assigned at discrete/digital points, in this case it

comes not only the coordinate of the points of the deformed mirror,

but also the vector of standard in them. In general calculation is

labor-consuming operation, since it is necessary to solve the

substantially three-dimensional problem (change in each of the

coordinates of a small mirror is determined by a change in three

coordinates of large mirror).

Page 1 .
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Furthermore, the orientation of standard must be determined with

the high degree cf accuracy, since in the process of computations it

is necessary to use with the large lengths of optical paths and even

small angular errors will involve the considerable errors in the

determination of the surface of a small mirror. However, the problem

of restoring the derivatives iitn respect to the discrete/digital

values incorrectly set, and usual methods of numerical

differentiation (for example, differentiation of the interpolation of

Lagranga polynomial) can lead to tue strongly distorted results. Most

precise (method of the reguiarization of A. N. Tikhonov) is very

complex and labor-consuming, since it is necessary to solve the

integral equations of Fredholm oi the first order with the disruptive

kernel. Furthermore, the linear dimensions, with which they use in

the process of calculation, are great; therefore independent of the

accuracy of the determination or standard a relative error in the

computations must be small.

In this work is posed the proolem - using evenness and smallness

of strains to obtain simpla analytical expressions for calculating

the corrective surface of a small mirror. The essence of method

consists of the following. During the first stage by the values of

strains and their derivatives on the large mirror are determined the

shifts of the points of a small mirror and the rotation of standard

in them. The deformed surface is considered then as the sum of the
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initial and of the obtained increments. In this case it is not

required for the high accuracy cf computations, but result is weakly

critical to the errors fcr nuaarical differentiation.

Tha method in question maxes it possible to find the coordinates

of points and the orientation of tne standards of the deformed small

mirror it is direct over the strains of large mirror and known

initial surfaces of both mirrors. In the work are obtained the

expressions in connection wita one of the most widely used types of

two-mirror systems - Cassegrain's antenna.

DETERMINATION OF THE STRAINS OF A SMALL MIRROR.

Let us introduce into the examination spherical and rectangular

coordinate systems (Fig. I). £ae strains of mirrors we will count off

on the normals to the initial surfaces, moreover for the positive

ones let us take saggings/deflections inside. Then the equation of

the leformed larie 2irrcr is racorded in the form

X6 ftg F-1A P VCSq,

Y5= 2ftg---A.(; V)sin -) os (

..0 [2, -An (q); V)sn-- i
where f - focal length of initiai paraboloid ,&(,,*) - the

instantineous value of the strains of the surface of large mirror.
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We approximate the surfaca of the deformed large mirror in the

vicinities of the arbitrary point U0 by paraboloid of revolution with

the axis, parallel to axis x (Fig. 2). The equation of the latter in

general takes the form

(x, y, z)=4F(x-A)-

- (y-- B)' - (z- C )2 = 0, - (2)

where F - focal length of tre approximating paraboloid; A,B,C -

coordinate of apex/vertex.

Let us r~quirs so that both surfaces would have

general/common/total standard at point U1. Then from the condition of

the proportionality of direction numbers we obtain
dq) ix. u, z) a(D(x. y, z)

ax a
L M

0a( x. y. z)
dz

I V (3)
where direction numbers noraals to paraboloid (2):

D(xD. y. z) =4F, aD(x, u. z) =2(B-y) "'x(X,' ' ) =_ O--z)
ax dz

direction numbers normals to deformed large mirror (1):

ay6 46 a6 a. oX __

L ~ jJ alp av1p V 8 9 4

az N dx6 016' ay 6%

34) iv aT 8iv T~ 0'qT
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Fig. 2.

Key: (1). Initial paraboloid. (2). Approximating hyperboloid. (3).

Initial paraboloid. (4). Approximating hyperboloid.
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The front of the wave, reflected from the approximating

paraboloid, will be sphere witn the center at point A F; B;C. To

transform it into the spherical front with the center in the

... ... . . .. .. .IIh = l I I I II - 11] ' '" - . . i l l . . .. li { .. . . . . . .. .. .
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irradiator can thq hyperooioid waose foci coincide with irradiator

and focus of the approximatin4 paraboloid. The equation of this

hyperooloid takes the form

1 -2c- 2 +y'--1 -I F- A -- xly-B)-- -- C)
= 9a", (4)

where 2c - distance between tae foci of initial hyperboloid; 17-,

real axis of new hyperboloid.

From the condition oi equality the lengths of optical paths

along an7 rays/beams from the opening to the emitter in the initial

and deformed systems it is possibla to obtain (Fig. 2):

2 a,, (f - 2c B-' - -- A -x,(5)

,tere

4a - 4.4t - a.4 - 41a - 4fA - 4cf - 40 - B- -C'

4 (a - c - A)

2a - real axis of initial hyperboloid.

it is obvious that at certain point, which corresponds to point

U, (conformity is determined on tae optical course of ray in the

leformed system) , the deformed small mirror and hyperboloid (4) they

coincids and have general/common/total standard. Taking into account

smallness and evenness of strains, it can be assumed that point WI,

which lips on the intersection oi hyperboloid (4) it is normal to

initial small mirror at Foint id (to corresponding point U. of large
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mirror in the reference sysLea); it also belongs to the deformed

small mirror and, therefore,

I (x.,+ A, COS y f + 2c)2 + (Yo, - Ar sin COS) -

+ A(Zor-r sin sin I' -FA+ACOS f+2)'

(YrB--A sin flCOS ;p) + (zf -C -A sin lsin ip)' = 2a., (6)

where r --, ,COST , Por=Ps'JPTCOST, Zor =p.sin sin,- coordinates of point -o
p

of initial mirror; Pr - -radius-vector from point f;O;O,I - 6COS(

the 13szribing initial Farauoloid;

p -a, focal parameter of hyperboloid;

F=-- -ccentriclty of nyperboloid;

n=arctg sineV -angle, tormed normally at point Wo) of initial- COS qP
hyperboloid with x axis;

Ar=WW- strain of a small mirror.

Page 123.

As can be seen from (3) and (6) , strains of a small mirror are

the function of value and particular dsrived strains of large mirror

of the angles A and ir sphezical coordinates. Let us expand Ar in

maclaurin series and, takiia into account smallness and evenness of
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strains, we will ba bounden by taa members of the second order. After

the appropriate conversions from (o), taking into account (3) ard

(5), we will obtain expression for the strains of a small mirror in

the form

'2 2 Pr f / i r\
Cos-l Cos p-

CGS~~~~ I P7 o (P1) dr

l- - lisini 5, 2.; Pr __:

-2 n----Cos IT -I)
Cf

2'g - q) :G - --E (I cos q)
sin Ip t ! I - q) -sin-' (P --2

'2 F -+ 2scos IF - IS . ,
4Pr Cos (p -- 71

DETER AINATI10 OF THE SURFACE OF A SMALL MIRROR.

Equations of the surface of tne deformed small mirror it is

possible to record in the form:

Xx=f-PrCOS q-' ArCOS11,

Yw s Prsn -ar sin T) cos P. (8)Yu = (Pr Sin q - Ar sin TI) sin

AS noted above in practice of the strain of large mirror they

were assigned liscretely, tnerarore, expression (8) makes it possible

to determine the coordinates only of the isolated points of the

deformed small mirror. However, for obtaining the surface of small

[ ....
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mirror it is necessary to determiaa at these points also of standard.

Page 124.

Being guidad cosines tc surface (8)

Z= Q

-' -S-+ r

S
(9)1rQ' -- S -r (9

wh e r C Q S2 -

O Z _ _ S  = I X .=x

Q 6_ av 0 (T
az. . .T. ay . (9

it is determined from (8)

As can be seen from (6) dad (d), total differential of the

guides of cosines m, ni is the function of the amount of the

particular derived strains of large mirror. The rotation of standard

is conveniently counted off from tne radial plane, passing through

point Wo. Without the .imt atioa of generality it is possible to

consider that this plane coincides with plane Z=O. It differentiated

(8) in terms of variable/alternating A _, 8-__ after some

conversions we will obtain increments in the guides of the cosines of

the deformed small mirror at point W, in comparison with the

direction cosines of standard at point Wo of the initial hyperboloid:
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Al = 2 ~ 0 ' sin T

Pr alp)--~l2csT-1)

F3snCo f - ECoIFs-E - a os- sn q

A m= A 1ctg r; Ar n- Cos 2 0 A

Thus the nethodolc~y Qi tne determination of the new surface of

a small mirror consists cz tre toliowing:

1. on assigasi9 straias oi large mirror ar- discrete/digital

points by the iethods of aniacrcal diff-arentiation are determined

partial derivatives .izd

2. on knowin values aad derivatives of strains of large mirror is

determined shifts of pcints ox small mirror, which correspond to

points of large mirror in waica ar,4 assigned strains.

3. W..th respect to Known ro guide cosines of normals to initial

surface and their ciange ara determined guides cosines of normals to

new small mirror.

Findings it is sufficient for the construction of the surface of
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new small mirror.
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NUMERICAL CHECKING OF THE ObTAINED FORMULAS.

For checking the accuracy of the brought-out formulas was

carried out the saries/row of numerical calculations. was examined

the case of axisymmetric quadratic strains. In this case the radial

sections of large mirror are the parabola whose focal length is

excellent from the nominal, and the radial sections of a small mirror

- hyperbola whose foci coincie with the focus of new parabola and

the irradiator, the apex/vertax of hyparbola coincides with the

nominal.

As an example were carried out the calculations for the antenna

with a diameter D6=30 ,% with the following initial geometric
f

parameters: D6 =0.333; the angle of the irradiation of paraboloid

2%0=447o,5 the angle of the irradiation of hyperboloid of 2Po=56O;

the diameter of small mirror d,=O,15.

Fig. 3 depicts the curves of the dependence of strains and

maximum error 6A, (error it is reduced from the maximum on the edge

of mirror to the zero on the 4xis dntenna) in the function of strains
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on the edge of larga mirror. From the graphs indicated it is evident

that at low values A' the erzor Is small. Thus, for instance, with

An=3-0 mm 6Mr=A,0 am. is at the same time evident a rapid

iacreasa in the error wita an increase in the strains. Thus, with an

increase in the strains trom +30 to +60 mm error grows from 0.11 to

0.58 mm.
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Fig. 3.

Key: (1). Errors for com~utati.ons. (2). strains of small mirror.

Page 126.

For the casa of asymmetri.c strains were produced comparative

calculations by the method propcsed and the method of wave fronts.

The graph of strains fcr one of th radial sections is given in Fig.

4. Prom the curves indicated ir is evident that data of both methods

coincide well.
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CONCLUSION.

In this work is examined the approximate geometric-optical

method of calculation cf thne corrected surface of a small mirror

according to the assigned initial surfaces of mirrors and the strains

of large mirror for Cassegrain's antenna. Examination is based on

smallness and evenness of strains. Problem is solved for the case of

arbitrary asymmetric strains.

The shift of certain point of a small mirror and the rotation of

standard in it are determined on snift and rotation of the standard

of the corresponding pcint of large mirror. The unknown values are

obtained in the form of Maciaurin series for functioning three

variable/alternating: the shift of point of large mirror and partial

derivatives of shift cf the angles 0 and V spherical coordinates. The

numericil calculations, carried out for the cases 3f asymmetric and

axisymmetric strains, they snowed the sufficiently high accuracy of

method.

The calculation method proposed can be used both for the antenna

of Cassegrain and for cther types of two-mirror antennas.

I

I
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THE PHASE CENTER OF HORN HADIATORS.

V. G. Yampol'skiy.

In the article is examined tae procedure of calculation of the

phase responses of the directivity of horn antennae. By the expansion

of radiation patterns in the exponential series/row obtained simple

formulas for determining the phase center.

Horn antennae and their modifications are used extensively in

the technology SVCh both as the independent emitters and as the

irradiators of optical-type antennas. Wide distribution received

conical and pyramidal horn radiators. Conical horn antennae possess

low side-lobe level, and their use provides usually satisfactory

results (1], [2]. Racently propagation received conical horn antennae

with the axisymmetric radiation patterns. The axial symmetry of

iiagrams is provided usually by the execution of the internal cavity

of horns in the form of impedance surface with the high

resistor/resistance. Such irradiators provide an increase in the
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coefficient of the use of optical-type antennas and a decrease in the

noise temperature. Pyramidal aorn antennae are characterized by the

satisfactory directed properties and ease of fabrication.

As is known, for obtaining the maximum efficiency of antenna the

phase center of irradiator must be combined with the focus of antenna

system. Optimum the position of irradiator is realized experimentally

- either by determining its phase diagrams or by the immediate

determination of the dependence of the antenna gain on the position

of irradiator on the focal axis. This method of determining the

position of irradiator is very labor-consuming and does not make it

possible to determine the magnitude of losses of antenna gain due to

the residual/remanent noncophasizy of field distribution in antenna

apertare, caused by the nonpointlixe nature of phase center.

For many m3dificaticas of horn antennae the task of determining

the phase center can be solved analytically1 .

FOOTNOTE 1. Works [7], C8) examine the solution of this problem for

some special cases. ENDCOTNOTE.

This solution will make it possible to manage without labor-consuming

and not very precise experiments, or to determine the "diffuseness"

of phase center and conneczed with this decrease of amplification
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factor.
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The antenna radiaticn pattern with the circular opening at a

distance of R from its aperture, as is known, it is determined by

expression ( 1 ], (3]:

F (0) ~ E (r. iaekr arsInQcos ""-') rdrd (p, 1
0 0

wherg 9 - current angle; S(r, 0) - the field distribution in antenna

apertire; 0' - angle between piane of reference (0=0) and plane, in

which is determined the radiaticn pattern; k - phase coefficient,

determined by its own masphasing of horn and by misphasing, caused by

the fact that the directed properties of antenna are determined in

the Fresnel zone:
2 7 " R ' 2 )

a - radius of the opening of norn, T - height of horn (Fig. 1).

After decomposing exponential factor e-i=S "0q-q "  in the

exponential series/row, we will obtain

F (0) a-ia sin6)1 $ E(r, p):cosm (p- -') eik rn+ldrdTn! "
n=0 0 0

(3)

Usually field distribution E(r, 0) is symmetrical relative to

any diameter of aperture. In tais case from (3) we have

F(0) = (a (- a sinO) E (r, (p)cos" (q-y ) e - 1ked r2'1 drdq p.
0 0

(4)
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After designating the coerficients of expansion (4) in termns of

sin 9 through c~n. we will ootain

F(e) ~C2,Sine .(5

Let us normalize di.agrim ?(0) to unity in the direction 9=0 and,

after dssignating c- =d 2 4(d0 -), we will obtain
CO

F (9) =Vdsin"6. (6)
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Fig. 1.
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in the exponential form tne expression for the radiation pattern

takes the form

,4vnSinln

F (0) = e: n- (7)

where coefficients A2 easily are calculated through coefficients d2,,

For the coefficients with small n we have:

A,=d 2 ; A 4=d .
2

Coefficient A2 in (7) determines he curvature of function F(a)

in the vicinity of direction 9=0 (Fig. 1), the imaginary part of

coefficient A2 characterizing tne curvature of the phase diagram of

antenna, and the imaginary part of coefficient k, determines the

"diffuseness" of the phase center of antenna.
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Lat us connect the position of phase center with the value of

coefficient Im A2 . Let at a distance of R from the aperture of horn

the phase radiation pattern take the form

0 (O) =Im A. 2. (8)

Tr13 position of phase center let us designate through 0 (Fig.

1). Then distance R' from point 0 tc sphere CC takes the form

R' = V-1Rt - -r 2xR cos 6 (9)

if distanc- R, at whicn is determined the radiation pattern, is

considerably more than x, we have
02

R"=R +xcos6=R-x-x-. (10)

?rom condition aR'+$(O =const we obtain the expression, which -S

determining ths amount of the shift of phase center relative to the

aperture of horn, in the form

a x = 21m Ai. 1

If distance R with the amount of the shift of the phase center

x, formula for determirning the latter commensurably takes the form

X= 2 R rn A,
aX=_ RIM~q(12)a R-21M A, (12

obtained formulas (11) and (12) are valid only for the case whe

Im A,=ImAb=... =0. The presence in the phase diagram of the terms of

the expansion of higher crder leads to the fact that phase field

distribution is noncophasai during any selection of phase center,

moreover a difference in the real phase front from the cophasal
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increases with the growth 6. in ctner words, the position of phase

center depends on angle 6.

Page 130.

Disregarding tarms of expansion iato o(O) above fourth, we will obtain

after the simple conversions

ax = 21mA, I - 'On A, (13

Formula (13) makes it poss1D.e to determine a difference in the

phase diagram from the ccpaasal and connected with this decrease of

amplification factor.

Let us switch over to the computation of coefficients A,, Let us

consider first the case of the uniform excitation of opening, i.e.,

In this case

c,,, = 2n(- aa e-lk" r 2+1 dr. (14)
(2n)!.

0

The integrals, entering ia (14), are calculated in an explicit

form. Actually/really,
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I . & sin -
ikr 2F 0  e - | rs rdr -- e 2

2

2

F k sin
1hr 2 - dn T 2F e-  r dr = ie" 2= _ _ e .

Z 2k dk--- -°. (15)

2

Hence we obtain fcr coefficients of ImA 2 and ImA4 expression

ImAk = mall C (16k(a. --)"__ (a a)2
8 A4 ctg (17).Tm 4 - f(a) (=a) 1/ 2 .(7

128 24 k~ ~ 2

Thus, for the case cf un2zorm field distribution on the opening

we have for the amount of the shift of phase center an expression
('aalt  / 2 \

a x, = --- - ct • (18)

If the determination of radiation pattern is conducted in the

remote zone, then phase coefficient is determined only by its own

misphasing of horn and is equai to k=aa/2T2 .

For this case we have
x - Ct k

T2 2 (19)

Page 131.

With small k formula (19) takes the form
x1  Al
-- = -- (20)T 12

Analysis shows that formula (19) it is possible to use during

misphasings of wave in the horn, not large r. During the large

9i
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misphasings the structure of trie pease front of irradiator in the

limits of major lobe proves to be more complicated, and with its

approximation it is necessary to consider the terms of the expansion

of higher order. In this case of phase center there does not exist

and the optimum positicn ot irradiator must be determined integrally.

Large interest is horn radiators with the axisymmetric radiation

pattern. In such irradiators field distribution in the aperture is

approximately determined by the equality

E (r, )= =--3  (21)

Coefficients in for this case can be determined according to the

formula
c( = C( - M( (22)

whera c() is determined by expression (1 4).

Let us give the resultant expression for the amount of the shift

of phase center from the aperture of horn, excited by field according

to formula (21), in the form
T2 

(23)T ( 2 1 21--

During the small mispaasings
x2 k2

T 18 (24)

Formula (23) it is possible to use with k<v-1.25r. Fig. 2 gives

the dependenca of shifts x 1 /T and x 2 /T on misphasing k. Dotted line
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depicted the r.asilts of calculations according to approximate

formulas (20) and (24). From the figure one can see that with an

increase in the misphasing the phase center of horn antenna is

displaced from the plane of aperture to the throat, the amount of

shift in the case of uniform field distribution in the aperture 1. 5

times approximately/eieanlariiy exceeding the amount of shift for the

horn, excited unevenly Laccording to the formula (21) ].
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There is greatest practical interest in the case of exciting the

horn by wave H,. Field distrinution in this case with a sufficient

degree of accuracy can be represented by expression [1]
E (r, ) = ( + q cos" p) r, (25)

where p-1/3, q-2/3.

F~r this case coefficients C2n take the form

I 2X "

c2 .) f [- (p + q cos' i) r'] co"(q - p.r~l ' drd p. (26)

0 0

Let us note that in plane E of horn antenna angle 4;'=w/ 2 , and in

plane H 01=0.

Coefficints C2n it is possible to express through known
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coefficients c... those determined by formula (14). Then we have

for plane H
2n (2n--) , _ _ __ ,,,( (2n-.- )!! C2

I)  (
(2n (2n4-)+ (2, 2)1! 2,+2; (27)

for plane E
, _ (2n -1)I! Cm -p ]-q '(2n - )! (28)

(2)1 2n 2n+2 (2n 2)! " 22-2

Calculating coefficients C2,, we Will obtain that the position of

the phase centir of conical horn with wave H11 is determined by

formula (11), whera

for plane H

2. e, 
-

ImA2 = Im 6 k ek'- (29)
- -e- -r 3 k

for plane E

=k - %n
ImAs =Im 2 -1 " 4 l-e - 1t  MI

-3T -e 3 k,

Page 133.

During the small mispuasings the shift of phase center can be

determined:
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in plane H
- 7 k2 - 0,049k ; (31)
ST 144

in plane E
xT 15

Fig. 3 gives the dependence of tha amount of the shift of the

phase center of the conical horn, excited by wave HIL, in two

principal planes. Dotted line in this figure gave the results of

calculation according to approximate formulas (31) and (32). From the

graphs it is evident that wita an increase in the misphasing the

speed of the shift of phase center in plane E more than twice exceeds

the speed of shift in plane H. Therefore the equiphase frontal

surface of the emitted wave has different curvatures in principal

planas. This fact inevitaily leads to misphasing of field into the

aperture of the antenna and to the decrease of the coefficient of its

amplification.

For the pyramidal horns, excited by wave Hol, the radiation

patterns in principal planes take the form:

in plane E

F(0)= e E dx (33)
-I

in plane E
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F( C) = cos -- x e Adx, (34)
-I

where 2az and ,au - sizes/dimensions of aperture in planes E and H

respectively.

In this case the integrals, entering the coefficients of

expansi3n F(9) in terms of sin2 are not calculated in elementary

functions (3). For obtaining the calculation formulas it is expedient

to use the methodology of tne approximation calculus of integrals,

given in (4] and valid with k<w.
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Final formulas for thle shift of the phase center of pyramidal

horn with k<u' take the tcrm:

-T -- k' cos0, 28k - 0, 178k'cos0, 2Sk; (35 1

-f 1 -kcos0, 22k -~ 0.O91 k cos0, 22k. (36)

Fig. 4 gives the dependence or the amount of the shift of the

phase canter of pyramidal square horn in main planes. From the figure

one can see that, as in the case of conical horn, the speed of the

shift of phase center in plane E considerably exceeds the speed of

shift in plane H. This does not allow without the acceptance of any

further measures to ensure accurately ;ophasal field distribution in

antenna aperture.
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In conclusion let us note tnat the results of calculating the

location of phase centers were ccmpared with the available in the

literature experimental data according to the phase diagrams of

conical and pyramidal hcrns, moreover the coincidence of results was

completely satisfactory. Fig. j and 4 depict as points the

experimantally specific Eositions of the phase centers of horn feed,

partially borrowed from [5] and LJ].
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DISPERSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF dULTITURN CYLINDRICAL HELICAL ANTENNAS

WITH COUNTER WINDING.

0. A. Yurtsev.

In the article are examinea normal waves in the multiturn spiral

with the contrary coil/winding. is derived and is analyzed dispersion

equation, it shows that during the excitation of the first normal

wave the band coverage of nelicai antenna increases proportional to a

number of approaches.

Intro dufction.

In works (1-2] it is snown teat the cylindrical multiturn

helical antenna with the one-sided coil/winding (Fig. 1), excited in

the moda/conditions of the first normal wave (amplitudes of the

currents, which excite arproaches, are identical, phases in the

adjacent approaches differ to value 2w/l, where M - number of

approaches), it has axial airectional characteristic and polarization

in the direction of axis, close to the circular, in the range of

frequencies with the coefficient oi overlap K==*J-X In work [2] it is
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experimentally shown that tae same range properti-; possesses the

multiturn helical antenna wita tee contrary ccil/winding. In contr

to the spiral with the one-sid3d coil/winding, this antenna depend

on the method of excitation has a polarization close to circular

(right or left), or linear. Tasoretically this antenna in mentione

work [2 3 was not examined.

In this article on basis of the properties of symmetry is

derived and is analyzed dispersion equation, are determined the

frequency boundaries of the region of the existence of different

transaission modes. On the basis ot this are drawn a conclusion abc

the band coverage of mult.turn nelical antenna with the contrary

co il/w inding.
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Symmetry of system, transmission modes.

Let us consider the system of waves in the multiturn regular

spiral with the contrary coil/winding, formed by the ideally

conducting tapes with tae rectangular form of cross section. Let us

take the following designations: M - number of approaches, wound up

in one lirection; 2a, S, a - mean radius, step/pitch and windingz

angle of approaches; A - width of belt along A-axis of cylindrical

coordinate system: r, 9, z, moreover A<<S/N and <k; 2ao - thickness

of belt along r; e v" - temporary/time factor; a-0, e. 1 - parameters

of medium inside, also, cat of the spiral. The geometric parameters

of right and loft approacnes are identical, which is implemented

strictly, if system is the cylindrical metallic surface,

perforated/punched by the openings/apertures of rhoabic for (Fig.
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2). In this case, naturally, between the right and left approaches in

the points of their intersections there is a galvanic contact.

If ao<<a, then equality tae geometric parameters of right and

left approaches can be made approximately even in the absence of the

contacts between them. it must be noted that from the point of view

of the retention/preservation/aaintaining the properties of symmetry

and, therefore, electrodynamic properties, which escape/ensue from

them, the presence or the aasence of the contact between the right

and left approaches plays no role. The following presentation, which

concerns conclusion/output and analysis of dispersion equations,

assumes that a,/a<<1. This is allowed, just as during the analysis of

single-cut spiral, to seek fields only in two partial regions (with

r<a and r>a), "joining" them on the interface r=a.

The system of its own waves and their fundamental properties are

determined by the symmetry of system.
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Fig. 2.
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The spiral in question possesses the screw axis of symmetry

C,2, 1. Field and currents of syscea with the axis of symmetry C2MI in

the cylindrical coordinate system r, 0, z can be represented in the

form of sun 2M the so-called normal waves, which satisfy boundary

conditions and designed according to the formulas of work [3]:

1!' -1 (,w+L

where

-axial phase constant of zero normal current wave.

Functions e- satisty the conditions:
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• j (r ,  , z) = e "  ,  , z ) (4)

2M,

e (r ) M e e ( r z)  (5)

and, therefore, thay can be decomposed in the Fourier series on

In-r

Reprasenting function e n" in tne form of the sum of the azimuth

three-dimensional/space harmonics:

e,' (r, q)) = e4 (r) e'', (7)

on the basis (5) and (6) it is possible to record

v ( + -L) -"- vT-+ 2at, rze t=0, _1, .+2...,* (8)
whence M

v =n+ 2tM.
Relationship/ratio (8) determines the spectrum of the azimuth

three-dimensional/space harmonics, entering in n-th normal wave.

Page 138.

On the basis (1), (6), (7) and (8) it is possible to record

following field expression of tas n normal wave:

= ,v (r) e -,, , (9)
where --
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Functions J"rr, (f, Z) satisfy the conditions, analogous (4) and (5), and

they can be represented in the form

j(X) (r, P, Z) = (r) (11)

Conditions (4) and (5) mean taat the fields and currents at the

symmetrical points of system in the n normal wave (point 1 and 2, 3

and 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 2) have identical amplitude and are shifted

only on the phase. This fact in the absence of losses in the system

is implemented with the existence of the traveling waves of current

both in the rightists and in the left approaches. The amplitudes of

currants in accordance with condition (5) in the adjacent approaches,

wound up in one directicn, are identical, and phases in plane z=const

differ on 2nn
ML 

(12)

Let us designate the composite amplitudes of currents in the right

approaches through (J(", in the left - through J ".

Condition (12) satisfy the normal waves: n-th and (n-M)-th;

therefore cannot be separately excited them. Instead of these two

waves should be examined the total field into which enter azimuth and

longitudinal three-dimensional/space harmonics with the numbers:

v=n-tMN, q=n-mM. (13)
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Moreover instead of (3) it is necessary to take a&-O, nz=M-1.

Currents in the right approaches satisfy the conditions of right

helical symmetry; therefore in formula (11) for these currents is

satisfied the condition:
- ' SzVAq =- PZ, (14)

2.

where Az and A0 - arbitrary saiits of spiral along Z-axis and on the

angle f. with which right approaches are combined themselves with

themselves (Az\=a qtg a).

Substituting in (14) expression for 0, we obtain -paz+

?qlzi'v;=-jlz, whence q=-v. on tho basis this expansion (11) for

currents .!' can be recorded in the form

V = Jn (r) e S+ ,M M (15)

where gn mM.
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Currents in the lett approaches satisfy the conditions of left

helical symmetry, and it is possible to show that for them in

expansion (11) q-%. In this case expression (11) is written/recorded

in the form

J'" =J'" r)e- - "" ]6

J."_ ........ .. 16)M-0
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Thus, in a M- entry symmetrical spiral with the contrary

coil/viading just as into the spiral with the one-sided coil/winding,

the field and currents in the approaches can be presented in the form

of the sum of the normal waves each of which can be excited

individually. In any normal current wave both in the rightists and in

the left approaches are te traveling waves. Each longitudinal

three-dimensional/space harmonic of current is connected only with

one azimuth harmonic. The ortnogonality of azimuth

three-dimensional/space harmonics in the interval 0 (0-2r] makes it

possible to establish/install tne connection/communication between

the azimuth and longitudinal three-dimensional/space harmonics of

field in the a normal wave and to obtain the dispersion equation of

relatively phase constant p.

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. Dispersion equation.

Using a method of the electrical and magnetic vectors of hertz,

the components of vectcr B and H in the cylindrical coordinate system

for the n normal wave in the spiral in question it is possible to

record in the form (by prime is marked field with r<a, by two primes

- with r>a):
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~ Y~B'(pr) - (e p,

x Pq AI, (pqr) }e-f + %V

H'= - - p B'Q pqr~e- 10qz+ 1W

t--m in-

lv(p=r) -Kv(pqr), A' - A", B' -,- B".

whera I, and K, - Bessel function from the imaginary argument;

Pq I" k = V.

Integration constant A's A", 3', B" are found from boundary

conditions with r=a: E, E;, Ev ;H . -H ; H .; H ; = -, ( s

where j and - components of current density on surface of r=a.

Consid4ring that density dlstrinution of current along the width of

the belt of approach is even, is absent transverse to the axis of

belt the component j (6<<X), amplitudes in all approaches, wound up

L 

I' '
., J
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in cne Airection, are identical, and the phases of currents in the

adjacent approaches differ to value AT= !" On the basis (15) and
M

(16) it is possible to obtain the following expressions

Mctga e-i e iqqt s -e

j=.'M e-. eI4 J -e s +J -eJ
12. e S 0(I9qz

where I+ - wave amplitudes of current in the right and left

approaches; q=n+mM.

Expressions (19) correspond to the case A=0 and it is virtually

valid with A<<S/M. The substitution of expressions (17) under

boundary conditions (18) reduces to the system of equations relative

to integration constants A', A', 80, B". The analysis of this system,

which uses a property cf the orthogonality of azimuth

three-dimensional/space harmonLcs, shows that the constants A', A",

B6, B" will depend on coordinates r and * in two cases:

- when q=v and J4=0,  (20)

- when q=-v and JT=0. (21)
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II
In these cases solution of system of equations gives the

following expressions for tae integration constants:

J-o M (~. 0 e

A'= j P(-, a)

i WE, V p.3~

+ v(pt.). (22)

_ IT MJ ctg a

B' =- Kv (p a),

ctg c

where A±V =g V; - - ' P±* v {l - k; v = n N t . (23)
a

Phase constant is determined from the dispersion equation,

which in the case, which corresponds to condition (20), is found from

the boundary condition, whica requires equality zero components of

vector E, tangent to the left approaches, since J4=0. This condition

takes the form

S= Esina-Ecosm with r=a,_. (24)

In the case, which corresponds to condition (21), dispersion equation

is derived from the boundary condition, which requires the absence of

the tangential component of vector E to the right approaches:

E, =E; sina +Ef, cosa with r=a-rae. (25)
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From expressions (17), (22) and boundary conditions (24) and (25) are

obtained the following two L dispersion equations:

m-

2 v (, (p±a)K ,,(p .,a)

I I -t a, (26 a, 6)

whera YI
a

FOOTNOrE 1. Equation (26a) ior wave number p+,, equ. (26b) - for p-,.

ENDFOOTNOTE.
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RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF DISPERSION EQUATIONS.

The analysis of equ. (26), based on the phenomenon of

three-dimensional/space resonance L4 ], shows that the equation with

the transverse wave number P-v (26a) determines the phase constants of

those normal waves, in which resounding are three-dimensional/space

harmoni=s with negative inuices v. Equation with the transverse wave

number p-v (26b) determines normal waves, in which the resounding

harmonics have %'>0. At the assigned value of n equ. (26) has infinite

solution set. Each solution determines the wave of field, in which

resounds any three-dimensional/sEace harmonic. The wave, in which
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rasounds the harmonic wita index it is designated below through

T*(v In wave T , resounding - harmonic has the positive phase

speed, which coincides in the direction with phase wave velocity of

current in the approaches of spiral. In wave T-(v, the resounding

harmonic has negative phase speed.

During the excitation in the nelical antenna of waves T±t,, where

- is observed the mode of radiation/emission with conical

directional characteristic. In the direction of tha axis of sDiral

the cadiation/emission is aDsent. The mode of straight/direct axial

radiation/emission in the helical antenna is observed on waves T=:. on

wave Tj)the polarizaticn in the direction of axis close to the left

circular, on wave Tk_,)- to the rigat circular.

On waves T_=;, in the spiral is observed the mode of reverse

axial radiation/emissicn with tne polarization in the direction of

the ixis, close to the circular left or the right.

As it follows from expression =n-tM, of wave T--t) they enter

into first normal wave (n=1), waves T-(-:) - in (M-i) normal wave. For

the excitation in the spiral of each of these waves in the pure form

the approaches of spiral must be fed by the currents of identical

amplitude; their phases from one approach to the next must vary

according to the following laws:
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- for the wave..-n= I
M

- for the wave with r=M-i i=-(M )(t- 1)=
Al -- A(-

where I - number of approach.

3uring the excitation of approaches simultaneously by currents
(- 1 - , - ' - 1i '

Joe ' and ;. * i in the spiral they are excited with the

identical wave amplitudes T-, and T(.,), simultaneously resound

harmonics with indices N-]l polarization in the direction of the

axis of spiral will be linear. In this case summed current, which1 1
excites the , approach, takes form J=J0 cos (2r/N (2-1)]. The plane of

the polarization of radiation field in the direction of the axis of

helical antenna coincides with plane passing through the approachI
with 1=1.
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The mode of straight/direct axial radiation/emission on waves

Tt, is observqd in the range of values ka, in which these waves have

the strong dispersion (in re region of the first

three-dimensional/space resonance). Equations (26) make it possible

- - ----- ~---,.
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to determine the frequency boundaries of the region of the existence

of different transmission modes in the spiral, regions of the strong

and weak dispersions of the phase speed. The results of the analysis

of equ. (26) are reduced to the following.

Tha real values pa, which correspond to ground waves, are

arranged/located in the intervals:

1 vW 1Ct a - a < vt- 1)'ctg a-ka J.i R (26a).

Key: (1). for. 1 276

where v(t)-=n+t4, v(t -1)=n-;-(t--1)M. t=O. -1, ±2....

In each of the intervals aqu. (26a) determines the phase

constants of waves Tvrt) and T'v(t.,_, and equ. (26b) - the phase

constants of waves Tvct) and T..w,+ . Qualitative form of the dependence

on 0a of the left F1 (pa) and right P2 (na) parts of equ. (26) is shown

in Fig. 3. On the left boundary of interval (27) rasounds

three-dimensional/space harmonic with number -fv(t)j on the right

boundary - with number tjv:-r)j. Selecting corresponding to these

harmonics terms in equ. (26) and asymptotically summarizing those

remaining, that correspond to nonresonant harmonics, it is possible

to obtain the following expression for for function FP (na), valid in

interval (27) :
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whers F1 ( a) ;:t vt-- - 1)- Am

(t+L [.* (1C) a] Kv f PI a
I= 0, 41

A Lg-a
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For the purpose of simplificazi-oU in calculations FI (Pa) during the

computations of phase constants p on the left side of interval (27)

it is possible to isolate only v(Z) member, while in the right - only

v(t~l)- , the others to sua up asymptotically. In this case

AM VT21 I - e- L "

In particular, this can be done during the computation of the valugs

of function F, (0a) on the boundaries of intervals - Qv. During the

more approximate computations which, as a rule, give acceptable

accuracy for the practical use/application (nonresonant terms), A.m it

is possible not to consider. Without account Am is obtained the

following expression for Q,:
Q , (29)

From squ. (26) and expression (29) are obtained the formulas, which
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are latermininq values ot ka, waica limit the domains of existence of

waves 7,, and T-vvtj,,. Below caese values are designated through

ka-a4 and ka't. Intersection f1 (ej and Fz(pa) at points A and C in

Fig. 3 they correspond to values k- 'ha and ka",,i,; the contact of

these curves at point D0 , whicn is replaced by the closely spaced

point D. it corresponds to values k -ka=a-,  The values ka

indicated are determined by ta following approximation formulas:

ka,,(n ;tg. - tVMtIv(t ) (30)

kv_'I"1 11 ) * (31).... , _ ,.....,, rv t is l o

k", -- ka- -,,j"v (1*1 1 ''=- si a (32) _=

Tha region of strong ways dispersion T,, is limited by value

k.,,,, ,approximately corresponding to the passage of function F2 (_aj

through point B, and it is detdrmined by the formula

h ".kav ( IV()Icos, (33)
I -sin.

Strong wave dispersion i = s observed in the entire domain of its

existence. Ve use the cbtained results for the analysis of the first

and (1-1) normal waves, which ensure the mode of straight/direct

axial radiation/emission.

Into the normal waves indicated enter the waves of field

respectively T-,,, and T=[_t-t., ]. For waves T,±t of appropriate t0,

n=1 and t--1, n=M-1, from expressions (30) and (32) it follows:

0o; (34)
(, -M) osa (35)
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The nearest to T,=, transmission modes from the side of greater ka are
waves T(f.,_ j from the side of smaller ka - wave T,=,,. For waves

T_(,...-) 1 from (29) and (31) we nave

M~. (36 1
I - oAW -- tg, ol '-- a11- M, 2 3

For waves T-,,, from (29), (J1) and (32):

ka ' n  =0; (37)

ka-- sin = (38)

The region of strong wave dispersion T,.i is limited from the side of

high values by value ka' ,. determined on the basis (33) by the

formula
COS = (39,

I -sina

The qualitative dependences of the boundary values ka indicated

from a are shown on the diagram Fig. 4. on the diagram is shown also

dependence ka ,-ctga. when ka kaxp in the spiral are absent the

ground waves. In the figure is shaded the part of the diagram where

there are only waves T. and is observed the strong dispersion of

their phase speed. Values ka and a from the shaded region provide the

mode of straight/direct axial radiation/emission in the helical

antenna.
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The greatest width accordiJ.g to the frequency scale has the

region of the mode of straigim/direct axial radiation/emission when

G-OUT,. Value awr is deteraniLed from the equation

ka, = ,401

and it is equal to

(1 .+M)((M+ I)'-21 (41)
2(M +2) )/'M [(M + 1)'- Mj
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Fig. 4.
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With Ml>2 value Q, determined ay tormula (29) , close to unity;

therefore for the approximate computations in expression (31) it is

possible to assume Q~,-.in this case instead of (36) we will

obtain(I-)Coa
.:k I ) I I -Shfla

and .qu. (140) gives the following value for U~

c~on?;rz ac sin- M 43)

Valuecs calculated according to formulas (41) and (43), are given

in Table 1.

as is evidnt, virtudily wiLth all M>1 for the calculation is

possible to us? formulas (42), (4J). Substituting ('43) into

exprassions (39) and (42), we obtain the following formulas for
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values of ka1 ,2 , which liait the region of the mods of the axial

radiation/emission:
ka = ka,:, 1a =+- kai

whence the overlap factor in the frequency is equal to

ka1
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Table 1.

3I{eHMRA~ acqn aR
rio iop ,y e

(41) (431

16041
'  930

2 29'12 '

3 36035' 36050'

4 42r35' 42*45'

Kay: (1). Values on-" calculated by formula.

Conclusion.

As a result of solving the boundary-value problem it is shown

that tha multiturn spiral with the contrary coil/winding possesses

the same range properties as spiral with the one-sided coil/winding.

Is theoretically found optimum winding angle and corresponding to it

overlap factor in the frequency, which is confirmed well by the

experimental data of work [2). The system of normal waves, is

examined above, it makes it possible to analyze the effect of the

conditions of exciting the approaches on characteristics and

parameters of halical antenna wita the contrary coil/winding. The

normal waves, which ensure axial radiation/emission in the helical

antenna with the right and left handed circular polarization, are not

depended from each other (each of them satisfies boundary conditions
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in the system). This is allowed, varying the amplitudes of the waves

indicated, to obtain any polarization over a wide range of

frequencies.
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